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PREFACE
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Assessment Section. served as Program Manager. Mr. Russel Bohn and Mr. Thomas
Cuscino, Jr., were the principal co-investigators. MS. Christine Maxwell was
responsible for reduction of f~eld testing data.
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SUMMARY

This report presents the results of an engineering investigation of fugi
tive emissions in the integrated iron and steel lndustry. This study was dirac
to the accomplishment of the following objectives:

1. Identification of fugitive emission sources within integrated irbn and
steel plants

2. Ranking of identified emissions sources based on relative environmenta:
impact

3. Recommendations of future research, development and/or demonstration
to aid in the reduction of fugitive emissions from the sources de
termined to be the most critical.

Operations specifically excluded from this study were coke ovens, charging of
basic oxygen furnaces, and blast furnace cast houses.

Fugitive emissions in the iron and steel industry can be generally divided
into two classes - process fugitive emissions and open dust source fugitive
emissions. Process fugitive emissions include uncaptured particulates and
gases that are generated by iron and steelmaklng furnaces, sinter machines,
and metal forming and finishing equipment, an1 that are discharged to the
atmosphere through building ventilation systems. Open dust sources of fugi
tive emissions include those sources such as raw material storage piles, from
which emissions are generated by the forces of wind and machinery acting on
exposed aggregate materials.

Quantitative data which characterize process fugitive emissions from in
tegrated iron and steel plants are sparse. A few measurements of process fugi
tive emissions have been published, but lack of detail on test methods adds
uncertainty to the results. In a number of cases, crude estimating techn~ques

have been used to generate fugitive emissions data. To compound the problem,
confusion as to the origin of emissions data frequently results from poor
documentation.

Prior to this studYl little attempt had been ~ade to quantify open dust
sources within integrated iron and steel plants. The means used in this study
to assess this source category included (a) detailed open dust source surveys
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of four integrated iron and steel plants and (b) field testing of dust emissions
from materials handling operations and from traffic on unpaved and paved roads.
The results of this effort indicate that open dust sources contribute substant
~ally to the atmospheric particulate discharged from integrated iron and steel
plants.

Prioritization of control needs was determined by ranking of fugitive
sources on the basis of typically controlled emissions of fine particulate
(smaller than 5 pm in diameter) and suspended particulate (smaller than 30 pm
in diameter). Most adverse health and ~elfare effects of particulate air pol
lution are attributed to fine particula~~, which also has sufficient atmospheric
transport potential for regional-scale impact. However, because airborne par
ticles smaller than about 30 pm in diameter (having a typical density of 2.5
g/cm3) are readily captured by a standard high-volume air samples under nor-
mal wind conditions, both the coarse and fine particle fractions of suspended
particulate contribute to measured ambient particulate levels.

Ranking of fugitive sources on the basis of typically controlled fugitive
emissions of fine particulate and suspended particulate produced the following
prioritization of control needs:

Fine Particulates

(1) Electric Arc Furnaces
(2) Vehicular Traffic
(3) Basic Oxygen Furnaces
(4) Storage Pile Activities
(5) Sintering

Suspended Particulates

(1) Vehicular Traffic
(2) Electric Arc Furnaces
(3) Storage Pile Activities
(4) Sintering
(5) Basic Oxygen Furnaces

It is evident from these rankings that open dust sources should occupy a prime
position in control strategy development for fugitive emissions.

Analysis of available control technology for process fugitive emission
sources indicates the substantial progress has been made in developing devices

-and methods for emissions capture and removal. However, major problems exist
in retrofitting proposed systems to existing operations. This is complicated
by the serious lack of data on (a) uncontrolled emission quantities and char
acteristics, (b) control device effectiveness (particularly relating to capture
efficiency) and (c) control costs.

A number of promising control methods are also available for open dust
sources. Again, however, little data exist on the effectiveness of these
methods, which must be related to the intensity of control application. Al
though cost data can be derived, costs need to be related to the specific
method design which will produce the desired level of control.
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Research is recommended to determine the cost-effectiveness of promising
control options for both process sources of fugitive emissions and open dust
sources. This will allow for rational selection of control methods for further
development. Example cost-effectiveness aJ~lyses for a process source (canopy
hood system for electric arc furnace) and for various open dust sources indi
cate the control of open dust sources has a substantially more favorable cost
effective ratio.

A major problem hindering the development of control efficiency data is
the lack of specified reference methods for the measurement of fugitive emis
sions. Generalized methods have been proposed, but these methods have not been
evaluated for accuracy and precision in relation to specific source conditions.
Moreover, practicable measurement method options produce data which are gener~lly

not source specific.

A notable exception to this situation is the MRl exposure profiling method~

This method was successfully used in this study to measure source specific emis
sion rates and particle size distributions for a number of open dust sources.
However. in spite of the demonstrated advantages of exposure profiling over
conventional upwind/downwind sampling, the latter technique persists as the
backbone of current field oriented research on open dust sources, which is
being conducted primarily in other industries.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This section presents the major conclusions reached in th~s investigatLon
and recommendations for reducing negative impacts of these conclusions. In
fulfillment of the program objectives, a major effort was put forth to evalu
ate the need for future research and development programs which would provide
fugL~ive emissions control technology for integrated iron and steel plants.
Consequently, the recommendations focus on needed future work.

The emission factors available for fugitive process sources (as presented
in Table 3-1 and 3-2) are, for the most part, either derived from testing but
not supported by adequate reporting techniques, or are estimates rather than
measured values. These inadequacies have produced a range of quantitative un
certainty (as presented in Table 3-4) as large as a factor of 7. The lack of
quantified emission factors hinders the reliable assessment of the air quality
Lmpact of a proposed or existing steel plant, and the development of rational
fugLtive emission control strategies.

There are two possible recommendations to deal with the deficiencies in
available fugitive emission factors for process sources. The first would en
tail contacting original investigators and producing a more detailed report on
ava1lable emission factors. Those factors which were obViously inadequately
documented could then be replaced by new, more adequately supported values.
The second recommendation would be to use the available factors to estimate a
range of impacts. However, this latter strategy would be unacceptable if im
portant decisions hinged on the application of highly uncertain values.

Prior to this study only a few emiss10n factors h~d been developed for
open dust sources. As a result of testing conducted as part of this study.
several open dust sources have been quantified, but available data for most
sources are still insufficient to develop predictive emission factor equations
of acceptable reliability. Consequently, an obvious recommendation is to con
duct further tests on major open dust sources such as unpaved roads and stor
age piles.

Justification for further investigation of open dust sources is presented
in Table CR-l, which compares nationwide stack and fugLtive emissions for the
iron snd steel industry. It is tmportant to note that the emission rates pre
sented are approxtmate. These values are intended to gLve a relative comparLson
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TABLE CR-l. COMPARISON OF NATIONWIDE STACK AND FUGITIVE EMISSIONS

General source category

A. Process sources

Estimated 1976 typically. controlled
fine particulate emission rate&!I

Stack Fugitive

Sintering

Hot metal transfer

Electric arc furnace (EAF)

Basic oxygen furnace (BOF)

Open hearth furnace (OEr)

Scarfing

B. Open sources

Unload1ng raw materials

Conveyor transfer stations

Storage pile activities

Vehicular traffic

Wind erosion of exposed areas

58.000 t/yr
(52.000 T/yr)

15.000 t/yr
(13.000 T/yr)

13.000 t/yr
(12.000 T /yr)

4,400 t/yr
(4,000 T/yr)

110 t/yr
(98 T/yr)

4,700 t/yr
(2.500 T/yr)

750 t/yr
(830 T/yr)

23.000 t/yr
(25,000 T/yr)

9,100 t/yr
(10.000 T/yr)

1.200 t/yr
(1,300 T/yr)

610 t/yr
(670 T/yr)

430 t/yr
(470 T/yr)

790 t/yr
(870 T/yr)

5,200 t/yr
(5,700 T/yr)

11,500 t/yr)
(13,000 T/yr)

480 t/yr
(540 T/yr)

~/ t/yr = metr1c tonnes (2,204 Ib) per year; T/yr = short tons (2,000 lb) per
year.
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of source Lnportance rather than an absolute quantification of emissions from
each source.

The major conclusions from Table CR-l are:

1. Fine particulate emissions from vehicular traffic (13,000 T/year) and
storage pile activities (5.700 T/year) rank second and fourth. re
spect~vely. in terms of the magnitude of fugitive em1ssions emitted
nationwide from controlled sources.

2. Fine particulate emissions from vehicular traffic are comparable, on
an individual basis, to typically controlled stack emissions from
EAFs and BOFs.

3. Wind erosion and raw material unloading and convey~ng are small open
dust sources on a nationwide basis. (On a specific plant basis,
wind erosion may constitute a considerable portion of the emissions
because of dry climate.)

Before further testing of fugitive emission sources proceeds, there ex
ists the need for the specification of standardized methods of measurement. It'
is recommended that for open dust sources, the relative merits of the available
techniques, specifically upwind/downwind sampling and exposure profiling. be
evaluated for each source type and that a single technique be detailed as a
reference method for each source category. The same recommendations are made
for process sources.

The control equipment for the process fugitive sources reviewed in this
study already exists and has been applied in isolated cases. However, problems
with application of these controls lie in retrofitting control equipment to
existing operations. This is complicated by the serious lack of data on (a)
uncontrolled emission quant1t1es and character1st1cs, (b) control device ef
fectiveness (particularly relating to capture efficiency), and (c) control
costs.

A number of promising control methods are also available for open dust
sources. Again, however. little data exist on the effectiveness of these
methods, which must be related to the intensity of control application. Al
though data can be derived, costs need to be related to the specific method
design which will produce the desired level of control.

Research is recommended to determine the cost-effectiveness of prom1s1ng
control options for both process sources of fugitive emissions and open dust
sources. This will allow for rational selection of control methods for fur
ther development. The results of a cost effectiveness analysis presented in
Table 7-7 have shown that watering and road oiling of unpaved roads and broom
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and vacuum sweeping of paved roads are at least a factor of twenty times more
cost effective than use of canopy hoods in a typical electric arc furnace shop.
Cost effectiveness is measured as dollars of annual capital investment and
operating cost per pound reduction of fine particulate emissions.

The ranking of fugitive sources, on both a nationwide and a local level,
illustrates the importance of control needs for open dust sources. On a nation
wide scale. the five highest ranked sources are:

Fine Particulates

(1) Electric arc furnaces
(2) Vehicular traffic
(3) Basic oxygen furnaces
(4) Storage pile activities
(5) Sintering

Suspended Particulates

(1) Vehicular traffic
(2) Electric arc furnaces
(3) Storage pile activities
(4) Sintering
(5) Basic oxygen furnaces

These source emit the largest quantities of fine and suspended particulate,
taking into account typically applied control measures.

The importance of vehicular traffic as a major fugitive source of fine and
suspended particulate is evident by its first and second place positions under
both ranking schemes. On a nationwide basis. there 1s approximately one-third
as much controlled fugitive emissions of fine particles from unpaved roads as
from electric arc furnaces, and nearly one-sixth as much controlled fugitive
emissions of fine particles from paved roads as from electric arc furnaces.
The favorable cost effectiveness ratio of unpaved road controls suggests that
they be included in plant fugitive emission control programs.
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SECTION 1.0

INTIDDUCTION

Until recently, the national effort to control industrial sources of air
pOllution has focused on emissions discharged from stacks, ducts or flues, and
carried to the point of discharge 1n confined flow streams. Control strategies
have been based on the assumption that the primary air quality impact of in
dustrial operations resulted from the discharge of air pollution from conven
tional ducted sources.

However, failure to achieve the air quality improvements anticipated from
the control of ducted emissions has spurred a detailed reexamination of theG
industrial air pollution problem. Evidence is mounting which indicates that
fugitive (nonducted) emissions contribute substantially to the air quality tm
pact of industrial operations and, in certain industries, may swamp the ef
fects of stack emissions.

Iron- and steel-making processes, which are characterist~callybatch or
semicontinuous operations, entail the generation of substantial quantities of
fugitive emissions at numerous poines in the process cycle. Frequent materials
handling steps occur in the storage and preparation of raw materials and in
the disposal of process wastes. Additionally, fugitive emissions escape from
reactor vessels during charging, process heating and tapping.

Fugitive emissions occuyring in the metallurgical process industries con
st1tute a difficult air pollution control problem. Emissions are discharged
with a highly fluctuating velocity into large volumes of carrier gases having
poorly defined boundaries. Emissions from reactor vessels contain large quan
tities of fine particulate with smaller amounts of vaporous metals and organ
ics in hot, corro$1ve gas streams. Enclos~es and hooding of fugitive sources,
with ducting to conventional control devices, have met with limited success 1n
controlling emissions.

This report presents the results of an engineering investigation of fug1
tive emissions in the integrated iron and steel industry. This study was di
rected to the accomplishment of the following objectives:

1. Identification of fugitive emission sources within integrated iron
and steel plants.
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2. Ranking of identified emission sources based on relative environmen
tal impact.

3. Recommendations of future research, development and/or demonstration
to aid in the reduction of fugitive emissions from the sources determined to
be the most critical.

Operations specifically excluded from this study were coke ovens, charging of
basic oxygen furnaces, and blast fUrnace cast houses. These sources were be
ing investigated under separate research efforts at the time this study was
begun.

Fugitive emissions in the iron and steel industry can be generally di
vided into two classes - process fugitive emissions and open dust source iugi
;ive emlssions. Process fugitive emissions include uncaptured particulates and
gases that are generated by steel-making furnaces, sinter machines, and metal
forming and finishing equipment, and that are discharged to the atmosphere
through building ventilation systems. Open dust sources of fugitive emissions
include those sources. such as raw material storage piles, from which emissions
are generated by the forces of wind and mach~nery acting on exposed aggregate
materials.

Table 1-1 lists the process sources of fugitive emissions and the open
dust sources which are the subject of this study. Although emissions from
these sources consist primarily of particulates, gaseous emissions associated
with certain operations (such as sulfur diOXide, carbon monoxide, ammonia,
hydrocarbons, and nitrogen ox~des from coke manufacture and carbon monoxide
from blast furnaces, sintering and steel-making furnaces) also can be expected
to escape collection and to become fugitive in nature. Nevertheless, this in
vestigation is directed to particulate emissions only, beCause particulate
matter is the prevalent constituent of fugitive emissions discharged from in
tegrated iron and steel plants.

The technical approach used to conduct the subject investigation con
~ sisted of the performance of the following seven program tasks.

Task 1 - Identify Fugitive Emission Sources: A comprehensive information
collection and data compilation effort waS carried out to identify all poten
tially significant SOurces of fugitive emissions occurring within integrated
iron and steel plants •.

Task 2 - Quantify Fugitive Emissions: AVailable emissions data based on
source tests and estimating techniques were used to characterize the types
and quantities of fugitive emissions from SOurces identified in Task 1. MRI's
exposure profiling technique was used to field test open dust sources at east
ern and western plant sites.



TABLE 1-1. SOURCES OF FUGITIVE EMISSIONS FROM
INTEGRATED IRON AND STEEL PLANTS

A. Process Sources

1. Scrap cutting
2. Sintering

* Windbox leakage
* Strand discharge
* Cooling
* Screening

3. Hot metal transfer
4. Hot metal desulfurization
5. Electric arc furnace

* Charging
* Electrode port leakage
* Tapping
* Slagging

6. Basic oxygen furnace

* Desku1ling
* Charging
* Leakage (furnace mouth, hood sections, and oxygen lance port)
* Tapping
* Slagging

7. Open hearth furnace

* Charging

* Leakage (doors and oxygen lance port)

* Tapping

* Slagging

8. Slag quenching
9. Teeming

10. Scarfing (machine and hand)

B. Open Dust Sources

1.
2.

alUnloading (rail andlor barge) - raw- materials bl
conveyor transfer stations - raW and intermediate- materials

( continued)
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3.

TABLE 1-1 (continued)

c/
Storage pile activities - raw, intermediate, and waste- materials

* Load-in
* Vehicular traffic around storage piles
* Wind erosion of storage piles
* Load-out

4. Vehicular traffic

* Unpaved roads
* Paved roads

5. Wind erosion of bare areas

~/ Raw materials - iron ore, coal, and limestone/dolomite.

2/ Inte~ediatematerials - coke and sinter.

c/ Waste materials - slag and flue dust.
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Task 3 - Review Existing Control Technolo~: Infor.mation was collected
and analyzed to evaluate the effectiveness of available systems and techniques
applicable to the control of process fugitive emissions and open dust sources.

Tasks 4 and 5 - Develop Emissions Classification System and Classify
Emissions: A generic classification system was developed and applied to iden
tify the similarities and differences in fugitive emission sources thereby de
fining generalized control problems which might most effectively be treated
in an integral manner.

Task 6 - Determine Crit~cal Control Needs: Using background information
developed in previous tasks, the identified fugitive sources were ranked ac~

cording to the relative environmental benefit of (or need for) emissions con
trol requiring. if necessary, the development and demonstration of effective
control techniques.

Task 7 - Recommend Research and Development Programs: Having identified
and ranked control needs in Task 6, priority R&D program areas were recommended
to address these needs taking into account deficiencies in available control
technology and the expected results of research programs already underway.

This report is organized by subject area as follows:

Section 2 identifies fugitive emission sources within integrated iron
and steel plants.

'-'Section 3 presents data on the quantities of fugit~ve emissions ~nclud-

ing the results of the field testing of open dust sources.

Section 4 presents the results of surveys of open dust sources con
ducted at four integrated iron and steel plants.

Section 5 summarizes control technology applicable to process fug~

t~ve emissions sources.

Section 6 summarizes control technology applicable to open dust
sources.

Section 7 presents a ranking of critical control needs and def~nes

priority R&D progrmn areas directed to the development of control
technology for fugitive emissions.

Section 8 lists the references cited in this report.

Section 9 presents the Glossary of Terms, which defines spec~al term~~

nology used in this report to describe and characterize fugitive emis
sion sources.
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A mixture of metric and English units was used in this report. The word
ton always refers to short ton (abbreviated ''Til). which is equivalent to 2 ,000
lb. The word~ always refers to the metric tonne (abbreviated lit ") , which
is equivalent to 2,200 lb. An English-to-metric eonverS1on table follows Sec
tion 9.
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SECTION 2.0

FUGITIVE EMISSIONS SOURCE IDENTIFICATION

This section provides a discussion of the various process £ug1tive emis
sions sources and open dust sources within the integrated iron and steel in
dustry. These sources are associated with the major processing operations
used in producing iron and steel and with the handling of large quantities of
raw materials, processed materials. and by-products.

Figure 2-1 gives a process flow diagram for a representative integrated
iron and steel plant. Typical process material balances are given in Figure
2-2 and typical material quantity conversion factors are given in Table 2-1.
Finally, industry-wide material flows are presented in Figure 2-3.

In the following subsections, the identification and characterization of
each fugitive emission source includes: (a) description of the specific op
erations that generate fugitive emissions. (b) quantification of the source
extent, and (c) discussion of the major physical and chemical characteristics
of the fugitive emissions streams at the point of discharge.

2.1 PROCESS SOURCES

Presented below is a discussion of each of the specif1c process fugitive
emission sources listed in Table 1-1. The characteristics of fugitive emis
sions from process sources are summarized in Table 2-2.

2.1.1 Scrap Cutting

Source Description--
Scrap iron and steel is used in the manufacture of steel. Scrap too large

for steel furnace charging buckets and machines is cut to a proper 81ze with
shears or a torch. Torch cutting of scrap. which is typically performed out
doors. is the source of fugitive emissions considered here.

There are no published data to indicate how many torch operating hours
per year are used in the iron and steel industry. It is likely that most of
these operating hours are utilized to cut home scrap. rather than purchased
scrap.
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Figure 2-1. General flow diagram for the iron and steel industry.
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TABLE 2-1. TYPICAL CONVERSION FACTORS UTILIZED FOR ENGINEERING
ESTD1ATES OF QUANTITIES OF MATERIAL HANDLED

PToc:.e..

Coke manufacture

Iron production

BaF steel production

OaF 'teel production

Conversion factor

1.0 Uftlt coal
a.69 unit coke

0.55 unit coke
1.0 unit iron

1.55 Hntt. of iron beatins material
1.0 unit iron

0.5 ullit .il'ltltr
1.0 unit iron

1 0 unit iron ere
1.0 unit iron

0.2 unit limeatone
1.0 unit iron

0.2 unit slag
1.0 unit iron

or

O.J-O_~ ~"i; slag
1.0 unit iron

or

0.2·0.35 unit .lag
1.0 unit 1ron

0.7 unit not metal
1 0 unit BaF .teel

0.3 unit scrap
l.0 unit BaF steel

0.45.0.55 unit hOl: llIatal
1 0 unit OMF .teel

0.45·0.55 unit scrap
1 0 unit OHF 'teel

2-4

Reference

2

2

Average of 5 years of
AlSI data

Calculated by dif
ference

2

2

3
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Home scrap includes crop ends, skull, spills, rejected semi-finished
products, trimmings, and so on. In general, 35% of the raw steel manufactured
into finished products will end up as home scrap.I/

Source Extent--
In 1976, 25 million tons were used in EAFs, 26.3 million tons in BOFs,

and 12.3 million tons in OHFs. Home scrap constitutes about 55% of total
scrap used by the iron and steel industry, and purchased scrap makes up the
remainder.

Emlssion Characteristics--
The emission characteristics for torch cutting of scrap are assumed to

be similar to those from scarfing. The most salient and probably the most
important characteristic of scrap cutting emissions is the fine size of the
particulate released.

2.1.2 Sintering

Source Description--
As the fused layer of sinter leaves the sinter machine, it drops into

the sinter breaker and is passed through a hot screening process. The prop
erly sized material is passed through the cooler which is normally of the in
duced draft, annular type. Finally, the sinter is transported to the cold
screen where the proper size sinter is separated out and sent to the blast
furnace.

The process sources of fugitive emissions in sinter plants are' (a)
strand discharge, which normally includes the sinter breaker and hot screen,
(b) cooler discharge, and (c) the cold screen. MRI feels that s~nce the
windbox is under negative operating pressure, windbox leakage is not a source
of fugitive emissions.

Source Extent--
As of 1974, there were 36 sintering facilities in existence in the

United States, with plant capacities ranging from 2,000 to 6,000 tons of
sinter per day.~/ Sinter production in the United States has been on a
downward trend for the last 10 years.!/ This trend can be attributed to
the depletion of several natural iron ore mines and the necessity to uti
lize the lower grade taconite ores which are pelletized at the mine site.
In 1976, 36,300,000 tons of sinter were produced within the steel industry.2/

E~issions Characteristics--
As indicated in Table 2-2, particulate emissions from sintering are

coarse in comparison with other process fugitive emissions. Only 5% of the
sinter plant fugitive emissions are smaller than 5 ~m. The composition given
in Table 2-2 is actually for windbox emissions, but it is assumed that the



composltion of emissions from sources downstream of the windbox is the same,
S1nce the sinter undergoes only physical handling Bod sizing processes.

2.1.3 Hot Metal Transfer

Source Description--
Every BOF shop and most OHF shops have a hot metal transfer station. At

these stations. ~h~~Q~pe~_~ar ;rom the blast furnace pours molten iron
either into the charging ladle or into a mixer which is subsequently tapped
into the charging ladle. It is the violent mixing during these pours that
produces iron oxide emissions. Another type of emission produced is kish.
WhlCh consists of carbonaceous. flake-like particles that leave the molten
iron as it begins to cool.

Source Extent--
In 1976, 82.900,000 tons of hot metal were produced within the industry

and virtually all of this hot metal was transferred prior to processing.

Emissions Characteristics--
Table 2-2 shows that the fugitive particulate emissions from the hot

metal transfer station are coarse in comparison to the other process fugitive
emissions. This is due mainly to the fact that the kish, which is much larger
in size than the Lron oxide particles, is produced in greater we~ght. thus
Shifting the combined size distribution toward the coarse end of the spectrum.

2.1.4 Hot Metal Desu1furization

Source Description--
Fugitive emissions are generated by the addition of desulfurizers to hot

metal at a position between the blast furnace and the steel-making furnace.
Emissions result from (a) agitation of the hot metal as the desulfurizer is

,added, (b) handling of the desulfurizer, (c) natural rejection of carbon by
the hot metal. and (d) skUDn1ng of the slag into a pot.

Source Extent--
The percentage of hot metal presently desulfur1zed between the blast

furnace and the steel furnace has not been published.

Emission Characteristics--
Little is known concerning the characteristics of emissions from hot

metal desulfurization. One of the constituents 1s kish, which has been pre
viously described. Another of the constituents is iron oxides arising from
the agitation of the hot metal. A third constituent of the emissions is the
desulfurizer itself. Some possible desu1furizers are CaC2. CaO, NaCO). NaOH,
Mg, and CaC03 _



2.1.5 Electric Arc Furnaces

Source Description--
The sources of fugitive emissions from electric arc furnaces are charg

ing. tapping, slagging, and electrode port leakage. Of these four sources,
only the first three are of regular occurrence. During scrap charging, the
furnace roof is removed and the direct shell evacuation (DSE) system is ren
dered ineffective. Charging emissions are generated when dirty or oily scrap
is dropped into contact with the hot furnace lining. During tapping, the
furnace tilts forward. and the emissions occur as the molten steel enters the
tapping ladle. During slagging. the furnace tilts back and the emissions oc
cur as the molten slag enters the slag pot. In both tapping and slagging. it
is the v10lent mixing of the molten material that produces the fume.

Emissions during meltdown and refining stages are generally captured by
the OSE system. When, for some reason. the draft on the furnace produced by
the DSE system is reduced, fumes escape through the electrode ports.

Source Extent--
Electric arc furnaces are increasing Ln number in the United States. In

1972. there were 299 operating EAFs; and 450 furnaces are projected to be in
operation by 1980.101 In 1916, EAF production consisted of 69% carbon steel,
24% alloy steel. and 7% stainless steel. In terms of total steel production.
EAFs produced 15% of carbon steel. 41% of the alloy steel and 100% of the
stainless steel for a total of 20% of the entire U.S. steel productlon (see
Table 2 -3) .2/

TABLE 2-3. 1976 RAW STEEL PRODUCTION BY TYPE OF FURNACE2l

Production Percentage of
Furnace (1.000 tons) total

Electric arc 24.600 20
Open hearth 23,500 18
Basic oxygen 79,900 62

Total 128,000 100

Emission Characteristics--
The major characteristics of EAF fugitive emlssions are particle flne

ness and low degree of plume buoyance. The emissions are cooled rapldly as
they travel from the EAF to the building monitor. The composition of the
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particles is dominated by iron oxide and zinc oxide, with the latter being
prevalent when galvanized scrap is in the charge.

2.1.6 BaS1C Oxygen Furnaces

Source Description--
The sources of fugitive emissions from basic oxygen furnaces are charg

ing, tapping, slagg1ng, puffing, deskulling, and leakage from the lance port
and pr1mary hood. The first three sources occur regularly, but the last three
occur infrequently. During charging, tapping, and slagging, the furnace is
tilted from underneath the primary hood so that emissions generated in these
three positions, unless captured, will rise and leave through the building
mon1tor. Puff1ng is caused by the production of fume too large in volume for
the primary hood to handle. This fume escapes between the mouth of the fur
nace and the primary hood when the hood is of the open type. When the hood is
of the closed or combust1on suppression type, puffing is nonexistent. Deskull
ing emissions are generated during the removal of hardened steel at the mouth
of a BOF with a gas cutting lance. Finally, leakage around the lance port and
through the openings of a sectionalized primary hood occurs in a few isolated
cases. Normally, the negative pressure inside the primary hood prohibits this
type of emission.

:;ource Extent--
BOF steel production has increased dramatically in the last decade in the

United States, with BOF shops frequently replacing OHF shops. By 1980, 90 BOF
furnaces will be in operation with individual furnace capacities ranging from
75 to 350 tons. In 1976, BOF production consisted of 92% carbon steel and 8%
alloy steel. In terms of total steel production, BOFs produced 66% of the
carbon steel and 44% of alloy steel for a total of 62% of the total U.S. raw
steel production (see Table 2-3).21

EmissLons CharacterLstics--
BOF fugitive emissions escape to the atmosphere through the roof monitor.

Although there is no standard design for roof monitors, one monitor is known
to be 8 x 500 ft and to have an emission stream exit velocity ranging from
500 to 800 fpm. Particulate emissions from the BOF consist mainly of Fe203'
The particle size data available for BOFs are contradictory, with the frac
tion smaller than 5 ~m ranging from 0.06 to 0.90; in Table 2-2, 0.5 has been
chosen as an average.

2.1.7 Open Hearth Furnaces

Source Description--
The sources of fugitive emissions from open hearth furnaces are charging,

leakage, tapping, and slagging. Charging emissions result from the addition
of hot metal or scrap into the hot furnace. Leakage em1ssions occur as a result
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of improperly positioned charging/tapping doors and from oxygen lance-port
leakage. Tapping and slagging emissions result from the violent mixing of
the poured molten material.

Source Extent--
The increase in new BOF steelmaking capacity in the United States is off

setting the decrease in OHF steelmaking capacity. OHFs accounted for 55% of
steel produced in 1967. but by 1976 the percentage of steel produced in OHFs
had decreased to 18% (see Table 2-3). Some forecasters have predicted the
virtual extinction of the open hearth furnace by 1990.

Emissions Characteristics--
The fugitive emissions characteristics of open hearth furnaces are SLmi

lar to the other types of steelmaking furnaces.

2.1.8 Slag Quenching

Source Description--
The fugitive emission source considered here is addition of water to

blast furnace and steel furnace slag for the purpose of cooling. The fugi
tive emission of primary concern is gaseous H2S.

Source Extent-
Calculations show that

slag were produced in 1976.
is unknown.

approximately 25 million tons of blast furnace
The percentage of this slag that was water cooled

Emission Characteristics--
Little is known concerning the amount of H2S produced by slag quenching.

2.1.9 Teeming

Source Description--
The fugitive emission sources of concern in teeming are handl1ng of ladle

additions and agitation of molten steel during pouring and ladle additions.

Source Extent--
Nearly all molten steel is either teemed

a tundish feeding continuous casting strands.
ladle additions during teeming is unknown.

into ingot molds or poured into
The amount of steel requiring

Emission Characteristics--
No known tests have been performed to characterize teeming emissions.
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2.1.10 Scarfing

Source Description--
Prior to rolling mill operations, the billets. blooms and slabs are in

spected so that defects potentially detrimental to the finished products may
be removed by chipping, grinding. or scarfing. Of these operations, scarfing-
either by hand or machine--produces the greater amounts of fugitive emissions.
Both scarfing operations employ methods to burn off the outer steel layer.
Fugitive emissions occur from leaks from the machine scarferfs control equip
ment aDd from open (outdoor) hand scarfing.

Source Extent--
Of the total steel produced. approximately 20 to 50%11/ is scarfed,

mainly by machine scarfing.

Emissions Characteristics--
As indicated in Table 2-2. emissions from steel scarfing consist largely

of fine particles, which because of enhanced light scattering potential, may
create dense plumes.

2.2 OPEN DUST SOURCES

Fugitive emissions are discharged from a wide variety of open dust sources
within an integrated iron and steel plant. Because open dust source emissions
heights are usually less than 10 m above the ground, the open dust source im
pact at the plant boundary and surrounding areas is greater than the impact of
the elevated high-temperature process source having the same emission rate.
This section gives information on source description, source extent, and emis
sions characteristics of the following open dust sources: materials handling,
storage pile activities. vehicular traffic and wind erosion of exposed areas.

2.2.1 Materials Handling

Source Description--
There are numerous fugitive dust emission points associated with the han

dling of raw, intermediate and waste materials in the integrated iron and steel
industry. This section traces the methods by which these materials are un
loaded from barges and railcars and transferred by conveyors.

Figure 2-4 presents a typical flow dLagram for materials handling in the
iron and steel industry. Raw materials enter an iron and steel plant by
barge, rail, snd to a lesser extent by truck. Barges are unloaded by clam
shell bucket or conveyor bucket-ladder methods. This transfer process yields
fugitive dust when the material is dropped onto a nearby storage pile or un
derground conveyor.
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Ra11cars are unloaded at side dump, rotary dump, or bottom-hopper dump
stations. The side railcar dump unloading process, Which is associated with
the are bridge system, turns the loaded car at almost a 90-degree anglej and
the material falls into a special motorized railcar. At a specific location,
this car drops the material through side chutes into a pit. The material is
picked up by a clamshell bucket and is dropped onto a storage pile. Fugitive
dust emission points occur during: (a) railcar side dump. (b) motorized car
s1de chute dump; and (c) dropping of the material from the clamshell bucket
onto the pile.

The rotary ,'-_.np railcar unloading process rotates the railcar 180 degrees
with the material falling onto an underground conveyor. The material is moved
by conveyor to the storage pile area. Up to this point. fugitive dust emis
sions occur at the rotary dump station and at conveyor transfer stations.

The bottom dump railcar process utilizes bottom-hopper railcars which
drop their contents onto an underground conveyor. The conveyor moves the ma
terial to the storage pile area. Fugitive dust emissions points occur at the
bottom dump railcar station and at transfer stations along the conveyor route.

The transport and subsequent transfer of materials via conveyor systems
are open sources of fugitive dust emissions. Dust emissions attributed to
the actual conveyor transport of materials 1S a relatively insign1ficant
source of emissions. This is due to the configuration of the open conveyor
belt, Which is U-shaped and shields the material from the forces of wind un
der average wind speed conditions. During high wind speed conditions, how
ever. wind blown dust emissions can occur during conveyor transport of mate
rials.

Significant fugitive dust emissions occur at conveyor transfer stations.
Here the conveyed materials are transferred from one conveyor network to
another. The mixing of the exposed free falling aggregate materials and re
sultant drop onto a conveyor creates noticeable dust emissions.

Fugitive dust emissions result also from the physical sizing of materials
at conveyor screening stations. Here materials pass through a series of
screens to separate fine and coarse fractions. Certain steelmaking processes
such as coking and blast furnaces require materials to be coarse 10 size;
other processes, such as sintering. utilize materials that are fine in size.

Source Extent--
Every integrated 1ron and steel plant has facilities for the unloading

and subsequent conveyor transfer and screening of various materials used or
produced 1n the steelmaking processes. Major raw materials include lump iron
ore, iron-bear1ng pellets. coal, flux materials (limestone, dolomite, etc.)
and scrap metal. Major intermediate materials include coke and sinter, while
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waste materials include slag and flue dust. Industry-wide usage levels of
these major materials in 1976 are presented in Table 2-4.

TABLE 2-4. 1976 INDUSTRY-WIDE PRODUCTION AND RECEIPT
OF INPUT MATERIALS.2/

Input material

Lump iron ore
Iron ore pellets
Coal
Coke
Flux
Scrap metal

Production and receipt
(106 tons)

17 .5
86.7
79.1
60.9
29.5
68.3

Published data describing the characterist~cs of fugit1ve emissions from
materials handling were found to be sparse. Because of this. a conveyor trans
fer station was included in the source testing phase of this study, to be de
scribed in Section 3.3.2 of this report. Table 2-5 presents ava1lable infor
mation concerning materials handling emissions characteristics.

2.2.2 Storage Pile Activities

Source Description---
The production of f1nished steel products entails the stockpiling of

large amounts of raw, intermediate and w~ste materials. The majority of
these materials remain in storage for periods ranging between 5 to 60 days;
however, certain materials, such as waste products. may remain in storage
for several years before further usage., ~ug~~ dust emissions assoc~ated

with open storage piles result from four source activities: (a) load-in or
addition of ~ateriaL~to a storage!pi~e; (6) vehicular traffic around storage------ - -- -- ... - ~ - - --
piles, usually related to maintenance of pile configuration; (c) wind erosion
of exposed pile surface; and (d) fo-ad':out or -removal -of -material--;- -F-1.gure 2-4
depicts these source activities relative to the previously mentioned materi
als handling.

In the iron and steel industry. -storage pile materil;11 load-in is accom
plished by: (a) gantry-crane clamshell buckets, (b) conveyors attached to
stationary and mobile stackers; and (c) front-end loaders. Fugitive dust
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TABLE 2 -5 •. MATERIALS HANDLING EMISSIONS CHARACTERISTICS

Particle size of
Example total emisslon~'
source Injection Weight % Den!>1ty

CompoSitionE'Source material height Suspended Fine (g/cm3)

Darge/railcar
5.-)./unloading Iron ore Ground level NA- NA Fe20), Fe304' some

siUea and lime-
stone

Conveyor transfer
3.#-'N station Sinter Elevated 5S 20 Iron oxides, cal-

I cite, iron-calcium....
0- silicates, and

quartz

Conveyor screening
2• .,Jl'station Limestone Elevated NA NA Mostly CaC03

NA = Not available.

,!, Based on this study's source testing results; Seetion 3.3.2.

~/ Reference 1, p. C-5.



emissions occur as the material is being dropped onto the storage pile, ex
posing suspendable dust to ambient air currents.

Vehicular traffic aroumLstorage-pi-les.-consist-ing-of--the-movement of
front:end 10a~J bulldozers, and trucks. generates fugitive dust emissions
~traveling over a dust-laden surface. usually consisting of the storage pile
material. Contact of the vehicle with the surface causes pulverizat10n of
surface material and lifting of suspendable fines into wind currents.

F~gitive dust emissions a~~~~~lt_from_t~d-ero~1oa,ofst~e

piles. The threshold erosion wind velocity for this phenomenon 1S believed
~12 mph.1L1 Fine particles are injected into the atmosphere mostly as
the result of momentum transfer when saltating (bouncing) particles of larger
size strike the surface.

...
The load-out process is also a source of fugitive dust emissions. Meth-

ods used for reclaiming storage pile material include: (a) "raking" mater1als
onto underground conveyors; (b) front-end loading and transfer of materials to
conveyor bins; (c) mobile '~ucket-wheel" reclaim1ng onto underground conveyors;
(d) bottom feed plow of material (underneath the pile) to underground convey
ors; and (e) clamshell bucket removal of material to underground conveyors or
highline cars. The quantity of fugitive dust emissions realized from these
processes is dependent on the relative mechanical force associated with the
reclaiming procedures and material silt and moisture.

Source Extent--
Table 2-6 summarizes the data pertaining to the source extent of storage

pLle activity in the iron and steel industry. Values presented are averages
obtained from four open dust surveys which were conducted as part of thLs
study as reported in Section 4.

Emissions Characteristics--
Table 2-7 presents emissions characteristics of the four specific storage

pLle activities. These data are based largely on the results of source test
109 conducted as part of this study.

2.2.3 Vehicular Traffic

Source Description-- -----
Motor vehicles are utilized extensively in the integrated iron and steel

/Lndustry. Employees' vehicles are driven into the plant; l1ght-duty plant
vehicles (cars, pickups, vans, etc.) transport employees to and from differ
ent plant areas; and trucks of various sizes (5 to 70 tons loaded weight)
transport raw and finished materials within and outside the plant. Fugitive
dust emissions are generated by these vehicles traveling on unpaved and paved
roads.



TABLE 2-6. STORAGE PILE ACTIVITY SOURCE EXTENT
(Average Surveyed Plant )~./

Annual Duration Matenal
Major Amount in storage of Material moisture
stockpiled storage throughput storage silt content content
materials (tons) (106 tons) (days) (%) (%)

-
Coal 70.000 0.7 107 4 6

Lump i ron ore 140,000 1.3 48 12 5

Pellets 68,750 1.2 43 11 1

Coke 54,000 0.4 50 1 1

N
I Limestone 20,000 0.1 76 2 2t-

oo

Processed slag 73,000 0.9 60 2 1

!of Values shown are averages of the data compiled from this study's four open dust
source surveys (see Section 4.0).



TABLE 2-7. STORAGE PILE ACTIVITY EMISSIONS CHARACTERISTICS

Particle size of
Example total emission&!1

source Injection Weight % Densit~1
Source material height Suspended Fine (g/eml )

Load-til Pellets (stacker) Elevated 16 5 4.9

compost tiorJ!1

pe)04' Fe204i Some
gangue. mostly
silica; bentonite

Iron ore (~tacker) Elevated 16 5 4.5 Fe20). Fe304. some
slUca and lime
stone

Vehicular traffic
around storage piles - Ground level NA NA NA

N
Wind erosionI.....

from storage piles Elevated\D - NA NA NA

Load-out Processed slag Elevated 11 ) )

(front-end loader)

NA = Not available.

~I Ba~ed on lilts study's source testing; Section 3.3.2.

~I Reference I, p. C-5.

£1 The Making. Shapln~ and froating of Stuel. U.S. Steel Corporation. p. )39 (1971).

NA

NA

Silicates, silica
phosphates, alumi
nates, borates.
ferrtles=!



Unpaved road surfaces produce substantially greater emissions than paved
roads with the same traffic. Within an iron and steel plant, unpaved roads
are usually surfaced with slag or dirt. These roads may be constructed with
a firm roadbed or may consist of trails made by the traveling vehicles. The
roads may periodically be maintained by adding graded crushed slag and dirt
or may be left to the abuse of vehicles and the weather.

Paved roadways, which predominate in the iron and steel industry. are
easier to maintain. However, if the surface dust loading on a paved roadway
is allowed to increase. the level of dust emissions may approach that of an
unpaved road.

Source Extent--
Data on average vehicle miles traveled on unpaved and paved roads w~thln

an integrated iron and steel plant have been compiled from four plant surveys
of open dust sources conducted by MRI as part of this study (see Section 4.0) •
Table 2-8 summarizes the results of the surveys.

Emissions Characteristics--
Table 2-9 presents characteristics of dust emissions generated by vehicu

lar traffic on unpaved and paved roads. These data are based largely on the
results of source testing conducted as part of this study.

2.2.4 Wind Erosion of Exposed Areas

Source Description--
Typically within the boundary of an iron and steel plant t there are land

areas which are devoid of vegetation and unprotected by building structures.
Exposed areas include empty employee parking lots, railroad bed areas, de
molished building sites t vacant finished product storage areas, vacant trac~or

trailer staging areas, landfill areas t areas between plant buildings and areas
left vacant for future plant development. These bare ground areas are suscepti
ble to dust reentrainment induced by the eroding action of the wind. Wind ero
sion is assoclat~d with wind speeds greater than the threshold erosion velocity
of 12 mph .:g,}

Although land area may be left bare of vegetation for a variety of rea
sons J the major controlling factor is the lack of 8 proper soil medium for
vegetative growth. Most iron and steel plants are built on slag-covered areas
which do not induce dense vegetative growth. What vegetation may grow is oc
casionally driven upon by plant vehicles or sprayed with weed-killing compounds
to decrease potential fire hazards.

Source Extent--
Data on average acreage of exposed area within an integrated iron and

steel plant have been compiled from the four plant surveys of open dust sources
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TABLE 2-8. VEHICULAR TRAFFIC SOURCE EXTENT
(Average Surveyed Plant)~/

Plant Miles traveled/day Vehicle
Road road Light Medium Ueavy speed
surface type mileage duty duty duty Total (mph)

Unpaved 6.3 285 190 300 775 20

Dusty paved 2.7 139 185 0 324 24

Other paved 13.8 521 943 0 It 464 24

Paved road
surface dust

loadings
(lb/rnile)

15 t OOO

StOOD

Silt content ('7.)
of loose road

surface material

9.5

lO.O

9.0

'"I
IV....

~ Based on average of four open dust source surveys (see Section 4.0).



TABLE 2-9. VEHICUlAR TRAFFIC EMISSIONS CHARACTERISTICS

Weight Weight
percentage percentage

Road surface Injection of suspended of fine Density Probable
type height particles!.1 £!rticles.!1 (g/crn3 ) constituents

Unpaved Height of 63 26 3.1 Silica
the rear Carbon,
portion CaC03,
of the Fe203'
vehicle FeJ04

"" Paved As above 83 44 3.0 As above
I

"""" -
i!I Based on source testing perfonned during this study (See Section 3.0).



which were conducted as part of this study. Table 2-10 summarizes the results
of the surveys.

Emissions Characteristics--
Data related to the emissions characteristics of dust resuspended by wind

from exposed areas are presented in Table 2-11. It is evident that little is
known about this fugitive emission source.
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TABLE 2-10. EXroSED AREA SOURCE EXTENT
(Average Surveyed Plant).!/

Annual
percentage

Plant Exposed Unsheltered Surface Surface of time Precipitation
are" area exposed area crodibility sUt content wind speed evaporat ion
(ac res) (acres) (acres ) (tons/acre-year) (t) exceeds 12 mph indell

l,007 158 94 47 16 28 65

~I Rased on average of four open dust surveys (see section 4.0).

TABLE 2-11. EXPOSED AREA. EMISSIONS CHARACTERISTICS

InJectl.on
height

Ground 1eve1

Weight
percentage

of suspended
particles

NA.

Weight
percentage

of fine
particles

NA

Density
• • ':I.){g/cm-

NA

Probable
constituents

CaC03•
SiOZ'
FeD,
FeZ03

NA Not Available.
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SECTION 3.0

FUGITIVE EMISSIONS QUANTIFICATION

This chapter contains a discussion of the emission factors currently
available to estimate fugitive emissions in the iron and steel industry. The
major measurement and estimation techniques utilized to quant~fy fugitive
emission are delineated. Previously measured or estimated factors and parti
cle size distributions are presented along with a precise literature refer
ence, where possible. The results of field testing of open dust sources are
discussed. The recent tests are used to develop or modify predictive emis
sion factor formulas. Finally, the best available emission factors are sug
gested.

3.1 QUANTIFICATION TECHNIQUES

In large part, proven methods for quantifying fugitive emissions have
not been fully developed. Atypical quantification problems are presented by
the diffuse and variable nature of fugitive sources. Standard source testing
methods, as written, strictly apply only to well defined, constrained flow
fields with velocities above about 2 m/sec. Such methods are applicable to
fugitive emissions only i£ it is possible to capture the entire plume by means
of an enclosure or hooding device.

There are two general classes of techniques utilized to quantify fugi
tive emissions: measurement and estimation. For field measurement of fugi
tive emissions three basic techniques have been suggested!ll which are sum
marized as follows:

1. The quasi-stack method involves capturing the entire ~ssions stream
with enclosures or hoods and applying conventional source testing techniques
to the confined flow.

2. The roof monitor method involves measurement of concentrations and
air flows across well defined building openings such as roof monitors. ceiling
vents, and windows.

3. The upwind/downwind method involves measurement of upwind and down
wind air quality. utilizing ground-based samplers under known meteorological
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conditions and calculation of source ~trength with atmospheric dispersion
equations.

MRI has developed two additional measurement techniques, exposure profil
ing and dilution prof11ing,141 which offer distinct advantages over the above
methods for source-specific quantification of fugitive emissions, as dis
cussed below. The exposure profiling method was designed for measurement of
open dust source emissions, While the dilution profiling method was designed
for quantification of emissions from elevated temperature sources released
within a building.

MRlts e!p0sure profiling method involves direct measurement of the total
passage of fugitive emissions immediately downwind of the source by means of
simultaneous multipoint sampling over the effective cross-section of the fug
itive emission plume. Unlike conventional upwind/downwind testing, exposure
profiling yields source-specific emission data needed to evaluate the prior
ities for emission control and the effectiveness of control measures. More
over, based on MRI field tests of several types of open dust sources, the ac
curacy of measurements obtained by exposure profiling is better than that
achievable by the upWind/downwind method. even with site-specific calibration
of the dispersion model used in the latter method.

MRI's dilution profiling method involves multipoint monitoring of tem
perature over the effective cross-section of a buoyant plume and the use of
simultaneous measurements of concentration at selected points to convert
plume temperature profiles to concentration profiles. As in the case of ex
posure profiling, dilution profiling yields the type of source-specific data
that would be obtained from quasi-staCK testing without the often impractical
requirement of enclosing the source. Mal has successfully demonstrated the
dilution profiling method on a laboratory scale source.

None of the reported emission factors for fugitive sources in the iron
and steel industry have been obtained by the quasi-stack technique. This Is
because of the high cost associated with enclosing the large sources found in
the industry and the production interference caused by even the temporary
utilization of such a technique.

The roof monitor technique has been the most videly used to quantify
process source emissions, although significant problems are encountered be
cause of the large size of monitor openings and because plume overlap pre
cludes the determination of source-specific contributions.

Several of the available fugitive emission factors for integrated iron
and steel plants have resulted from estimation techniques rather than mea
surement techniques. Estimating techniques include: (a) use of fixed per
cent of uncontrolled stack emissions; (b) application of data from similar



processes; (c) engineering calculations; and (d) visual correlation of opac
ity and mass emissions. Wide use of estimating techniques has been employed
because of the difficulty of testing and the lack of recognized standardized
methods for measuring fugitive emissions.

!pe most promising and accurate technique for quantifying open dust
sources (storage piles. vehicular traffic on unpaved roads. etc.) in the iron
and steel industry is exposure profiling. The method is source-specific and
its increased accuracy over the upwind/downwind method is a result of the fact
that emiss~on factor calculation does not require the use of an atmospheric
dispersion model. Exposure profiling is compared with conventional upwind/
downwind sampling in the subsections below.

3.1.1 Open Dust Source Quantification by Upwind/Downwind Method

The upwind/downwind method has frequently been used to measure fugitive
particulate emissions from open (unconfinable) sources, although only a few
studies have been conducted in the integrated iron and steel industry. Typ
ically. particulate concentration samplers (most often high-volume filtration
samplers) are positioned at a considerable distance from the source (for ex
ample, at the property line around an industrial operation) in order to mea
sure the highest particulate levels to which the public might be exposed. The
calculation of the emission rate by dispersion modeling is often treated as
having secondary importance, especially because of the difficult problem of
identifying the contributions of elements of the mix of open (and possibly
confinable) sources.

While the above strategy is useful in characterizing the air quality im
pact of an open source mix, it has significant limitations with regard to con
trol strategy development. The major limitations are as follows:

1. Overlapping of source plumes precludes the determination of source
specific contributions on the basis of particulate concentration alone.

2. Air samplers with poorly defined intake flow structure (including
the conventional high-volume sampler) exhibit diffuse cutoff size character-/
istics for particle capture. which tend to be affected by wind condltions.li

3. Uncalibrated atmospheric dispersion models introduce the possibility
of substantial error (a factor of threeli/ ) in the calculated emission rate,
even 1f the stringent requirement of unobstructed dispersion from a simpli
fied source configuration is met.

The first two limitations are not a direct consequence of the upwindl
downwind method but of the way it is used. These limitations could be re
moved by using samplers designed to capture all or a known size fraction of
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the atmospheric particulate, and by designing sampler placement to isolate
the air quality impact of a well defined source operation.

However, there would remain the need to Unprove method accuracy by cali
bration of the dispersion model for the specific conditions of wind, surface
roughness, and so on, which influence the near-surface dispersion process.
This need is evident from the significant size of the variation in model
calculated emission rates for aggregate process operations,_ based_Qn_.~a~a_

from ~ndividual samplers operated simultaneously at different downwind loca
tions. I7 / The suggested use of tracers for this purpose is complicated by
the characteristically diffuse and variable nature of an open dust source and
the need for a polydisperse tracer test dust approximating the particle size
distribution of the source emissions.

3.1.2 Open Dust Source Quantification by Exposure Profiling Method

As stated above, the exposure profiling method was developed by MRI 14 /
to measure particulate emissions from specific open sources, utilizing the
~sokinetic profiling concept Which is the basis for conventional source test
ing. For measurement on nonbuoyant fugitive emissions, sampling heads are
distributed over a vertical network positioned just downwind (usually about
5 m) from the source. Sampling intakes are pointed into the wind and sam
pling vel~city is adjusted to match the local mean wind speed, as monitored
by distributed anemometers. A vertical line grid of samplers is sufficient
for measurement.of emissions from line or moving point sources While a two
dimensional array of samplers is required for quantification of area source
emissions.

Grid Size and Sampling Duration--
Sampling heads are distributed OVer a sufficiently large portion of the

plume so that vertical and lateral plume boundaries may be located by spatial
extrapolation of exposure measurements. The size limit of area sources for
which exposure profiling is practical is determined by the feasibility of
erecting- sampling towers of sufficient height and number to characterize the. -
plume. Th~s problem is ~nimized by sampling when the wind direction 15 paral-
lel to the direction of the min~mum d1mension of the area source.

The size of the sampling grid needed for exposure profiling of a partic
ular source may be esttmated by observation of the visible size of the plume
or by calculation of plume dispersion. Grid size adjustments may be required
based on the results of preliminary testing.

Particulate sampling heads should be symmetrically distributed over the
concentrated portion of the plume containing about 90% of the total mess flux
(exposure). For example. if the exposure from a point source is normally



distributed, as shown in Figure 3-1, the exposure values measured by the &am
pIers at the edge of the grid should be about 25% of the centerline exposure.

Sampling time should be long enough to provide sufficient particulate
mass and to average over several units of cyclic fluctuation in the emission
rate (for example, vehicle passes on an unpaved road). The first condition
is easily met because of the proximity of the sampl~ng grid to the source.

Assuming that sample collection media do not overload, the upper limit
on sampling time is dictated by the need to sample under conditions of rela
tively constant wind direction and speed. In the absence of passage of
weather fronts through the area, acceptable wind conditions might be antici- '.
pated to persist for a period of 1 to 6 hr.

Calculation Procedure--
The passage of airborne particulate. i.e., the quantity of emissions per

unit of source activity, can be obtained by spatial integrat~on (over the ef
fective crOss-section of the plume) of distributed measurements of exposure
(mass/area). The exposure is the point value of the flux (mass/area-time) of
airborne particulate integrated over the time of measurement. Mathematically
stated, the total mass emission rate (R) is given by:

R = 1
t If

A

m(h.w) dhdw
a

where m = dust catch by exposure sampler aft~ subtraction of background

a = intake area of sampler

t =sampling time

h = vertical distance coordinate

w = lateral distance coordinate

A =effective cross-sectional area of plume

In the case of a line source with an emission height near ground level,
the mass emission rate per source length unit being sampled 1s g~ven by:

R=!i
t

o

m(h) dh
a
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where W = width of the sampling intake

H = effective extent of the plume above ground

In order to obtain an accurate measurement of airborne particulate expo
sure, sampling must be conducted isokinetically, i.e., flow streamlines enter
the sampler rectilinearly. This means that the sampling intake must be aimed
directly into the wind and, to the extent possible, the sampling velocity must
equal the local wind speed. The first condition is by far the more critical.

If it is necessary to sample at a nonisokinetic flow rate (for example,
to obtain sufficient sample under light wind conditions), multiplicative fac-,
tors may be used to correct measured exposures to corresponding ~sokinetic

values. 14 •18 / These corrections require information on the particle size dis
tribution of the emissions.

High-volume cascade ~pactors with glass fiber ~paction substrates,
which are commonly used to measure particle size distribut~on of atmospheric
particulate, may be adapted for sizing of fugitive particulate. A cyclone
preseparator (or other device) is needed to remove coarse particles which oth
erwise would be subject to particle bounce within the impactor causing fine
particle bias.~/ Once again, the sampling intake should be pointed into the
wind and the sampling velocity matched to the mean local wind speed.

Based on replicate exposure profiling of open dust sources under varying
conditions of source activity and properties of the emitting surface, emis
sion factor formulae have been derived that successfully predict test results
with a maxtmum error of 20%.14/ These formulae account for the fraction of
s~lt (fines) in the emitting surface, the surface moisture content. and the
rate of mechanical energy expended in the process which generates the emis
s~ons. Based on the above results, the accuracy of exposure profiling is
conslderably better than the + 50% range given for the upw~nd/downw~nd method
w~th site-specific dispersion-model calibration.ll/

3.2 EMISSION FACTORS FOR PROCESS SOURCES

Table 3-1 presents the available fugitive emission factors for process
sources. While the number of available emission factors 1s large, the number
of well-quantified and well-documented factors is limited. If the estimated
factors are deleted, the resulting number of measured factors is less than 20
with several sources not yet measured. Table 3-2 shows the method of attain
ment for each emission factor given in Table 3-1.

For the most part measured fugitive emission factors have not been re
ported in a rigorous, scientific manner.
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TABLE 3-1. FUGITIVE PARTICULATE EMISSION FACTORS FOR PROCESS SOURCES

Est Lmated valuE's
FlJ(cd percPlll Exlrnpol1tlo~ of

Hea1ured or ~ncontrolled dot a for <lmll1r Hethod
Source Units values stAck pnlcesqp", unknown

Stnterlng
Strand discharge Lb/T s Lnter 2 2, 0 7
Cooler discharge IblT sinter 16 8 3 0
Cold screen IblT slnter o 7

2 Hot ~tsl transfer IblT hot o 0~6 o 16, 02.0.25
metal

3. Furnace operation
EAr IblT ..tee 1

Total 1 45, 0.5, ).7, 1.5-3.0, 3.7
28.0, 32.0,
0.9-1.5

w DOF LblT steelI
CIO Total 0.32. 0 42, 1 0

o 88, 1.0,
1.6

Charging 0.14 o 3-0.4
TappLng 0.29 0.15-02

OIlF IblT steel
Total o 11, 0.168, 0.87

0.46-0.6

4. 5carflng
Machtne lb/T steel o 005
Hand IblT sted 011



TABLE 3-2. PROCESS FUGITIVE EMISSION FACTORS AND THEIR ATTAINMENT METHODS

\.oJ
I

IJ)

Source

Stntertns
'Wlndbox leakage

oStrand dtsC'harge end breaker

'CooHng

-Screens

Uot metal transfer

Electric orc furnnce

.All fugitive eour.,es

Uncontro I led!!.!
fugll:1vc

"mi8stoll faC'tor

NegHglble

2 2 Ib/T sin ter

0.1 Ib/T siRter

16.8 IblT elntor

J.O Ib/T slntcr
0.1 Ib/T sLnter

0.056 lb/T hot _tal

0.25 Ib/T hot metal
0.2 IbfT hot lll1lul
o 16 Ib/T hot mclnl

1.45 lbfT steel
1.5 lblt' ateel

l.O IblT /lted

(culltlllu.,d)

Btbltography
reference

nllmber

19

20

21

4
20

20

22

2J

20
to, 24

10, 24

Hethod of attalnment

HRt .Sll""'Pl::1on sInce wlndbolC 1.
under negatIve pressure
HRt estlllllltes 10'1 of all UIll:on
trolled emlssLon factor of 22.4
IbfT by Schueneman.
HRI estimates 101 of 4.\ uncon
trolled emla.loo factor measured
by AISt.
Hes.ure_nt of uncontrolled .....Ia
aton factor in England. Process
description and meBsurement tech
nique arc not adequately defined.
th.known method of attainment.
Hal eatlmQtes lOt of measured strand
diacharge emission factor.
Average of eight measurelllents ttlken
nt one plant. Hethod of aampllng
not known.
Estimate - no testlnS.
EstImate - no testing.
HRl quote frOlll tndustrllli source
S8InpUng methodology unknown

Heasnfemcnt for an alloy 8te~1 £AF.
Ten percent of BAF background docu
ment value for alloy steel.
Ten percent of EAF background docu
"",nt vallie for carbon steel. Au
thors ell kulated 30 Ib/T as average
of published olld meosured values.



TABLE 3-2 (continued)

W
I

t-'
o

Source

"All fugltlvQ Bources
(conUnued)

Basic: oxygen fu~ce

·C1tsrging

-Topping

·All fugitive ~urces

Uneontrolled!!/
fllCltlY<!

_Ioslon flletl'r

0.9-1.5 Ib/T .te~1

3.7 Ib/T ateel

0.5-1.0 IblT Atee l

I 1-3.7 lb/T steel

0.9 lb/T ateel

28-32 lblT ateel

0.3-0.4 Ib/T ateel
0.14 lblT steel

0.29 IblT lIteel

O.I~-0.2 Ib/T steel
0.32 Ib/T steel

1.0 lb/T steel
0.42-0.88 Ih/T steel

Bib Llography
retere"",,,

nlllftber

25

H

25

25

22
20

20

22
20

25

Hethod of attail\'lllent

Canopy hood cateh as melulUr"d "t
haghouse.
"essured DSF. catch at baghouae and
aosumed It WDa 891 of total whlle
fugitive emlaslooa vere H'%..
Hllllaured roof IltOnltor emissions (I'_

EAFa wIth DSE lind canopy hoods (In
s"eden) •
"elloured roof monitor emiaalona frOM
,~r vith Juat DS! (in SWeden).
Measured roof _ltor emlnions vlth
just canopy hood (In SWeden).
Heaoured roof monItor emi.alons with
no prlaary or secondary controls (tn
SWeden).

Eatilllllte
Average of 15 ..saur~nta 8t a8me
plant. Tut lDIlthod UI'lspec:ifled.
Average of IS lDellaUrlllllents at aa"",
plsnt. Test method U11apeciHed
Estllllo1te
Average of aix measurements at dif
ferent plants. Test llIethod unapeel
fled.
P..t ...... te
DetAiled skyll~t "",asure_nts in
BOFa ill Swllden for LD procesa. BOFs
h:lYe prbn.. ry h...ods. It is not I: lear
If I:he p......... .,.. hoods were open or
c lased type_

(continued)



TABLE 3-2 (continued)

W
I,........

Source

.A11 fugitlYe soureee
(contlnued)

O".,n hea ["th fll r"..ce

Scarfing
'Machine

·Ihnd

Uncontro lied:'!.!
(ugltlve

emission (,1ctor

1.0-t.6 IblT steet

0.168 Ib/T sted

O.ll Ib/T ateel

0.67 Ib/T steel

0.46-0.6 Ib/T steel

0.005 Ib/T steel
scarfed

0.11 Ib/T steel
scarfed

8ib Uography
reference

nUlllber

25

20

24

2

25

20

20

~Iethod of attallllllent

Same .u••bove but for tea tdo hoce...

Measurements in roof monitor at
one plant Average emission f ..etor
for elltlre eye Ie for ODe furMce.
Concentration measuring device un

known, Plow rate attained by veloc
ity Illeasurements through given areas
of roof ..onitor,
Thia value quoted by Ontario, Canada,
control agency. Hethud of attain
_nt unknown.
Five percent of AP-42 value assuming
O:! lsnc inB. Method of attainment
for AP·42 value unknown.
Measured roof DlQrlitor wlues In
Sweden for (lIFs with primary con
trols •

FIve percent of avel'8ge of nine
testa where due ted emisstons were
measured before control devtce~

Mellaurement methods unknwn in most
cases.
Average of eIght tcst" performed on
uncontrolled Jucted e",halon" from
lIlachlne scsrfers.

~/ nle cut-off dtameter for whtch the values apply depends on the method of slilltpUng lind VS8 not 8peclfled In nearly
all clIses.



In any emissions quantification effort, one should determine beforehand all
the variables upon which the emission factor is dependent and then attempt to
quantify (or at least qualify) them during the field testing•.Unfortunately ,
many fugitive emission quantification programs, performed in a hurried effort
to acquire a value, have neglected to record properly all test conditions,
thus rendering the numerical result of limited use.

In addition to recording all pertinent test conditions, it is also impor
tant to record the test methodology in detail. The type of equipment used,
the flow rate of the mass sampling device, and the number and location of the
sampling points are but a few examples of the data that should be recorded.
Yet anyone scanning the literature is keenly aware of the distressing lack of
rigor in reporting test methodology.

Table 3-3 presents all the known particle size distributions for process
sources. It should be noted that tests on similar processes have yielded di
vergent results, especially in the case of BOF furnaces. Were precise test
ing methods recorded, this divergence may have been explainable.

Table 3-4 shows MRl select~ons of the best emission factors and particle
size distributions available for each source. It should be cautioned that
many of the '1>est" values require further improvement.

3.3 EMISSION FACTORS FOR OPEN DUST SOURCES

This section presents the rationale used in determining emission factors
for open dust sources, as required for the subject investigation. Predictive
emission factor equations for open dust sources developed for MRI prior to
this projeet will be presented. along with the modified equations Which ineor
porate the results of the open dust source surveys and open dust source test
ing performed during this study. Finally. the determination of the best emis
sion factors or predictive equations for open dust sourees associated with
integrated iron and steel plants will be presented.

3.3.1 Previously Available Emission Factors

In 1972. MRI initiated a field testing program to develop emission fac
tors for four major categories of fugitive dust sources: unpaved roads, ag
ricultural tilling. aggregate storage piles. and heavy eonstruction opera
tions. Prior to that study, little data had been generated for these sources.

Because the emission factors were to be applicable on a national basis,
an analysis of the physical principles of fugitive dust generation was per
formed to ascertain the parameters Which would cause emissions to vary from
one location to another. These parameters were found to be grouped into three
categories:
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TABLE 3-3. AVAILABLE PARTICLE SIZE DATA FOR PROCESS SOURCES!!..!

Olbllogr.."hy
rcft renee ll<-lght 7. less than given particle diameter <elll)

Source ilI.Dber Illl) 90 au 7U 6lI 50 40 )0 20 lO 5

I. Slotedll8

Vi"dbox waste gasea 4 40-89 14-SO 6-)) 2-19 2-1.5
(before <.ootro1) 4 4U )0 )0 12 8 2

4 55 JO 16 8 ) 0.5
26 50

Cooler . 10

2. Ilot ..etal transfer 27 611 SO JO 16 10 )

l. EAt

Primary waste gaaes 28 90 85 75 68
(before contcol) 28 90 86 80 12

28 90 85 8) 12

IN 28 100 98 95 51
I 28 91 89 81 6J.....

100 97 92 59W 28
28 82 67 61 41
26 70

4. oor

Honca.bu.ted ayat.. 4 81 58 18 9

Combuated syate.. " 15 66 56 50 6
4 ., I~I 85

5. OIlF

C""'I'0alte aanoplo 4 94 85 70 48
28 90 84 12 b5

Lime-boll s~le 4 98 92 " 22
4 10

6. Scarfing ! - 90
----

,!I n,es., Slze!dlstdbullons are ru.. uncolllro.h.d. dnct"d ",,,Isalons. For IRck of olber data, fugitive ....l""ion pactlcle

slxe dlSlt}butlolls wi II be " .. s .....d Lo be IdellLlcal to ducled emls.lon dlstdbuUons.

1:.1 At.luaII y, \001 ib 1"1>5 th.... 15 ,.,n.



TABLE 3-4. SELECTION OF BEST EMISSION FACTORS AND PARTICLE SIZE DATA
FOR PROCESS FilllTlVE EMISSION SOURCES
----

Tobll
_1...1on Be.t But ...thut.. B..et uU.... te Suep"nd"d

factor e..l .. lon of Bu.pended of floe portlele rArtleulat" ,.1 ne !",lrt Ie:.. III t ..

Soutte lInlto unge {"etor psrtlcle p"reentsge pereentAge ....h.lon factor .-I.tlton f.ctor

Slntnlng
·Strond dlocharge 11>/1' 0.1-2 '2 0.1 20 5 0.14 O.OU
(br".lrer)

·Cooler lbfT 3.0-16.8 3 0 20 5 06 o 15
.Cold 8Creen 111fT . o 1 20 5 o 14 o 035

Bot ..tal trenaf"r 11>It 0.056-0 25 0.2 20 10 0.04 o 02
lW'

'All fugitive aouree.
'AUoy IbfT I 45-1.5 1.45 90 70 1.3 1.0
'Carbon lblT 0.5-3 7 3.7 90 70 3.3 2.6

BO,.
W .All {ualtt...oureeo 1"/1' 0.32-1.0 0.49 75 50 0.37 0.25
I (ltr....

.po 'All Ingitt.. source. Ib/T 0.168-0.87 0.168 95 65 016 O.ll
kerHna

."""bt.... 1"/1' - 0005 100 90 0005 0.0065

.aand Ib/T - O.ll 100 '10 0.11 0099



1. Measures of source activity or energy expended (for example, the
speed and weight of a vehicle traveling on an unpaved road).

2. Properties of the material being disturbed (for example, the content
of silt in the surface material on an unpaved road).

3. Climatic parameters (for example, number of precipitation-free days
per year on which emissions tend to be at a maximum).

By constructing the emission factors as mathematical formulas with multipli
cative correction terms, the factors become app11cable to a range of source
conditions limited only by the extent of the program of experimental verifi
cation.

The use of the silt content as a measure of the dust generation potential
of a material acted on by the forces of wind and/or machl.nery, was an impor- "
tant step in extending the appicability of the emission factor formulas to
the wide variety of aggregate mater1als of industrial importance. The upper
size limit of silt particles (75 ~m in diameter) is the smallest particle size
for which size analysis by dry sieving is practical. and this particle size is
also a reasonable upper limit for particulates which can become airborne.
Analysis of atmospheric samples of fugitive dust indicate a consistency in
size distribution so that particles in specific size ranges exhibit fa1rly
constant mass ratios.

In order to quantify source-specific emission factors, MRI developed the
"exposure profihng" technique. ut1.l1zing the isokinet1.c profil1ng concept
which is the basis for conventional source test1.ng. Exposure prQfil1ng con
S1.sts of the direct measurement of the passage of airborne pollutant immedi
ately downwind of the source by means of simultaneous multipoint sampling over
the effective cross-section of the fugitive emissions plume. Thls technique
uses a mass-balance calculation scheme similar to EPA Method 5 stack test1.ng
rather than requiring indirect calculation through the applicat1Qn of a gen
eralized atmospheric dispersion model.

Prior to this study. MRI had used the exposure profiling method to de·
velop emissions for the following open dust sources:

1. Light-duty vehicular traffic on unpaved (dirt and gravel) roads. lil

2. Agricultural tilling utilizing a One-way disk plow and a sweep-type
plow under.!il

3. Load-out of crushed limestone utilizing a 2.75 cu yard loader.1i1

4. Vehicular traffic on paved urban roadways.18!
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These sources were tested under dry conditions (i.e., day time periods
at least 3 days subsequent to a precipitation occurrence) so that worst case
emissions could be determined and used as a basis for projecting annual emis
sions. Additional testing of dust emissions from sand and gravel storage
p~les was performed utilizing conventional upwind/downwind sampling to relate
emissions from aggregate materials handling to approximate emissions from
wind erOS1on and from traff1c around storage piles.

Table 3-5 lists the measurements of source extent, the basic emission
factor formulae and the correction parameters associated with each pertinent
source category. Supporting information for several of these factors 1s pre
sented in EPA's Emission Factor Handbook (AP-42) .29/

Other than MRI's previous work, few emission factor data for open dust
sources exist. Estimated emission factors have been developed for the han
dling and transfer of storage materials. An uncontrolled emission factor of
0.033 lb/ton coke for coke being dumped into a blast furnace was calculated
from a measured blast furnace cyclone catch.~/ This factor might be appli
cable to a coke conveyor transfer station. AISr20 ! estLnated an emission
factor of 0.13 lb/ton of coke for a conveyor transfer station. Also AISr201

discovered an emission factor range from the literature of 0.04 to 0.96 lbl
ton coal for general coal handling. Speight~1 estimated a value of 1.0 Ibl
ton for general coal handling.

The factors presented in Table 3-5 describe emissions of particles
smaller than 30 pm in diameter, the approximate effective cutoff diameter for
capture of fugitive dust by a standard high volume particulate sampler (based
on particle density of 2 to 2.5 g/cm3).141 Analysis of parameters affecting
the atmospheric transport of fugitive dust indicates that approximately 25 to
50% of these emissions (i.e., the portion smaller than 5 pm in size) will be
transported over distances greater than a few kilometers from the source.

3.3.2 Source Testing Results

Field testing of open dust sources was performed at two integrated iron
and steel plants (designated as Plants A and E) as outlined below:
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TABLE 3-5. EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED FUGITIVE DUST EMISSION FACTORS

Emission factor~1
(lb/unlt of

Source ~ategory Measure of extent source extent) Correction parameters

w
•I-'......

Aggregate storage
(sand and gravel;
crushed stone)

Unpaved roads

Paved roads

Wind erosion

Tons of aggregate put
through storage cycle

Vehicle-miles traveled

Vehicle-miles traveled

Acre-years of exposed
land

0.33
(P-E/lOO)2

s -....L
0.49 (su) 30 365

91 x 10-5 L sp

18 esf
(p-E/50) 2

P-E = Tbornthwaites precipitation
evaporation index

s = road surface silt content (%)
u
S = average vehicle speed (mph)
d = dry days per year

L = surface loading on traveled
portion of road (lb/mile)

sp = fractional silt content of
road surface material

e = soil erodibility (tons/acre-yr)
s = silt content of surface soil (%)
f = fraction of time wind exceeds

12 mph
P-E = Thornthwaites precipitation

evaporation index

,!,/ Annual average emissions of dust pdrticles smaller than 30 ~m in diameter based on particle
density of 2.5 g/cm3•



Plant A

Fugitive dust source

Load out of high silt processed slag into truck

Load out of low silt product slag into truck

Mobile stacking of pelletized iron ore

Mobile stacking of lump iron ore

Light-duty vehicular traffic on unpaved road

Heavy-duty vehicular traffic on unpaved road

Plant E

Fugitive dust source

Heavy-duty vehicular traffic on unpaved road

Light-duty vehicular traffic on unpaved road

Plant vehicle mix on paved road

Conveyor transfer station (sinter)

Number of
tests

3

3

3

3

l

2

Number of
tests

3

3

3

3

Criteria used in choosing the above sources for testing included (a) the rel
ative importance of the various open dust sources determined from the plant
surveys (section 4). (b) availability of accurate testing techniques for spe
c1fic fugitive dust sources configurations. and (c) accessibility of sources
for testing within the iron and steel plants.

One of the two plants (Plant A) was located in the western United States.
where climatological factors favor fugitive dust generation and the other was
s1tuated in the eastern steel-producing section of the country. Presurveys
were performed to determine special testing equipment requirements and to fa
miliarize plant personnel with the testing plan. A period of 2 weeks at each
plant was allocated for the testing program. Testing was performed only on
those days having (a) dry weather, (b) constant wind speed and direction. and
(c) sources available for testing.
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The primary tool for measuring fugitive dust generated from open dust
sources was the MRI Exposure Prafiler. An adjustable horizontal cross-arm
with attached isokinetic air samplers complemented the vertical sampler mast
shown in Figure 3-2. This vertically oriented two-dimensional array of iso
kinetic air samplers was utilized when testing (a) load out of processed
slag into a 35-ton truck via a 10 eu yard front-end loader (six tests). (b)
mobile stacking (pile formation/load in) of pelletized and lump iron ore ma
terials (six tests), and (c) the transfer of sinter at a conveyor transfer
site. At all times the MRl Exposure ProftIer was positioned within 5 m of
the source wlth air samplers covering the effective cross-section of the fug
itive dust plume. '.

Testing of dust emissions from vehicular traffic on unpaved roadways was
performed with the MRl Exposure Prattler without the horizontal cross-arm.
Twelve tests were performed in this manner with the Exposure Protiler situ
ated at a distance of 5 m from the roadway edge. The vertical line grid. of
isokinetic air samplers spanned the distance from the ground to the effective
height of the fugitive dust plume.

Other equipment utilized in the testing included (a) cascade impactors
with cyclone preseparators for particle sizing) (b) high-volume air samplers
for determining upwind particulate concentrations, (c) dustfell buckets for
determining particulate deposition, and (d) recording wind instruments util
ized to determine mean wind speed and direction for adjusting the MRl Expo
sure Profiler to isokinetic sampling conditions. A detailed presentation of
the testing methodology is provided in Appendix A.

The results of the field testing are provided ~n Tables 3-6 through 3-8.
Table 3-6 presents the various emission tests parameters recorded during the
actual field testing. Tables 3-7 and 3-8 present the emission factors for
suspended particulates (particles smaller than 30 ~m in Stokes dlameter) and
for fine particulates (particles smaller than 5 ~m in Stokes diameter). along
with surface material and wind speed characteristics.

A further explanation of the source testing results is presented in Ap
pendix B. In order to find emission factors corresponding to particle size
cutoffs other than 30 ~m and 5 ~m. the following steps must be taken utiliz

--tng-data given in Appendix B:

1. For a given test, construet a straight-line particle size distribu
tion on log-probability graph paper using the values for weight percents
smaller than 30 and 5 ~m.

2. Determine the value for weight percent smaller than the desired di
ameter (Dp).
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Figure 3-2. MRI exposure profiler.
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TABLE 3-6. OPEN DUST SOURCE EMISSIONS TEST PARAMETERS

Eo""...r"
S""'Pllng """'lent 111..01 Cloud

6l .~L Durutlon «)OUttc Tearer.turo Olr"ClI"..lo;peetl c..vcr
Ibut ,)". , lb... (.01,,) Orten. ,S ion Cf) (roeh) (1J

II. :;Ial .....d Out AI 1,/13/71 1400 )0 . . S/8 30
(4un SI"It) A2 4/15111 101'. 1,0 . - HV/5 ;l,O

U 4/Un1 DI)O 30 - 58 KW/9 0

(413) Siall) 1\4 4/!Sln 1520 10 - 62 tN/6 0

A5 4/16/11 0910 40 - 5' HV/l II

A6 4/16/71 IDO 411 - " un 0

8. Or~ PLle Slacking A8 101~0/11 IIl5 JO £-u - raNI'> 0
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1110 4/20111 no.. n ,,;·11 60 IlIIV/LO 0

(Open lI"ar' h Ore) All 4/21/11 1131 22 F-II 69 SSE/I, II
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W AI) 4I2l/11 l521 211 E-I/ - sH u

~
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Sap..... 2 £4 6/17117 094& 12 tlll·r,c 18 w/7 Ilao,

1:.5 b/17/H 10J', 11 tN-:,f~ 110 IIS1111

1:.6 6/11/H L1211 16 NW-~I:. (a2) lI'o1//'J

". 1'.....11 ko>.. tl Jl;7 6/11171 .';.1) 60 N-S 81 VarLablc./ t• 50

UI 6/20/17 IOIIl t.O /1-'; - SV/) l~

t.'I 6/20/17 1)12 611 /I-~ - V"r1 ..ble/LIl!I.t i5

E. Conveyor llaU$fer till 6/21/11 .1910 I~ , E-II ,n N-'; - Variable/Cal •• 25
Ell 6121/17 1114 IS «onv{\\,O,. - VArl ..b1 e/e.l .. 1~

~11 td211H I nil n II C'lust er ·,1 ,l (on - V.. rhbl./C.. I.. 25



TABLE 3-7. RESULTS OF OPEN DUST SOURC)~ TESTING--VEHICULAR TRAFFIC

~1t"Jlt'"dll!'d Fin"
p.rUculat" p'lt"t.lcu)llItt" "iurf1cc 1.0.." ....

<:mis.i"" ("mi<l:lslon ",al"d al Vehicle vrhlcle
hctor £acLor Uon,lty ~i1L sp .. ed "elRht

Run Ib/vehlch'-mlle kg/vehicle-Iao Ib/""h1t1"-mlle Ieg/vlI,ide-1ao Yehle Ie r"~!I~s (g/eml ) (t) (mph) (to".)

Unpaved road A7 4.9 I 4 1.1 o 37 50 Llaht d"ty!1

Ilkl J4.8
JO )

(fine .Iog co~r) 1114 27 7.7 IZ 3 4 I ~ nenvy d"ty 30 7U£.1

Al5 29 6.Z IZ 3,4 15 n...vy duty 30 wE-I

(hard-be.e dirt cover) EI 17 Il 8 6.6 1 9 16!!.'
Jl.1 111

•
1

Ill!! 3,,11

Sep"nt I EZ 16 II SO 5.10 I '; 16!!.I 16!1 34f.1
EJ 19 5.4 1.0 2.0 \1&1 16!1 Z.,!-f

5.6 al 20 )5 ..&.."nt 2 £4 1) 3 7 I.Ii )0 Light "ULYhf

}1' I }to.1[5 11 J.l 50.2 1.5 10 Light "utYj;f 20 1
E6 19 5,4 8.9 2.5 )0 Llght ""t'f- 20 3

Paved road £1 0.8 0.23 0.44 013 IV.!/

J1.O ISO. I

12 1!1
E8 1.1 0.31 0.54 0.15 10411 12 8£-1

~

k
~ ~I Includes pickup and eutonohlle p."".'

!!I A...-o5 d"nslty (Il"r CRC 1I8n"1>00k)

~I JS-ton vehicle with 3'-ton Ilag load,

~I V"hicle .18 I - light duty
(, ••edl.... duty
9 - healt}' duty

1f Average Vehicle .18 'peed.

!' Average weight of vehicles p••• log .~Ier locatl~

&' VehIcle .1.' 6 - light "uty
'; - "",dlta duty
(, - heavy duty

hI Automobile paIse. only,

II Vehlcle .. ta' 101 - Ilght duty
- 20 - ..."tI •• duty

6 - h..avy duty
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TABLE 3-8. RESULTS OF OPEN DUST SOURCE TESTING--MATERIALS HANDLING AND STORAGE PILE ACTIVITIES
.

Suspended Fine
particulate particulate

emission emission Material Surface rtg!~rial ___ Wind
factor!!/ factor!.! transferred Density Silt Moisture speed

Run Ib/T kg/t Ib/T kgIt (tons) (g/an3) ('U (~) (mph)

Slag load-out Al 0.056 0.028 0.017 0.0085 140
}3!!'! }1.3 }O.25

3.6
(4120 slag) A2 0.028 0.014 0.0084 0.0042 140 2.2

A3 0.059 0.030 0.016 0.008 140 4.2

(4133 slag) A4 0.030 0.015 0.0093 0.0047 175
} bl }3.o£l }O.30

2.7
AS O.Oll 0.0055 0.0032 0.0016 140 :r 1.3
A6 o.on 0.0055 0.0039 0.0015 175 3.1

w Ore pile stacking A8 0.004 0.002 0.0014 0.0007 500
}4.9 }4.8 }0.64

2.3
I (pellets) AID 0.010 0.005 0.0033 0.0017 210 4.5N

W

(open hearth ore) All 0.00099 0.0005 0.00027 0.00014 293 4.5 2.8 O.s!/ 1.8

(desert mound ore) A12 0.00066 0.00033 0.00021 o.ooon 333
}4.5

11.9
}4.3

1.8
A13 O.lOOO46 0.00023 0.00013 0.000065 373 19.1 2.2

Conveyor transfer EI0 0.036 0.018 0.012 0.006 52
}3.19 }O.7 }< 1!.1

Calm
Ell 0.064 0.032 0.025 0.013 52 Calm
E12 0.037 0.019 0.015 0.0015 52 Calm

!!./ Emissions per quantity of material transferred.

~I Assumed density (Ref. CRC Handbook) .

£o/ Average of MRI and Plant A measurements.

~I Estimated.



3. Calculate the emission factor for particles smaller than Dp using
the following expression:

3.3.3 Refinement of Predictive Eguations

This section presents refined emission factor equations for open dust
sources, Which have improved predictive capability in campar1son to the equa
tions presented in Table 3-5. The precision of the equations is illustrated
in tables of testing results and corresponding predicted emissions. Figure
3-3 gives the quality assurance COA) rating scheme used to evaluate the pre
dictive reliability of the refined emission factor equations. Section 3.3.4
describes methods for determination of correction parameters whieh appear in
the equations.

Vehicular Traffic--
Figure 3-4 shows the predictive emission factor formula for vehicular

traffic on unpaved roads. The coefficient and the first two correction terms
?QI

are identical to the expression given in AP-42~' as follows:

0.6 (0.81 s) ~

Which describes the emissions of particles smaller than 30 pm in Stokes di~
eter generated by light duty vehicles traveling on unpaved roads. The weight
correction term was developed and the previous terms verified on the basis of
the testing which was conducted as part of this study.

Table 3-9 campares measured emissions with predicted emissions as calcu~

lated from the equation given in Figure 3-4. With the exception of Run E3,
the results agree within about ± 20%.

Table 3-10 indicates that for Runs A7, E4, E5, and E6, measured emissions
from light duty vehicles were significantly higher than estimated by the for#
mula. The reason for this appears to be that heavy duty vehicles had traveled
the test roads prior to sampling, creating a loading of surface silt in excess
of the amount found on roads traveled only by light duty vehicles. One way of
handling this problem is to use the average vehicle weight for roads traveled
by a mix of vehicle types. The effective vehicle weights, given in Table 3-10
were back calculated from the actual emissions.
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W
I

N
UI

MRU8
QUALITY ASSURANCE RATING SCHEME

A = FORMULATION BASED ON STATISTICALLY REPRESENTATIVE
NUMBER OF ACCURATE FIELD MfASUREMENTS (EMISSIONS,
METEOROLOGY AND PROCESS DATA) SPANNING EXPECTED
PARAMETER RANGES

B = FORMULATION BASED ON LIMITED NUMBER OF ACCURATE
FIELD MEASUREMENTS

C = FORMULATION OR SPECIFIC VALUE BASED ON LIMITED
NUMBER OF MEASUREMENTS OF UNDETERMINED ACCURACY

-OR-
EXTRAPOLATION OF B- RATED DATA FROM SIMILAR PROCESSES

D == ESTIMATE MADE BY KNOWLEDGEABLE PERSONNEL

E == ASSUMED VALUE

Figure 3-3. Quality assurance (QA) rating scheme for emission factors.



EF = 5.9

OPEN DUST SOURCE: Vehicular Traffic on Unpaved Roads
QA RATING: B for Dry Conditions

C for Annual Average Conditions

(IT) (~)( ~ t·a
(3~5) Ib/veh-mi

I I T
Determined by profiling Estimated factor to
of emissions from Iight- account for mitigating
duty vehicles on graver effects of precipitation
and dirt roads under over period of one
dry conditions. year.

Determined by prof~lir.g of E:mis$ions fro!!\
medium- and heavy-duty vehicles on gravel
and dirt roads under dry conditions.

where: EF = suspended particulate emissions (Ib/veh-mi)
s = silt content of road surface moterial (%)
S = overage vehicle speed (mph)
W =average vehicle weight (tons)
d =dry days per year

Figure 3-4. Predictive emission factor equation for vehicular
traffic on unpaved roads.
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TABLE 3-9. PREDICTED VERSUS ACTUAL EMISSIONS (UNPAVED ROADS)

Road surface Vehicle Vehicle Emission factor~!
Silt speed weight (Ib!vehicle-mlle) Percent Predicted

Run Type (%) (mph) (tons) Predicted Actual difference Actual

R-l 12 30 3 5.9 6.0 -2 0.98

R-2 Gravel 13 30 3 6.4 6.8 -6 0.94

R-2 13 40 3 8.5 7.9 8 1.08

R-3 1 20 30 3 9.8 8.1 21 1. 21

w R-3 Dirt 5 40 3 3.3 3.9 -15 0.85I
N
......

R-4 } 68 30 3 33 32 3 I 03

A-14} Fln. 4.8 30 70 29 27 7 1.07
slag

A-IS 4.8 30 70 29 29 0 1.00

£-1 \ 8.7 14 34 14 17 -17 0.82

&-2 { Dirt 1 8.7 16 34 16 16 0 1.00

E-3 8.7 16 23 12 19 -37 0.63

~! Particles smaller than 30 pm in Stokes diameter based on actual densltv of silt
partlcles.



TABLE 3-10. PREDICTED VERSUS ACTUAL EMISSIONS
(LIGHT DUTY VEHICLES ON UNPAVED INDUSTRIAL ROADS)

Vehicle
Road surface Vehicle weight Emission factor~1

Silt speed (tons) (lb/yehicle-mile) Percent Predicted
Run Type (%) (mph) Actual Effective Predicted Actual difference Actual

w,
N
(X) A-7 } Fine 4.8 30 3 7.5 2.4 4.9 -51 0.49

slag

E-4 \ 4.1 20 3 54 1.3 13 -90 0.10

E-S ~ Dirt 2 4.1 20 3 4S 1.3 11 -88 0.12

E-6 J 4.1 20 3 87 1.3 19 -93 0.07

~I Particles smaller than 30 PM in Stokes diameter based on actual density of silt particles.



The final term in the emission factor formula given in Figure 3-4 is used
to reduce emissions from dry conditions to annual average conditions. The
simple assumption is made that emissions are negligible on days with measur
able precipitation and are at a maximum on the rest of the days. Obviously
neither assumption is defendable alone but there 1s a reasonable balancing ef
fect. On the one hand l 0.01 in. of rain would have a negligible effect in re
ducing emissions on an otherwise dryl sunny day. On the other hand, even on
dry days, emissions during early morning hours are reduced because of over
night condensation and upward migration of subsurface moisture; and on cloudy.
humid days, road surface material tends to retain moisture. Further natural
mitigation occurs because of snowcover and frozen surface conditions. In any
easel further experimentation is needed to verify and/or refine this factor.

Figure 3-5 shows the predictive emission factor formula for vehicular
traffic on paved roads. As indicated. the coefficient and the first two cor
rection terms were determined by field testing of emissions from traffic (con
sisting primarily of light duty vehicles) on arterial roadways and on a test
strip that was artifically loaded with surface dust in excess of normal levels.
The vehicle weight correction term was added by analogy to the experimentally
determined factor for unpaved roadways, and more testing is needed to confirm
the validity of this correction term.

Table 3-11 compares measured emissions with predicted emissions as cal
culated from the equation given in Figure 3-5. Although measured emiss~ons

from medium duty and heavy duty vehicles traveling on a paved roadway at
Plant E were substantially in excess of the predicted levels, this is thought
to be due to resuspension of dust from vehicle underbodies. This phenomenon
was visually evident as the heavy duty vehicles traveled from an unpaved area
onto the paved roadway.

It should be noted that the emission faetor for reentrained dust from
paved roadways contains no correction term for precipitation. Although emis
sions from wet pavement are reduced. increased carryover of surface material
by vehicles occurs during wet periods. and emissions reach a maximum when the
pavement dries. More testing would be helpful in analyzing the net effects
of precipitation on reentrained dust emissions.

Storage Pile Activities--
Figure 3-6 gives the predictive emission factor formula for storage pile

formation (load-in) by means of a translating conveyor stacker. The equation
Is based on the results of field testing of emissions from the stacking of
pelletized and lump iron ore at Plant A. The effect of wind speed on emis
sions occurs presumably because of the increased atmospheric exposure of sus
pendable particles during the drop from the stacker to the pile. Table 3-12
compares measured emissions with predicted emissions as calculated from the
predictive equation.
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Determined by
profiling of
emissions from
traffic (mostly
light-duty) on
arterial roadways
wi th va iues ror
sand L assumed.

OPEN DUST SOURCE: Vehicular Traffic on Paved Roads
QA RATING: B for Normal"Ur6a,,-Traffic

C for Industrial Plant Traffic*

EF=0.45 (1~)(5~OO)(~)O.8 lb/veh-mi

T Y
Assumed by analogy
to experimentally
determined factor
for unpaved roads.

* Tests of industrial
plant traffic yielded
higher than predicted
emissions, presumably
due to resuspension of
dust from vehicle
underbodies.

Determined by profiling of emissions from
light-duty vehicles on roadway which was
artificially loaded with known quantities
of gravel fines and pulverized topsoil.

where: EF =: suspended particulate emissions (Ib/veh-mi)
s = silt content of road surface material (%)
S =average vehicle speed (mph)
W =average vehide weight (tons)
L = surface dust loading on traveled portion

of road (Ib / mi Ie)

Figure 3-5. Predictive emission factor equation for vehicular
traffic on paved roads.
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TABLE 3-11. ESTIMATED VERSUS ACTUAL EMISSIONS (PAVED ROADS)

Road surface dust
Loading Vehicle Emission factors~1

exclud1ng curbs~1 Silt weight (lb/vehicle-mile) Percent Predicted
Run Type (lb/mile) (%) (tons) Predicted Actual difference Actual

P-9 I Pulverized 7~060 45 3 2.9 3.7 -22 0.78
topsoU~/

P-lO 2.870 92 3 2.4 2.1 14 1.14

P-14 t Grave1W 6,700 23 3 1.4 0.46 204 3.04

E-7 I (Iron and 800 5.1 7 0.072 0.8 -91 0.09

w steel)
~ E-8 Plant E 800 5.1 8 0.080 1.1 -93 0.07,...

P-356 IUrban 16.0 16.0 3 0.014 0.015 -6 0.93
arterial
sHe 1£/

P-1516l Urban 14.9 14.9 3 0.013 0.013 0 LOO
arten.a1
s1 te 2':::./

~I Particles smaller than 30 pm in Stokes diameter based on actual dens1ty of silt part1c1es.

~I 4-Lane test roadway artIficially loaded.

£/ 4-Lane roadway with traffic count of about 10.000 vehicles/day~ mostly light duty.

.



OPEN DUST SOURCE: Storage Pi Ie F~rmatjon by Means of
Translating Conveyor Stacker

QA RATING: B

(tv~)
EF: 0.0018 WIb/ton

, I

I
Determined by profiling of emissions
from pile s+acL:ing of pelleti%ed one!
lump iron ore.

where: EF =suspended particulate emissions
(Ib/ton of material transferred)

s = silt content of aggregate (%)
M=moisture content of aggregate (%)
U = mean wi nd speed (mph)

Figure 3-6. Predictive emission factor equation for storage
pile fonnations by means of translating
conveyor stacker.
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TABLE 3-12. PREDICTED VERSUS ACTUAL EMISSIONS (LOAD-IN BY STACKER)

Aggregate Wind Emission factor~1
Silt Moisture speed (lb/ton) Percent Predicted

Run Type (%) (%) (mph) Predicted Actual difference Actual

A-8 ) Iron 4.8 0.64 2.3 0.0078 0.0040 95 1.95

) ore
A-IO pellets 4.8 0.64 4.5 0.015 O.OlD 50 1.50

w
I

z. rft-Iw
A-ll ) 2.8 1.8 0.00036 0.00099 -64 0.36w

Lump
A-12 (iron 11. 9 4.3 1.8 0.00033 0.00066 -50 0.50

ore
A-13 , 19.1 4.3 2.2 0.00065 0.00046 41 1.41

!,/ Particles ::...l_aller than 30 J.lm in Stokes diameter based on actual density of silt
particles.

~I Estimated value.



Note that emissions fro~ Tests All and Al2 are significantly g~eater

than predicted du~ing the early stages of pile formation. This is thought to
be due to the increased atmospheric exposure of falling material resulting
from increased drop distance during the early stages of pile formation. The
same effect is not observed in the case of pellets (an artificial aggregate)
possibly because emissions appear to be concentrated at the drop end of the
stacker and from the pile surface as pellets bounce and roll. The possible
effect of drop distance and dust emission should be further quantified by
field testing.

Figure 3-7 gives the predictive emission factor formula for transfer
(load-out) of aggregate from a loader to a truck. The equation is based pri
marily on field testing of emissions from the transfer of crushed slag at
Plant A. It has the same form as the predictive equation for storage pile
stacking, except for the addition of a term containing the bucket size of the
loader. This term was derived by comparing the results for the 10 cu yard
loader with results obtained several years ago for load-out of crushed limestone
with a 2.75 cu yard loader. Table 3-13 compares measured emissions with emis
sions calculated from the predictive equation.

Figure 3-8 presents the emission facto~ formula for dust emissions from
vehicular traffic around storage piles. The coefficient 1n this equation was
determined from conventional upwind/downwind sampling of total emissions from
a sand and gravel storage pile area during periods of activity (load-in. load
out, traffic) and periods of inactivity (Wind erosion only). The first two
correction terms were added by analogy to experimentally determine factors for
other sources. The climatic factor assumes. as in the case of unpaved roads.
that emissions occur only on dry days; the value of 235 dry days was obtained
by extending to an annual period the frequency of measurable precipitation
which was observed during the 3D-day test period.141 Because of the potential
inaccuracies of the sampling methodology and the number of assumptions used
in deriving the correction terms, this predictive emission formula is assigned
a relatively low quality assurance rating.

Figure 3-9 presents the emission factor formula for dust emissions gener
ated by wind erosion of storage piles. The coefficient in the equation was
determined from testing inactive sand and gravel storage piles, as noted above.
The factor of 0.11 lb/ton (i.e., 33% of 0.33 lb/ton) was cut in half to adjust
for the estimate that the average wind speed through the emission layer was one
half of the value measured above the top of the piles. The other terms in the
equation were added to correct for silt, precipitation and frequency of high
winds. For the reasons given above with respect to the factor for traffic,
this predictive equation requires substantial additional testing to increase
its QA rating to an acceptable level.



OPEN DUST SOURCE: Transfer of Aggregate from Loader to Truck
QA RATING: B

(t'{-¥)
EF = 0.0018 (mJ Ib/ton

I I

I
Determined by profiling of emissions
from load-out of crushed steel slag
and crushed limestone.

where: EF =suspended particulate emissions
(Ib/ton of material transferred)

s =si It content of aggregate (%)
M =moisture content of aggregate (%)
U = mean wi nd speed (mph)
Y =effective loader capacity (yd3 )

Figure 3-7. Predictive emission factor equation for transfer of
aggregate from front-end loader to truck.
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TABLE: 3-13. PREDICTED VERSUS ACTUAL EMISSIONS (LOAD-OUT BY LOADER)

Aggregate Wind Loader Emission factor~/
Silt Moisture speed capacity (lbl ton) Percent Predicted

Run Type ('t) (%) (mph) (yd3) Predicted Actual difference Actual

A-I \ 7.3 0.25 3.6 10 0.073 0.056 30 1.30

A-2 I 7.3 0.25 2.2 10 0.045 0.028 61 1.61

w A-3 } Proc••••d 7.3 0.25 4.2 10 . 0.085 0.059 4A. 1.44
I steelw

CJ\ A-4 slag 3.0 0.30 2.7 10 0.016 0.030 -47 0.53

A-S J 3.0 0.30 1.3 10 0.0075 O.Oll -32 0.68

A-6 3.0 0.30 3.1 10 0.018 0.011 64 1.64

L-1 } Cru.h.d 1.3 O. 70~J 13 2 0.030 0.053 -43 0.57
limestone

L-2 1.9 o. 70~J 14 2 0.047 0.063 -25 0.75

----
!/ Particles smaller than 30 ~m in Stokes diameter based on actual density of silt particles.

B./ Average of values obtained for both materials test,ed.



OPEN DUST SOURCE: Vehicular Traffic Around Storage Pi les
QA RATING: C

EF ::; o. to K(1 ~5 )( 2;5) Ib/ton

~ated factorsL ~~I ~~rrect measured
emissions to other
source canditions.

Determined by difference. i.e.
subtraction of load-inl load-out
emissions and wind erosion
emissions from total emissions
based on upwind/downwind
sampling around sand and gravel
storage pi les.

where: EF =suspended particulate emissions
(Ib/ton of material put through storage cycle)

K "" activity factor deft ned as unity for operation tested
s =silt content of aggreg-ate (%)
d =dry days per year

Figure 3-8. Predictive emission factor equations for vehicular
traffic around storage piles.
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OPEN DUST SOURCE: Wind Erosion from Storage Piles
QA RATING: C

EF = 0.05 (1~5)(~)(~)(1~) Ib/ton

T' r
Based on upwind/downwind Estimated factors to
sampling of emissions from correct measured
inoctive 5toroge piles of emissions to other
sand and gravel. source conditions.

where: EF = suspended particulate emissions
( Ib/ton of material put through storage cycle)

s = si It content of aggregate (%)
o = duration of storage (days)
d = dry days per year
f = percentage of time wind speed exceeds 12 mph

Figure 3-9. Predictive emission factor equation for wind
erosion from storage piles.
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Wind Erosion of Exposed Areas-·
Figure 3-10 presents the emission factor formula for wind erosion from

exposed areas. As indicated. this equation was derived (a) from field test-
ing of suspended dust generation during dust storms. as reported by Gillette,lQl
and (b) by an analogy to the wind erosion equation, which predicts total erosion
rather than suspended dust generation. Although it is known that above the wind
speed threshold of 12 mph for wind erosion. the erosion rate increases with the
cube of the wind speed. the wind speed correction term was simplified to reflect
an average value of 15 mph for periods of erosion. Because of the number of as
sumptions made in deriving this equation, more testing is needed to increase its
QA rating to an acceptable level.

3.3.4 Determination of Correction Parameters

The foLlowing three categories of parameters appear in the refined emission
factor equations presented in the previous section'

1. Measures of source activity,

2. Properties of material being disturbed, and

3. Climatic parameters.

Measures of source activity are expressed in terms of equipment characteristics
(such as vehicle weights and loader bucket sizes) which are available from plant
records. The paragraphs below describe methods for determinatlon of material
properties and climatic parameters.

In order to determine the properties of aggregate materials belng disturbed
by the action of machinery or wind, representative samples of the materlals must
be obtained for analysis in the laboratory. Unpaved and paved roads are sampled
by removing loose material (by means of vacuuming and/or broom sweeping) from
lateral strips of road surface extending across the traveled portion. Storage
piles are sampled to a depth exceeding the Slze of the largest aggregate pieces.
Exposed ground areas are sampled by removing loose surface material or, 1f a
crust has formed, by removing material to a depth of about 1 to 2 em.

In all cases, several incremental samples are combined to form a composite
sample. The composite sample 1s then transferred-to-the laboratory in a mOlS
ture impervious container.

The material properties of interest are moisture content and texture (spe
cifically silt content and cloddiness). Moisture is determined in the labora
tory by weight loss after oven drying at 110°C. Texture is determined by stan
dard dry sieving techniques.
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OPEN DUST SOURCE: Wind Erosion of Exposed Areas
QA RATING: C

Based on testing of Estimated factor to
emissions from wind account for fact that
erosion of agricultural wind erosion occurs
fields of varying si It only above threshold

content.@I.peed.

EF =340JL~I~~~) Ib/ocre-yr

T
Assumed by analogy to
Wind Erosion Equation

where: EF =suspended particulate emissions (lb/acre-yr)
e = surface erodibi Iity (tons/acre-year)
s = silt content of surface material (%)
f = percentage of time wind speed exceeds 12 mph

p- E = Thornthwaite's Precipitation- Evaporation Index

Figure 3-10. Predictive emission factor equation for wind erosion
of exposed areas.
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The moisture content of an exposed aggregate material is dependent on
its initial moisture content and on the precipitation and evaporation which
occurs while the material is in place. Thornthwaite1s P-E Index 15 a useful
approximate measure of average surface soil moisture, but is not sU1table for
freely draining aggregate stored in open piles.

The texture of a raw material such as lump iron ore may vary substant1ally
with the method of mining, processing, and transport. Materials processed at

iron and steel plants such as slag, sinter, and coke exhibit variable texture
dependent on the method of processing and handling.

The climatic parameters of interest are (a) dry days per year, (b) P-E
Index, and (c) frequency with which the wind speed exceeds 12 mph. Dry days
per year for any geographical area of the United States may be found from a
map of mean annual number of days with 0.01 in. or more of precipitation, as
given in AP-42.11! A U.S. map of P-E Index by. state climatic region was con
structed by MRI and is also found in AP_42.297 Finally, long-term average an
nual wind speed distributions for reporting weather stations may be found in
the Climatic Atlas.ll!

3.3.5 Best Open Dust Source Emission Factors

S1nce only a few of the many open dust sources were actually quant~fied

by field testing, the best open dust source emission factors must necessarily
be a hybrid of both estimated and measured values. In Table 3-14 the best
emission factors are presented for (a) the storage of various raw materials,
(b) materials transfer. (c) vehicular traffic on unpaved roads, and (d) wind
erOS10n.

The method for determining the best suspended emission particulate fac
tor and the percent of suspended particulate that is fine 1S described in the
table as either (a) estimation, (b) measurement, or (c) calculation. These
methods are defined in footnotes to Table 3-14.
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TABLE 3-14. SELECTION OF BEST EMISSION FACTORS FOR OPEN DUST SOURCES

Su.ppoo..d 1lP0l Qo~llty I'erc..nt o[ Qo.,lIty
pArtlenl"t .. lIu"pendpd of hut lJusp"ndrtd o[ rlne He.t rlne

rift' "f11 Ion part l~ul"t e eTII[4l~lon pertJcul .. te parUcle .,artlculate
.... tor ~l .. ,ton rActor tl.at }, J1t'TCf!!I1t.a:ge f!mll,lon

Source: Units rAnge factor v#lluc Hne! v-doe - factor

I. Unlo"dlng
r.w met@t"l.lll

Iron or!'
Esttm"t~1L""l' "lilt 1""'1' ore - 0.0111)45 JO rllJtlntate 0.00011

(lblT lll'll'f' ore) (0.OO(9) (0.00027)

Pellet, kglt pellets - 0.005 Estimate )0 Estt"",t.. 0.0015
(lblT pelleta) (O.OJ ) (O.Oll))

Co,,1 kg/t coal 0.021-0.2 0.023 E.Um,te 15 B.ll.... t .. u.008
(lb/T coal) {O.046-0.4t (IM)46 t (0.01r.)

Llmestonel kBIt .tone - 0.021 r;.tlJ•• t .. 15 E.tl..,t_ 0.0118
dol_He (lblT .tonor) (0.046) (0.016)

1,0)
t

2. Con~yor trana(er.J:-
l-,) atadons

Iron ore....... "g/t lunp ....... - 0.00045 Eatl"",te 10 tatl_t" 0.001111

(I bIT lu"" ..u) (0.0009) (0.00021)

P"llets kg/t pelleU - 0.005 taU_te 10 FsttmtJte 0.0015
(110ft ,,,,It.-ta) (0.01) (O.OIl ))

Coal "sIt enal - 0.(2) E.tt..up 15 F'\t.rn.Ate 0.008
(lblT coal) (0.066) (0.016)

Lltne8t-onel kglt ston.. - 0.(2) , .. tI... t" 15 ,.tlmat" 0.008
dolomite (lblT .tone) (0.046 ) (0.016)

Coke k!l/t col<.. O.1JI1-0 .(1(, 0.021 Fstlm.,te 15 &otlm..t .. 0.0('8
(lb/T cot.. ) (0.021-0.11) (0.046) (O.Olb)

Stnt.. r kglt sinter - 0.021 HPftOuycd£' 1:; HNI,ured 0.OU8
(lblT .. nter) (0,04(.) (0.0'(.)

(e""tlnllpd)



TABLE 3-14 (continued)

S... pended 8f.'l'st Quality Percent ot Qu.1 Lty
part 1t:1i,I.u c- Iluspeod ...d of he"l.t 5uspe.lded of rInp BE'st lltlP
eo.ission (lA.rt leu Iat e nnlsslon particul.te pilrtlcl" partlculatt"

factor f'ust lua:lt)n factor O,at }!l perc('utRge em.l$5lon
Source Unit. I'ange rae tor v"lue flnn.il vfllue frlctor

). Stouge pOe
actlvLttes

1£00 ore
C~lc.. l.teJ!'

'"""'"
kglt hllllp ore 0.11 10 E.U.tmat.-d I}.on
(lb/T lump ote (0.22) (0.1160)

Pellet kg't pel leu - U.II C"lculat( d III E!-thailted n.lln
(lb/T pellets) (0.22) (0.006)

Coal kglt coal · 0.01 Calct'latf'd 1(1 Ctolhnated lJ.lIll
(lb/T coal) (0.14) (0.042)

Ilmestonel kg/t stOlle - 0.06 (_o1cutated 10 Estimated 0.018
W dolOAllte (lb/T .tone) (0.12) (O.Olb)

J:..
W Coke kgft coke - 0.01,1 Calcuhtrd ]0 Estimated 0.012

(lb/T eoke) (0.08J) (0.025)

Sinter Input kgft Input - O.lll Calcu"'trd 10 ESl tfRated O.0~5

ntateltl.ls ObIT Input) (0.11) (0.11 )

Slag kgft slag - 0.009 Calculated 10 fsllmated 0.021
(lb/T slag) (0. Ill) (0.054 )

4. Vehicular trsCClc

Unpaved roods

Light. duty kg/vehlcle-I<m " U.7J C~lcul.. t ..d l'} }h',sured 0.22
(I1>/1IHT1 (2.6) (0.18)

H..dh... duty kg/vehlcle-kIll · 2.2 C.leulsted 15 H('i1sur~d 0.11
(lh/llHT) (1.8) (2.1)

lIeovy <.Iuty kHlvehtLle-1un · 2.R Calculated 411 tl( IUIlI.-,.,. 1.1
(lh/VHfl ( 10) (4.0)

raved roads kg/v. hlde-lu. - 0.21 Hcasured 50 HI "l'l.ir~d O.U
(I ,,/wrr) (0.95) (0.4/ )

(,onf: iuuf'd)



TABLE 3-14 (cont l,nued)

f:)ource

5. Wind ero~ion of
bare areaS

Unlls

kg/bo21yr
(lb/acrelyr)

<;"<1'",,01.01
pnt IculAl.
...t«;sfon

r.,c:l:or

r:U1RfJ

IOJ,llflll-181,OOll
(<)17-I,fl70)

nfl"l:t

Rtl'¢rrnded
rnrt Icul At,..

ellAfnllJ:tt"n

factQt'

1/04,000
(1,290)

Qtnlll,
of I,,·<t
tn[CJ5b\n

f'u:lnr

va'uf'

CalculaHd

P"-n.pnt flI
susp~nded

"artl co Iat"
that Is
flne.i!1

JO

Qtn II ty
of lin.
pflrl(cl",

rerct"nt3r""
v,luf'

Eotl..ated

Bfl'sl Un...

P'1l'ttculatiP'
ePlls&lon
hctor

4),000
(l90 )

w

t
cr:o
/PIP
!:.'2
",0
<0
ao C_....
-II>
~o-
i"'-..
nO
0 3
'tJ
~

.!!' Weight percent of rnrtlcl... with" dl"","t"r I.... than 5 "'" dlvl<l.d b, wet!:ht pprnne or pArticles \ltth " d ......,"t .. r I••• than
10 11m tlmPs 1lI0•

.!!I URI eset"'ate bued on c........rlson .,lth like source.

£1 Average of sanpl1ng result••• r"porled In T"ble 1-7.

j.l Average calculated _lulon factor (or the four surveyed "lants (see Section 4.0) wclllht..d
over the souree extents.



SECTION 4.0

OPEN DUST SOURCE SURVEYS

This section presents the results of field surveys of open dust sources
at four plants (ranging in capacity from approx~ately 1.5 to 2.5 m11lion
tons of ingots per year. The purpose of the surveys was to collect data on
source extent. source activity levels. and properties of exposed materials
wh1ch comprised the dust emitting surfaces (unpaved and paved roads), storage
piles and exposed ground areas. Survey results are given below for each
plant, denoted by letters A through D.

The exper~enta11y de~ermined emission factors for open dust sources
given in Figures 3-4 through 3-10 and reproduced in Table 4-1 were used to
calculate fugitive dust emissions. Emission rates were determined through
multiplication of the appropriate emission factor and the source extent.

4.1 SURVEY RESULTS FOR PLANT A

This section presents the results of a survey of open dust sources at a
representative 1ron and steel plant designated as Plant A. Survey procedures
and results are given separately for each source category.

4.1.1 Vehicular Traffic

Table 4-2 lists source extent, emission factor correction parameters,
and calculated emission rates for specific unpaved and paved roads lying
within the property boundaries of Plant A.

Source Extent--
The following steps were used to develop the inventory of roads. vehicle

types, and mileage traveled:

1. Road segments with specific surface and traffic characteristics were
identified and the length of each segment was determined from a map of the
plant.

2. The types and weights of vehicles traveling on each road segment were
spec1fied by plant personnel.
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TABLE 4-1. FUGITIVE DUST EMISSION FACTORS EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED BY MRI

Source catf!'gory

Unpaved Road.

Paved Roads

Measure of extent

Vehlcle - Mile8 Traveled

Vehicle· Miies Traveled

11I\l-';1; lon f.,ct(lr-~t
(lb/untt or sourt'e e-xtent)

.5 9 Cif;~;) 0 8 (3:1

("s';h L~W)O 8045 - -- _
JO ,0 3

Correction p&T9meters

• = Haterial Silt Content (1)

s = Average Vehicle Speed (mph)

W = 'Iphic.e wetght (t008)

o 10 • (/~~:J

D.OS I'i-Yd Y.!....Vo)
I,) 5"N.3S)\js'No

3 Batch Load-In
(e.g., froot-end

loader. railcar
dump)

4. continuous Load-In
(e"g .. , stacker.

transfer station)

+-- S. Storage Pile Kaintenance
I and Traffict-)

6. Storage Pile Wind Erosion

7 Batch Load-OUt

8 Wind ErosIon of Expoaed
Ar~as

Tons of Material Loaded ln

Tons of Material Loaded in

Tons 0 f Ma terial Stored

Tons of Haterlpl Stored

Tons of M8terial Loaded out

Acre-Yearo of Exposed Land

O.ODlE

o OOle

O.OOln

3,400

(~) m
mZ(H

~
-U

mm
7HIT1'Yi"m \t/

L· Surface OUst l.<>ading on Traveled
Portion of Road (Ib/mile)

U • Mean Wind Speed (mph)

H • Material Surface Hoisture Content (1)

Y • IJll1lll'ing Device IAIpaelty (yd3)

K • Activity CorrectiDft

d • NUlDber of Dry Daya per 'lear

f • ~."entage of T~ vlDd Speed l!:Ja:eeda 12 ..ph

D • Duration of Hatarlal Storage (daya)

a • Surface ErodIbility (tans/acre/year)

P - E • TbornthwaLtea Preeipitation-Evaporation tnde~

!.f Annual allerage emi •• lons of dust part iele. 81llaller than 30 ~.. 1n dl_ter b"""d on part lcle denoity of 2.5 g/c...3 •



TABLE 4-2. PLANT A: ROAD EMISSIONS

Sour("e extent CorreCllon parameterlril Ellla.'ona*
V"hlcl"mll.< VLhlcl~ cla.R ~urf..ce ,rarly

ltaveled (Ilghl du' y ", Ralld f/l:urface loading EIoI... toR hlt.lilon..

ROAd 1"nf~ll (loll ".1 JI'It'.Htn duty B. Vehicle W"}Sl.t Vt>"lcl .....YPeel \)ry day. .Ut ct\ntenl: (lbl factor (Hm.1

110..18 ,..U"o)- day)!:' hcavy duty C) (tOR')! (Illp,tl~ per ygar It) ellle)£' (lb/\'IIT) y.ar)

Unpaved

Slag Ila"Ung 1 ] 90 C llJ 25 275 7~' -- ) 4!!' 56

lIot Strip o 9 11>5 "6ft 8 H 215 10£' -- 6 8 UO

Slao; PlAnt 3 0 288 C )1) 10 215 lrl l -- 10.0 530

Cok" Ptle I) 3 28 C )0 25 275 4!!f -. 7 8 4U

- -
Total 5 5 511 760

Paved

Coal Stou8e o 7 120 1\ 8 25 l~/ IS ,non!:.! ) 0 66

~
10"-' 15 f\(\({l/,

Coke Planl o 8 56 B \5 25 . 4.9 50
W

Otl"'t raved 12 8 1,030 B 8 25 - 1'.:.' 5.0Oll!:/ 0.69 no

Toul 14 ) 1,206 250

AI be~eraloed r~~ plan~ "p.

~/ Data obtained CrOM plant per.onnel

r:.1 Aa ....ed velne I>y HRl

~I Determined by mean. of dry .(evtnll

!o/ factor It.. bem rHlueed by 151. to acconnt for roAd .urhcr 01' In"

• All emls. Ion'" are based on pot'"t lc:uJllteq: le~'C than :)0 'J in d tallllC::ter ..



3. F1gures on the daily mileages traveled by each vehicle type were fur
nished by plant personnel.

4. Information provided by plant personnel was used to apportion the
mileage traveled by each vehicle type over the various road segments.

Approximately 72% of Plant A's 20 miles of roads are paved and on the
whole have relatively low particulate surface loadings and resultant emission
rates. Two paved road8~ the coal storage and coke plant roads, have very high
surface loadings, with resultant high emissions.

Vehicular traff1c at Plant A was comprised of three basic veh1cle types:

* Type A - light duty (automobiles and pick-up trucks with 3 ton average
weight) .

* Type B - medium duty (flatbeds and other medium-sized trucks with 15
ton average weight) •

* Type C - heavy duty (larger trucks with 30 ton average weight) •

Vehicle mileage figures supplied by plant personnel were as follows'

* Open hearth slag hauling trucks (Type C): 90 miles/day

* Coke hauling trucks (Type C): 83 miles/day

* M1Bcellaneous medi~ trucks (Type B): 197 miles/day

* Automobiles and light trucks (Type A): 1,056 miles/day

* MLscellaneous slag plant traffic (Type C): 288 miles/day

~he above mileages were distributed among the various road segments based
on obServed traffic patterns, confirmed by plant personnel. All slag hauling
truck miles were assigned to the slag hauling road. One-third of the eoke
hauling truck miles were assigned to the unpaved portion of the coke hauling
road and two-thirds of the paved portion. All slag plant traffic was assigned
to th~ slag plant roads. The remainder of the vehicular traffic was observed
to be uniformly distributed over all plant roads except the unpaved portion of
the coke hauling road, the slag hauling road, and slag plant roads. Therefore,
thLs ~emaining traffic was assigned to each remaining road in direct proportion
to the fraction of the road in ratio to the total road length exclud1ng the
three mentioned above (15.4 mile).
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Correct~on Parameters--
During the plant survey, samples of loose surface material were taken

from the slag hauling road, slag plant road, and the coke pile road and ana
lyzed ~n the plant laboratory. Samples were tested to determ~ne silt content.
The hot str~p road was assigned a silt content between the values for the slag
hauling road and the slag plant road. The silt content of surface material on
paved roads was given a typical value of 10%. Surface dust loadings on paved
roads were estLmated from observation.

Average vehicle speed for each segment of unpaved or paved road was est~

mated by plant personnel, and the number of dr~ days per year for the plant
locale was determined from the Climatic Atlas.-ll For road segments having a
m~xture of veh~cle types, average vehicle weights were der~ved by accounting
for m~leage attributed to each vehicle type.

4.1.2 Storage Pile Activities

An inherent part of the operation of integrated iron and steel plants is
the maintenance of outdoor storage piles of mineral aggregates used as raw ma
ter1als, and of process wastes. Storage piles are usually left uncovered, par
tially because of the necessity for frequent transfer of material into or out
of storage.

Dust emissions occur at several points in the storage cycle--dur~ng load
ing of material onto the pile. whenever the pile is acted on by strong wind
currents, and during loadout of material from the pile. Truck and loading
equ~pment traffic 1n the storage pile areas are also a substantial source of
dust em1ssions.

Source Extent--
Table 4-3 gives data on the extent of open storage operations Lnvolving

primary aggregate materials at Plant A. This information was developed from
(a) d~scussions with plant personnel. (b) plant statistics on quantLt1es of
mater1als consumed, and (c) field estimations during the plant survey.

Table 4-3 also presents the emission factors for the open storage of pr~

mary aggregate materials at Plant A. The rationale for the use of the emiss10n
factor expression (Table 4-1) for each operation is given below.

The operation of loading onto storage piles at Plant A utilized either
overhead loaders, dump truck and front-end loader combinations or various
types of stackers. These operations were judged to be comparable to the op
erat~ons for which field measurements were performed. Therefore. Equations
(3) and (4) in Table 4-1 were used directly to describe emissions from stor
age p~le load-in.
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TABLE 4-3. PLANT A: STORAGE PILE EMISSIONS

., Emission {actor .....
Sourcu ektcnt Total

Amount Annual Vehicular Wind I.oad atorate
Material In throughput I.oad in traffic .. rosio" out cycle Yearly

In storage (million (lb!ton t Iblton ( Ib/ton (lbIt011 ( Iblton emiaslona
storage Ct!>ns).!!.' tona)!!.! stored) atorer) stored) stored) st!>red) (tona/yeu)

Medium 42,500 0.5 0.0003 011 0.098 0.0003 0.21 54
volatil-
ity coal

Iltgh 121,000 1.5 0.0001 o 039 0.032 0.0001 0.073 54
volatil-
Ity coal

Iron ore 125,000 1.5 0.032 £./ o 042 0.006 0.081 61
pellets

LUllip 242,000 2.9 0.022 £./ 0.14 0.004 0.17 250
iron ore

~
I

185,OOO~/a- Coke 1.0 0.0001 0.078 0.016 0.001 0.096 48

Slag 129,000 .L1 0.001 ~/ 0.014 0.00) 0.19 150

Total 850.000 8.9 620

.!!.I Calculated aa 1/12 the annual throughput.

£1 Data obtained through plant personnel.

£./ Determined negligible.

!/ Considered in the unpaved road calculations.

* All emission. are b.aed on particulates le8s than )0 ~ In diameter.



Vehicular traffic around sto~age piles at Plant A was generally less in
tense than traffic around emission-tested aggregate storage piles consisting
of truck and front-end loader movements assoeiated with load-in and load-out.
Stored aggregate materials assigned a traffic-related emission factor of zero
were: medium volatility coal. high volatility coal, lump iron ore, and pel
letized iron ore. The coke storage piles at Plant A were worked in a manner
similar to the emission-tested aggregate. as reflected by Equation (5) in
Table 4-1 with K = 1. Traffic around processed slag storage piles was cov
ered under unpaved roads above.

Equation (6) in Table 4-1 was used directly to calculate emissions from
wind erosion of storage piles at Plant A. 'However, the emission factor for
w~nd erosion from iron ore pellet piles was multiplied by 0.2 to account/for
the lack of saltation size particles required for the erosion process. 32

A wide range of aggregate Load-out (reclaiming) operations were observed
at Plant A. Load-out of lump iron ore and iron ore pellets by gravitational
drop onto underground conveyors generated little fugitive dust, as reflected
by the assumed activity factor of 0.2 for Equation (4). Coal piles were
loaded out through the use of high loaders which dumped material onto under
ground conveyors, a process similar in nature to load-in of emission-tested
aggregate. but having an assumed activity factor of 0.8. Coke and slag p~les

were loaded out in a ma~ner similar to load-out of emission-tested aggregates,
so Equation (7) was used directly.

Correction Parameters~-

Values for aggregate silt content and moisture content were obtained
from laboratory analysis of samples of stored materials or were estimated.
Duration of storage for each material was estimated by plant personnel.
Loader bucket sizes were estimated by MRI personnel. Climatic correction
parameters (mean wind speed = 8.7 mph~ dry days per year = 275, and per
centage of time that 7he wind speed exceeds 12 mph = 19) were obtained from
the Climatic Atlas.21 The correction factors used in determining em1SS1ons
for Plant Ats storage pile activities are presented in Table 4-4.

4.1.3 Wind Erosion of Exposed Areas

Unsheltered areas of exposed ground around plant facilities are subject
to atmospheric dust generation by wind erosion, whenever the wind exceeds the
threshold velocity of about 12 mph. The exposed ground area with1n the bound-

'aries of Plant A was estUnated to be 251. of the plant property, based on ob·
servations during the plant survey. To account for the sheltering effect of
buildings, the effective exposed area was taken to be 12.51. of the plant
property.
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TABLE 4-4. PLANT A. STORAGE PILI~ CORRECTION PARAMETERs.!'

Effect lIIe
~lean Percentage Duration Inader

Haterlal Silt Hoisture wlnd wind speed Dry days of tllpaclty
Ln content content!!.! (1.) ..peed~./ :> 1l mph!:.1 per year storage (cu. yd) Activity factoc!'/

storage n,) b l • 1••0 (mph) (X) {days)g.l (daY9)~/ L.I. L.O. L.I T. W.E. L O.

HedlUOl 6.0!J 1.0 5.6 8.7 19 275 30 1/ 6 La 0.25 1.0 o 8
volatil-
Ity coal

High 2.0J./ 7.0 5 6 8 7 19 215 30 g/ 6 1 0 0.25 l.0 0.8
volatil-
Ity coal

Iron ore nIl 1,0 1.0 8.7 19 215 30 8./ al 1.0 0 0.2 0.2
pellets

L ....p 9.0Y 1.0 I 0 8.7 19 215 30 al aI LO 0 1,0 0.2
iron ore

~• Coke t.O!./ 1.0 l.0 8 7 19 215 30 20 10 l.0 1.0 1.0 1.000

Slag 1.5!./ 1.0 0.8 8.7 19 275 90 20 10 1.0 1.0 LO 1.0

~I L I •• load-in, T•• traffIc, W.E • wInd erosion, L.O•• load-out.

~I All moisture values are assumed by MRI based on l~lted field measurements.

£1 Obtained from Climatic Atlas.ll'

~./ ObtaIned frO<ll plant personnel.

!,I Ass.-ed value by "RI.

il DeterlPined by lPeans of dry sieving.

g.! Stacker (I. I ) or lPechanlca} reclalmer (L.O.) utUlzed.



As indicated in Table 4-1, the parameters which influence the amount of
dust generation by wind erosion are surface erodibility, silt content of sur
face material, P-E Index, and fraction of the time the wind speed exceeds 12
mph. The surface erodibility factor (47) and the surface silt content (15%)
were derived from analysis of surface slag material at Plant B. Thornthwaite's
P-E Index for Plant A was determined to be 45.~! Finally, the value for the
fract~on of time the wind speed was greater than 12 mph (19%) was obtained from
weather records. 31 ! The results from wind erosion of Plant A's exposed areas
are presented Ln Table 4-5.

4.1.4 Summary of Dust Emissions

A breakdown of calculated emissions from open dust sources at Plant A LS

presented Ln Table 4-6. For Plant A. the largest contributing source category
was unpaved roads. Emissions generated by storage piles and exposed areas
ranked next in order. The contribution of the paved roads to the dust inven
tory was minimal.

4.2 SURVEY RESULTS FOR PLANT B

Thl.S section presents the results of a survey of open
representative iron and steel plant designated as Plant B.
and results are given separately for each source category.

4.2.1 Vehicular Traffic

dust sources at a
Survey procedures

Table 4-7 lists source extent. emission factor correction parameters,
and calculated emission rates for specific unpaved and paved roads lyLng
within the property boundaries of Plant B.

The experimentally determined emission factors for paved and unpaved
roads given in Table 4-1 were used to calculate fugitive dust emissions. The
appropriate measure of source extent is vehicle-miles traveled.

Source Extent--
The following steps were used to develop the inventory of roads, vehicle

types, and mileage traveled:

1. Road segments with specific surface snd traffic characteristics were
identified and the length of these segments were determined from a map of the
plant.

2. The types and weights of vehicles traveling on each road segment were
specified by plant personnel.
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TABLE 4-5.

Source extenl

PLANT A: EXPOSED AREA EMISSIONS

Corteceion pa,ametets Emi8slona*

Wind eros Ion

Total Total Effective
plant exposed exposed SoU
area area area erodibility
~es) (..cres) (acrea) __ (tons/ecre/year)

Su r face ,,11 t
8011 content Wind

('7.) ~peed PE

Emission
factor

(tb/ac_!:Il/vear)

Yellrly
emissions

(tons/vear )

Plane A open
arees

1,502 376 I88!!./ 41~./ 20£/ 19!!.I 4'5~.I 4,000 380

~/ Effective exposed area
erea x 0 '5).

that area which Is unsheltered by nearby buildings (effe~tlve exposed area· tolal exposed

~
I....
o

~/ AS81lllled valuft by lUI based on slag ground cover.

~.1 Ass'Olled value baaed on known ""arby agrlculturel land sl.1t ("ontent.

~/ Percentage of the time the wind .peed Is greater than 12 mph.

~/ Thornthwaltea' P-£ Index

* All emissions are based on particulates lell, than JO ~ In diameter.



TABLE 4-6. PLANT A: SUMMARY OF OPEN DUST SOURCE EMISSIONS

Major dust contributors
Suspended particulate Percentage
em1~sions (tons!yr) of total

1. Unpaved Roads

2. Total Paved Roads

3. Total Wind Erosion 
Exposed Areas

760

250

380

38

12

19

4. Storage Piles
Lump Iron Ore
Iron Ore Pellets
Combined (High - Low

Volatility) Coal
Other Storage Piles

Total All Open Sources

4-11

250 12
61 3

110 6
200 10

2,010 100%



Source el:tent

TABLE 4-7. PLANT B: ROAD EMISSIONS

Correction pard~eter9

Ro~h

ROAd length

(lit!"')!!'

V"hld" Illlu
1..lvel ..d

(..It""dAY)~.1

Vfll'icle ("l,.,a""
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h""vy duty C)
v"Mch v,,"!I.1

( tcmo).!'.1
Vehicle cr"d

(Ilph)-
Dry dRY'
per YPltr

ROAd sur r,cf'
dlt ..,,,,tpnt

(Xl!:.1

sut"r ./tee

lo.,HnR
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I
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t.r-".. lon 'l ...rly
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--....ill. C )0 15 265 10

1,000

325 8 15 20 - 10

\,1139 B 15 20
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- I 7 52

I
fi.5 19l)-j

I

-, II 3 1,39{)

I
I

1,6n
I
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~
I
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3. Data on the daily mileage traveled by each vehicle type was calcu
lated from plant motor pool 1nformation. specifying vehicle hours used per
week. To calculate miles traveled per day, a utilization factor and average
vehicle speed were used.

4. Information provided by plant personnel was used to apportion the
mileage traveled by each vehicle type over the various road segments.

Approximately 78% of Plant B's 17.3 miles of roads are paved and have
relat1vely low particulate surface loadings and resultant emission rates.
However, about 2 miles of paved roads was assigned a loadLng of 15.000 Ib/
mile. based on visual observation, and have relatively high emissions.

Vehicular traffic at Plant B was comprised of three basic vehicle types:

* Type A - light duty (automobiles and pick-up trucks with 3-ton average
weight) .

* Type B - medium duty (flatbeds and other medium-sized trucks with 15
ton average weight).

* Type C - heavy duty (larger trucks with 30-ton average weight) •

Vehicle mileage figures calculated from data obtained from plant personnel
were as follows:

Unpaved roads

Type A - 168 miles/day

Type B - 159 miles/day

Type C • 672 miles/day

Total: 1.000 miles/day

Paved roads

Type A - 1.057 miles/day

Type B - 524 miles/day

Type C • 582 miles/day

Total: 2.163 miles/day

Paved roads were divided into two categories: highly loaded (dusty) paved
and moderately loaded paved roads. Because dusty paved roads constituted ap
proximately 15% of the total paved road mileage. it was assumed that 15% of the
apportioned paved road traffic would travel on the dusty roadways.

Correction Parameters--
At Plant B. one unpaved road segment was sampled for the silt content of

the surface material. This laboratory silt content (10%) was assumed to ap.
ply to the other unpaved road segments at Plant B. The surface silt content
for paved roads was assumed to be 10%. a typically measured value.
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Average vehlcle speed for each segment of unpaved or paved road was es
tlmated by plant personnel and the number of drr days per year for the plant
locale was determined from the Cl~tic Atlas.1-/

For road segments having a mixture of vehicle types, average vehicle
welghts were derived by accounting for mileage attributed to each vehicle
type.

4.2.2 Storage Pile Activities

Source Extent--
Table 4-8 glves data on the extent of open storage operations lnvolvlng

prlmary aggregate materlals at Plant B. This information was developed from
(a) dlscussions with plant personnel, (b) plant statistics on quantities of
materials consumed, and (c) field estLmations during the plant survey.

Table 4-8 also presents the emission factors for the storage of prlmary
aggregate materlals at Plant B. The rationale for the use of the emission
factor expresslon (Table 4-1) for each operation is given below.

The method of loading onto storage piles at Plant B consisted of various
types of stackers couoled with a sizable conveyor network. Therefore. Equa
tion (4) from Table 4-1 was used directly to calculate emissions from storage
plle load-in.

Vehicular traffic around storage piles at Plant B was g~nerally less in
tense than traffic around emission-tested sand and gravel aggregate storage
pLIes. cons~sting of truck and high loader movements associated with the
load-in and load-out process. Stored aggregate materials assigned a traffic
related emlssion factor of zero were: coal. iron ore pellets. and lump lron
ore.

At Plant B. only the ore bedding. slag piles, and coke have vehicles
movlng among the p~les during the storage cycle. An actlvity factor of 0.25
was used wlth Equatlon (5) in Table 4-1 to scale the vehicular traffic emis
sions in the ore bedding area and around coke piles. and a factor of 1 was
used for processed slag piles.

Equation (6) in Table 4-1 was used directly to calculate emissions from
wind erosion of storage piles at Plant B. However. the emiSSlon factor for
wlnd erOSlon from iron ore pellet piles was multiplied by 0.2 to account for
the lack of saltation size particles required for the erosion process. 32 /

Methods of loading out (reclaiming) materials from the storage piles at
Plant B lncluded reclaimers which "rake" the materials onto a conveyor and
the front-end loader/truck method similar to the emission tested operatlons.
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TABLE 4-8. PLANT B: STORAGE PILE EMISSIONS

Emission factors*

Haterial
in

storage

Coal

Iron ore
pellets

LlIIlp hon
ore

Coke

.j:;- Ore
I beddll18
t-'
VI

Slag

Total

~ource ext~ot Total

AlIIOunt Annual Vehicular Wind I.oad storage
in throughput Load io traffic erosion out cycle Yearly

.tora~e (mUlion (tblton (lblton (lblton Ob/ton (lblton "",is Blons
(tons)~1 tnos)EI stored) stored) storcdL- stored) stored)____ (tons/vr)

25,000 0.54 0.001 !?J 0.14 o 0003 0.14 40

100,000 0.24 o 005 '.::.1 0.13 0.04 o 18 22

188,000 o 62 o 001
l1...
1 0.30 o 0002 0.30 94

20,000 o 38 o 003 0.01 0.03 00006 0.05 11

15.000 0.29 0.006 0.17 o 60 0.0009 0.77 110

162,000 1.97 0.005 011 o 05 o 007 0.17 170

510,000 4.04 450

~I Calculated as 1/12 the annual throughput

~I Data obtained through plant personnel.

£1 Determined negligible.

* ALI emissions are based on particulates less thlln 30 ~m in diameter.



Equations (7) and (4) in Table 4-1 were used with appropriate activity fac
tors to calculate emissions from load-out~' Because the reclaimer method pro
duces less dust emissions than the stacker, an activity factor of 0.2 was used
w~th Equat~on (4) to calculate dust emissions. Equation (7) was used for
those materials removed via front-end loader/trucks.

Correct~on Parameters--
Values 'for aggregate silt content and moisture content were obtained

from laboratory analysis of samples of stored materials or were estimated.
Duration of storage for each material was estimated by plant personnel.
Loader bucket sizes were estimated by MRI personnel. Climatic correction
parameters (mean wind speed = 11.8 mph. dry days per year =265, and per
centage of time that the wind speed exceeds 12 mph = 40) were obtained from
the Climatic Atlas.1h1 These correction factors are presented in Table 4-9.

4.2.3 Wind Erosion of Exposed Areas

Unsheltered areas of exposed ground around plant facilities are subject
to atmospheric dust generated by wind erosion, whenever the w1nd exceeds the
threshold velocity of about 12 mph. The exposed ground area within the
boundaries of Plant B was est~ated to be 124 acres based on areas outlined
on a map bv plant personnel. To account for the sheltering effect of build
ings, the effective exposed area was taken to be 75% of the indicated bare
ground areas.

As ind~cated in Table 4-10 the parameters which influence the amount of
dust generation by wind erosion are surface erodibility. silt content of the
surface material, P-E Index, and fraction of the time the wind speed exceeds
12 mph. The values used for these parameters and the exposed area emissions
for Plant B are presented in Table 4-10.

4.2.4 Summary of Dust Emissions

The relative emission contributions of the four source categories are
given in Table 4-11. Emissions generated by unpaved roads account for 58%
of Plant B's total. Emissions from plant paved roads and storage piles are
next in magnitude. Emissions from exposed area wind erosion are relatively
ins~gnificant.

4.3 SURVEY RESULTS FOR PLANT C

This section presents the results of a survey of open dust sources at a
representat~ve iron and steel plant, designated as Plant C. Survey results
and procedures are given below for each source category.
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TABLE 4-9. PLANT B: STORAGE PILE CORRECTION PARAMETERS~I

Eff"ct1ve
H"an P"rcentage Duration loader

Haterial Silt Holsture wind wind speed Dry days of capacity
in content conteot!~1 (%) speed£.' > 12 m~£! per year storage (cu. yd)

stonse ('4) I~I \. Q-----.fll!~ (7'> (days}!:.1 (days)~ L.l~O.
Activity fsctQr~1
LIT W E L.O

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

1.0 0.25 1 0 0 2

1.0 0.25 1.0 1 0

Coal 4.4!J 10 3.0 118 40 265 30

Iron ore 6.7!! 2.0 2.0 U.8 40 265 90
pellets

Lump Iron 9 O~I 5.0 5 0 11.6 40 265 30
ore

Coke LOf!! 1 0 1.0 11.8 40 265 30

Ore 9.0!.' 7.0 5.6 11.8 40 265 60
bedding

~
I

1.5!.'...... Slag 1.0 O.ll 11 6 40 265 30.....

!!I L.I. = load-in. T. = traffic, W E. = wInd erosIon, L O. = load-out.

!'!/ All moIsture values Bre assumed by HRI based on limited field messurements.

=.' Obtained trOlll ClhoaUc At las .11/

!i/ Obtained trOll' plant persollnel.

!./ Assumed volue by HRI.

f/ Oetermined by wellns of dry sleving

15/ Stacker (1•• 1.) or ll1ecl,anlcal reclaimer (I.U ) utlli ..ed

1/

8/

&'

s/

1./

&'

8/

r.l

t/

eJ

6

6

100

1.0 0

100

1 0 0.2

0.2 0.2

1.0 0.2



TABLE 4-10.

Source extent

PLANT B: WIND EROSION - OPEN AREA EMISSIONS

Total Total Effective Corre,:t1on parameters Emissions""
plant exposed exposed Soil Surface sol1 1'.1111II.,10n Yearly
area area ares erodibility sUt content Wind factor emissions

Wind erosion (acres) (acres) (acres) (tons/aere/yr) (7;) speed PI!: UbI.. -/yr) (lons/yr)

Plant B open
areas

787 124 9'j!.1 47~/ 13.6~.l 401}..! 83!!1 1.700 79

.p
I
t-'
CO

~I Effective exposed area that area ~Iich is unsheltered due to its proxbRlty to nearby buildings (effective exposed
area = total exposed area x 0 75).

~I Assumed value by HRI based on slag ground cover.

£1 Determined through dry sieVing.

'il Percentage of tbe t inle tbe \lind speed Is greater than 12 mpl••

~I Tbornthwaltes P-E Index.

• All emissions are based on particulates less than 30 ~ In dlameter.



TABLE 4-11. PlANT B: SUMMARY OF OPEN DUST SOURCE EMISSIONS

Major dust contributors

Source

1. Total Unpaved Roads

Suspended particulate Percentage
emissions (tons/yr) of total

58

2. Paved Roads

3. Total Wind Erosion 
Exposed Areas

660

19

23

3

4. Storage Piles
Lump Iron Ore
Ore Bedding
Slag
Other Storage Piles

Total all open sources

I)
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94 3
110· 4
110 6

---l.§. _3

2.821 100%



4.3.1 Vehicular Traffic

Table 4-12 lists source extent, emission factor correction parameters,
and calculated emission rates for specific unpaved and paved roads lying
within the property boundaries of Plant C.

The experimentally determined emission factors for paved and unpaved
roads given in Table 4-1 were used to calculate fugitive dust emissions. The
appropriate measure of source extent is vehicle-miles traveled.

Source Extent--
The follOWing steps were used to develop the inventory of roads. veh1c1e

types and mileage traveled;

1. Road segments with specific surface and traffic characteristics were
ident1fied and the length of each segment was determined by plant personnel.

2. The types and weights of vehicles traveling on each road segment were
specified by plant personnel.

3. Figures on the daily mileages traveled by each vehicle type were fur
nished by plant personnel.

4. Information provided by plant personnel was used to apportion the
mileage traveled by each vehicle type over the_various road segments.

Approximately 81% of Plant Cts 27 miles of roads are paved and on the
whole have relatively low particulate surface loadings and resultant emission
rates. There are 4.6 miles of "dusty-paved" roads within Plant C, as indi
cated by plant personnel. These roads have considerably higher surface par
ticulate loadings with resultant higher emission factors than the other paved
roads within the plant.

Vehicular traffic at Plant C was comprised of two basic vehicle types:\

1. Type A - light duty (automobiles and pick-Up trucks ~ith 3-ton aver·
age weight) •

2. Type B - medium duty (flatbeds and other medium-sized trucks with 15
ton average weight) •

Data pertaining to the daily vehicle-mil~s traveled by both types of ve
hicles within the plant were obtained from plant personnel. It was indicated
that this mileage was evenly distributed over the various road types at the
plant.
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TABLE 4-12. PLANT c: ROAD EMISSIONS

Source extent
Vrhld .. cla..!.1 Corr~ction p.ra~Cler8 fAte.ion.*

Vehi"le 1Il1l".. (lIght oI".y A_ Road lIl.ur£acc Surface Eal .. llion Yearly
Road lengtb traveled ftledlu ... duty B ~ Vehicle " .. Ight Veh iel e BReed Ory .ifty. olll conlent~1 loading r.("'tor emL ... I.)ns

Road. (Ill U ..s,!1 (11111 "s/day)!!.1 hea.y duty I.) (tono) (..phi!' prr ye... (tl Ob/llll .. )!!.1 (lh/llltT) (toaoly. )

Unpaved 5 2 250 A ) 25 l'/S III - 3 ') I ~fl

I

Dusty paved 4 61 I 554 A ) 2S - 10 15_000 I ) Dl)
I

l 240 II 15 25 . 10 IS ,000 4 9 210

Other pa.ed 17 2 , i 2,082 A ) 2S 10 5,000 o 4S \70-, ~ 8 15 25 . 10 5,000 I I; 2f>O

I
Total paved 21 8 3,118 n'J

~ .1 Obtained from plant per.onnel,
I -
N
~ kl As.umed .alue by HHI

* Particulate "lIli.. ionl are baued on particle. J.... than )0 I' in diameter



Correction Parameters--
Because of adverse weather conditions during the time of the survey, it

was not possible to obtain representative samples of road surface dust from
which to determine silt content. Therefore, a silt content of 10% for the
particulate loading on Plant CIS roadways was assumed. Average vehicle speed
for each segment of unpaved or paved road was est~ated by plant personnel
and the number of dr1 days per year for the plant locale was determined from
the Climatic Atlas.l-I

4.3.2 Storage P~le Activities

Source Extent--
Table 4-13 gives data on the extent of open storage operations involving

primary aggregate materials at Plant C. This information was developed from
(a) di~cuss~ons with plant personnel, (b) plant statistics on quantities of
materials consumed, and (c) field est~ations dur~ng the plant survey.

Table 4-13 also presents the emLssion factors for the open storage of
prLmary aggregate materials used 1n Plant C. The rationale for the use of
the emission factor expression (Table 4-1) for each operation is given below.

Methods ot loading onto storage piles at plant C consisted of utilizing
clam shell buckets (for blast furnace input materials), movable stackers (for
all blended ore beds and large stone) ,and front-end loaders for other materi
als. Equation (4) in Table 4-1 was used directly to calculate emissions from
storage pile load-in with movable stackers and Equation (3) was used for load
1n w1th clam shell buckets and front-end loaders.

Veh1cular traffic around storage piles at Plant C, consisting of the use
of front-end loaders only, was generally less intense than traff~c around
em1ss1on-tested aggregate (sand and gravel) storage piles, consist1ng of truck
and h1gh loader movements associated with the load-in and load-out. Stored
aggregate materials assigned a traffic-related emission factor of zero were:

-blast furnace input mater~als (coke, sinter, and coarse ore) and the use of
front-end loaders for load-out of the limestone-dolomite piles a represented
by an activity factor of 0.25. To account for theuseof front-end loaders for
load-in/load-out, an activity factor of 0.5 was used with Equation (5) for all
other materLals.

Equation (6) in Table 4-1 was used directly to calculate emissions from
wind eros~on of storage piles at Plant C. However, an activity factor of 0.5
was applied to blast furnace coke, sinter, and iron ore piles to account for
the depressed location which partially shelters these materlals from the direct
action of wind.
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TABLE 4-13. PLANT c: STORAGE PILE EMISSIONS

SOllr~. bUAS !~1 •• ioft r.~~.~,

MIoWlC 111 '\!l!lut t.o&Jt-1.n t.o.4-0I1c :rout 1S·5'&I· V,.
ll£u~1.&t £11 leO:'",!;! cbroUlbo..c (L'o/tOll V.b£out.r cT.lf£~ 1/£04 .ro,£on. (Lbho" cycL. {l'o/soo n11

JCOr'.!. 'tOft,\ (~iL11,n C9D.I·1 .to£.d flblto9 'Soudl 11'o/e99 Isgrtd) 'tared) • ,,,r.d> 'cant

£2.!!.

1.0" 1101.· 10 .300 0.06 " 0001 023 0.24 o 0002 o 1.1
c1Hc7

d1Sh 1101.- 19.000 0.11 0.0001 a 08 0.08 a 0001 o 17
cilley

.!!.:.!!.2ll

Leal\ Ot'. Fi~s 2,000 0.04 o 003 0.18 025 o 004 t .0
C.a..... 0\:"•• B.d S .'100 O.LO 0.0006 o 31 0.20 o J009 0 56

/10 I
C"'EU Or •• 37,000 007 0.0003 ~I 0.60 a 0005 0 60

Dble r"r""c.
C1t .....·"p 0... 3 ,500 0.04 0.0004 0.37 o 2" 0.0006 0.51
Bl.od.4 Or. 'o.-l. t6.000 1.14 00005 !!,/ o as o 0001 (L05

Se"". ~a:.r1all

atelat.2l r.~etcotl. 6,500 0.03 0.0004 0.06 0.10 0.0006 O. ~6
Hne Ilcr."o..d) U.250 o 07 0.0004 0.06 a La Q 0006 a L6

i,....m.est.on.
ha. !.l.tllucoa" 3.000 0.0'2 o 0004 0.06 0.:0 0.0006 0.16
:. i:nu cone n.no 0.13 0.0001. 0.03 0.10 a 0006 o 13
!'ina Ilc".en.dl 5,500 o 02 0.0004 0.06 o 10 0 0006 ') 16

0010411c.
n". 00 t00l1 ct 1.500 0.01 o 0004 a 06 o to 'J 0006 0 t6
O<tLOlllH" 3,000 004 00004 0.03 0.10 o t.1006 <j 13

'HlceU",,"aul

p" t1:'~ ,. JZ:l Coke 5,000 a 03 0.0006 004 0.04 o ~OO'l o ~s

F.ne C~~e 'r•• z. 7.000 o 08 O. tlO4 029 0.1' o aOe .) :'6

C~k•• 9'&4c F"rftlce 9,000 0.03 0.002 '0/ 0.05 o OOS 0.03
~lnt.r, 31..st t ,250 0.02 o 002 i l <) 05 I) 005 O.Ol

F"rrl.&c,
H\UI OUle 01 0,03 0.01)0' 0.58 a ~3 o ooos 1 ; -:-

total 185,150 L07 "

!I ()'oc4ined fo:oom phnc 1I....0l1l\e!.

!' Deee~laed ,,",111>'01,
:..1 OU.& "" t lltO,H.b LI.

\ll .~il.,on. arl be.ed on lIAreicle. liS' cban 30 ~ier"n. in diamet••

•



Methods of loading out (reclaiming) materials from the storage piles at
Plant C included (a) reclaimers which "rake" the materials onto a conveyor,
(b) clam shell buckets, and (c) front-end loaders which transfer the material
to a conveyor bin, a process similar in nature to the load-out of emission
tested aggregate. Equations (4) and (7) in Table 4-1 were used with appropri
ate activity factors to calculate emissions from load-out. Because the re
claimer produces less dust emissions than the stacker, an activity factor of
0.2 was used with Equation (4) to calculate dust emissions. An activity fac
tor of 1 was used with Equation (7) for clam shell buckets and front-end
loaders.

Correction Parameters--
Values for aggregate silt content and moisture content were obtained

from laboratory analysis of samples of stored materials or were estimated.
Duration of storage for each material was est~ated by plant personnel.
Loader bucket sizes were estimated by MRI personnel. Climatic correction
parameters (mean wind speed = 8.6 mph, dry days per year = 295, and percen
tage of time that the wind speed exceeds 12 mph = 24) were obtained fram the
Climatic Atlas }1..1 The se correction factors are presented in Table 4-14.

4.3.3 Wind Erosion of Exposed Areas

Unsheltered areas of exposed ground around plant facilities are subject
to atmospheric dust generated by wind erosion, whenever the wind exceeds the
threshold velocity of about 12 mph. The exposed ground area within the
boundar~es of Plant C was estimated to be 26.4 acres, based on plant map
areas outlined by plant personnel. This is an extremely low value for ex
posed area within an integrated iron and steel plant facility, reflecting
the fact that the vast majority of exposed areas within Plant C have been
paved.

As ind~cated in Table 4-1, the parameters which influence the amount of
dust generated by WlOd erosion are surface erodibility, silt content of sur-

, fact material, P-E 'Index. and fraction of the time the wind speed exceeds 12
mph. Soil erodibility and silt content were derived from the soil type in
the v~c~nity of Plant C. The calculated emissions from wind erosion are pre
sented in Table 4-15.

4.3.4 Summary of Dust Emissions

A breakdown of calculated emissions from open dust sources at Plant C is
presented in Table 4-16. Paved roads (66%) is the largest contributing dust
source) followed by the storage piles (18%). The other sources of open dust
at Plant C, as seen in Table 4-16, are relatively small in comparison.
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TABLE 4-14. PLANT c: STORAGE PILE CORRECTION PARAMETERg!./

ttl.tHv.
!'I'IA "rc.".al· Duueto" loaelu

SUe "1010.11", WlAcl "bel '~'1 ~ eay. ot Ull&CUY
ACC:t.Vt.ty fal:E::,Oc!/'l.aurtal 11> CO".R. eo"unell.! (~1 • .,..cl5.1 :.U "p~ pet y....5.1 t.oul.1' (cu. yd)

tCora,. '':1 t,t "g. {sphl !jl (~.y,} fday.\ t,t. b.O t. ' J! • I)

Wi

L"" ""la' s.5!f 8 6 6 9 e 6 24 2n 60 L~ (I , I J • 1
'111.y

'l1p vol..• 2~J 8 6 6 9 8.6 24 295 60 " I. 0 o 3 I 0 I 0
'Ul.cy

~

0.-. f:1.ll.. 18 8!o'
" 0 3.2 8 " 24 295 18 " 6 I 0 a I 0 \-1

C~ ...s. or. 9!of 6 a 4 8
8 "

24 2n 30 " 6 1 0 ? 1 0 l J
c.oar •• Ottl l 9!.' 6.0 4 S 8.6 24 2" laO 10 ,0 t 0 a a 5 1 0

.1.&te ~\lt'ft&C'

C1. •• I1-U:P Qr. 9S' 1. t 1.7 8 6 24 295 30 9 " l 0 o 5 ' ':l 0
aL.,,<t.el or. 1':' 71/ 8 2 a.~

I " 24 H5 5 ./ II \ 0 a _ 3 o 2
b.d,

Stone ft.(cer !oat.

helaJ;o l!..:u •••". 1 ~j 3.0 l.. 8.6 24 195 90 I 1 o 3 3 1 J
Hila (.er.....el) 1. 5:!.J J 0 2 4 S 6 2"- 295 90 , a a , I J 1 J

1......0".
li... I ........". s.t,' J.a 2 .:. ." 24 HS ~O " 1 0 , 3 • a I ':l
!'tn. 'scr••Md.) S!.' J.O 2 ~

I "
24 29S 90 " I a o ,

da1.ocu"ea
H", elol..uc. 5~ J 0 2 4 a " 24 295 '0 " 1 0 J , 3 l 0
LUlu.o". I S~, 3.0 2,4 8 6 24 295 90 l' " 1 0 o 23 3 I /)
Ilclo"ut. 1 5t.' i.0 2 "- a 6 24 295 'lO '1/ • t 0 OH 1 '3 1 0

"iLICf t 1.1eou,

P. c.ro1.wa ;gtt, l!.' 2 (1 1 6 ~ 6 24 295 60 6 S \ (1 ~ S 1 : I J
r lntl colt. brol.tl 7!.' 2.0 1.6

S "
24 295 30 ~ 6 1 0 v , , ) I Q

t'lue -1Ult 1/.1/ 8 0 6 ..:' 8 S 14 195 'lO 6 6 1 a a.J 1 )
CQ"•• ~t"'lt !ut'\ LS!.' \ a o s 8 6 24 29' 90 10 l~ , ~ 0 j l ~ J
Sl.nt .... ~ bt&.l.t:. (u",," 1 S!.' 1 0 Q .$ 8 6 24 19' ~o to 10 1 Q ~ ; > • j

a/ L. I. '= load-in, T. ... traffic, W.E. '= wind erosion, L.O. load-out.=

.!?/ All moisture values are assumed by MRI based on limited field measurements.

s/ Obtained from Cl:unat1c Atlas .~.I

~/ Obtained from plant personnel.

it/ Assumed value by MRl.

i! Determined by means of dry sieving.

s/ Stacker (L.l.) or mechanical reclaimer (L.O. ) utilized.

,...

___ -4_ -
Reproduced from
best a...alla ble copy.
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Source extent

TABLE 4-15. PLANT C: OPgN AREA EMISSIONS

TotAl I!f feet lve Correct Lon paramet. r5
plant open SoLl Surface soU
area area erodibillty .llt content

{aues} {acruL- (tons{llcre/year) ('Zj

F.ml Aslons*
Emission YeArly

Wind PE fRctor emissions
speed loon _ O~{al:re/,ear) (tons/ye-"!1

63~1 IO~/ 47~../ 15~1 21~./ 3l¢!.1 6,000 30

I
~/ Obtained from plant personnel,

k/ Effective open area that area which is un~heltered by no:arby buildings.

.j:'
I

N
0\

£1 Assumed value by KRI bAsed on alag ground cover

'11 Percentage of the t 1_ tbe wind speed 110 greater than 12 ,.ph.

~/ Thornthwaite's P-E Index.

* All emissions are based on particulAtes less than JO pm tn diameter.
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TABLE 4-16. PlANT C' SUMMARY OF OPEN DUST SOURCE EMISSIONS

Major dust contributors
Suspended particulate Percentage
emissions (tons/yr) of total

1. Unpaved Roads

2. Paved Roads
Dusty paved
Other paved

3. Exposed area - wind erosion

4. Storage piles
Coal
Iron ore
Stone materials
Other materials

Total all open sources
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340
430

30

24
120

25
--M.

1.160

13

29
37

3

2
10

2
4

100%



4.4 SURVEY RESULTS FOR PLANT D

Thls section presents the results of a survey of open dust sources at a
representative iron and steel plant. designated as Plant D. Survey results
and procedures are given below for each source category.

4.4.1 Vehicular Traffic

Table 4-17 lists source extent, emission factor correction parameters,
and calculated emission rates for specific unpaved roads lying within the
property boundaries of Plant D. The plant had no paved roads within its
boundaries.

The exper~entally determined emission factors for unpaved roads given
in Table 4-1 were used to calculate fugitive dust emissions. The appropriate
measure of source extent is vehicle-miles traveled.

Source Extent--
The following steps were used to develop the inventory of roa~s. vehicle

types, and mileage traveled:

1. Unpaved road segments with specific surface and traffic characteris
tics were identified by plant personnel. aod the length of each segment was
determined from a map of the plant.

2. The types and sizes of the vehicles traveling on unpaved roads were
specified by plant personnel.

3. Figures on the daily mileages traveled by each vehicle type were fur
nished by plant personnel.

All of the roads at Plant D boundary are slag surfaced. As indicated In
Table 4-17. total unpaved road mileage within the plant is 10.6 miles. These
roads were indicated to be in good condition throughout the plant and to be
regularly maintained.

Vehicular traffic at Plant D was comprised of three basic vehicle types:

Type A - light duty, 36 vehicles (automobiles and pick-up trucks with
3-ton average weight).

Type B - med~um duty. 22 vehicles (flatbeds and other medium-sized
trucks with lS-ton average weight) .

Type C - heavy duty, 6 vehicles (larger trucks with 30-ton average
weight).
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TABLE 4-17. PLANT D: ROAD EMISSIONS

Source extent
Veh lel e cl ass Correction parameters Enolsslons"

Vehicle ..I\es (light duty A. Road sur [ace E.hslon Yearly

Road len~~h trsveled lIIedlUlll duty B. Veh lei e we l!lht Vehicle ~r,ed Dry day.. 'Iii t content (actor etlll "8 Ion ..
Roads (lIl11e'l)- (lII11e9 Iday )!!.I heavy dllty C) (tons)~/ (",,,h)- rer year (1.) (lb/VHT) (ton'l/yr)

Unpaved 10.6 720 A ) 20 255 10 2 2 290

49) B 15 20 255 10 8.3 no

~ c 30 15 255 10 10.8 ~

Total 10 6 l,J3) 1,280

~ ~f Determined from plant map.
I

N
~ ~I Data obtained frOlll plant personnel.

'E.I AssUlIlI!d val Ife.

.. All _16910ns are based on particulates leu than JO lJ In dlametf>r,



As indicated by plant personnel, these vehieles travel over all the un
paved roads in the plant. Thus, no specific plant road segments were identi
fied as having higher than average traffic volumes.

Correction Parameters--
Because of adverse weather conditions during the time of the survey, it

was not possible to obtain representative samples of road surface dust from
which to determine silt content. Therefore, a silt content of 10% for the
road surface material was assumed. Average vehicle speed was estimated by
plant personnel and the number of djI days per year for the plant locale was
determined from the Climatic Atlas.l-/

4.4.2 Storage Pile Activities

Source Extent--
Table 4-18 gives data on the extent of open storage operations involving

prLmary aggregate materials at Plant D. This information was developed from
(a) d~scussions with plant personnel. (b) plant statistics on quantities of
mater~als consumed, and (c) field estimations during the plant survey.

During the survey, weather conditions prohibited the collection of repre
sentat1u e samples of th~ qtnrage materials to be analyzed for silt content.
Storage pile silt content values were assumed to be the same as the values
obtained for similar materials previously sized at other steel plants.

Table 4-18 also presents the emission factors for the open storage of
primary aggregate materials used in Plant D. The rationale for the use of
the emission factor expression (Tsble 4-1) for each operation is given below.

The method of loading onto storage piles at Plant D consisted of utiliz
ing front-end loaders for the coke breeze and screened stone piles; a stacker
for the iron pellet piles; and an overhead gantry/clamshell bucket for the
screened iron ore. large stone, and for the coal piles. Therefore, Equation
(3) from Table 4-1 was used to calculate emissions from load-in using front
end loaders and clamshell buckets, and Equation (4) was used for the stacker.

Vehicular traffic around storage piles at Plant D was generally less in
tense than traffic around emission~tested aggregate storage piles. consist
ing of truck and h1gh-loader movements associated with load~in and load-out.
Stored aggregate materials assigned a reduced traffic-related activity factor
were:

Screened iron ore: K = 0 (no vehicular traffic)

Iron ore pellets: K = 0.25
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TABLE 4-18. PLANT D. STORAGE PILE EMISSIONS

Emisaioo factora*
~"urc" extenL Total

AllIOunt AMual Vehicular lUnd Load storage
HaterLal In throughput Load In traffic erosion out cycle Yearly

In storas" (.,UI Ion (lblron (lb/toR (lblron ( Iblton ( Iblton emiaalona
storage (tooa)~1 tOilS) al:ored! atored) atoredl atored) stored) (tona/year)

Low vo1s- 2~.OOO 0.05 0.0001 0.099 0.66 0.0004 0.76 19

tUlty coal

High vols- 30.000 ° 06 0.0001 o 036 0.48 0.0001 0.51 16
ti11ty coal

I ron ore 50,000 L8 0.034 0.23 0017 0.054 0.34 310

pellets

Screened 66,600 0.4 0.601 '!,.I 0.76 0.002 0.76 150
iron ore

~ Coke breeze 40.000 0.04 O.OHI 0.50 0.42 0.029 0.97 20
I
W
I-'

0.031 o 79Screened 5,000 0.14 0.024 0.65 0.078 55
Ilmestonel
dolomil:e

Dolomite 12.000 ~ 0.002 0.027 0.045 0.003 0.078 -1.
stone

Total 216.000 2.53 510

!it Data obtained froUl plallt I,crbollllel.

~I Uetcr~lned neglIgible.

;)

* All emissloo" Bre b...."d ... n "articulated lellil Lhao 30 IJ in dIameter.



Coal: K = 0.25

Large stone: K = 0.25

The coke breeze and screened stone storage piles at Plant D were worked
in a manner similar to the emission-tested aggregate and were thus assigned
a K-factor of 1.

Equation (6) in Table 4-1 was used to calculate emissions from wind ero
sion of storage piles at Plant D. The emission factor for wind erosion from
iron ore pellet piles was multiplied by 0.2 to account for the lack of salta
tion size particles required for the erosion process.~/

The methods of loading-out (reclaiming) from the piles at Plant D con
sisted of utilizing either a front-end loader pick-up and drop into a conveyor
bin (coal. ore pellets. coke breeze. and stone piles) or a gantry/clamshell
removal and dump ~nto a rail hopper car (iron ore) which released the material
onto an underground conveyor. Equation (7) in Table 4-1 was used to calcu
late emissions from load-out.

Correction Parameters--
Values for aggregate silt content and moisture content were obtained

from laboratory analysis of samples of stored materials or were estimated.
Duratio; of storage for each material was estLmated by plant personnel.
Loader bucket sizes were estimated by MRl pe~sonnel. Climatic correction
parameters (mean wind speed = 9.3 mph. dry days per year = 255. and per
centage of tLme that the wind speed exceeds 12 mph = 25) were obtained from
the Climatic Atlas.ll/ These correction factors are given in Table 4-19.

4.4.3 Wind Erosion of Exposed Areas

Unsheltered areas of exposed ground around plant facilities are subject
to atmospheric dust generation by wind erosion. whenever the wind exceeds the
threshold velocity of about 12 mph.121 The exposed ground area within the
boundaries of Plant D was estimated to be 10% of the plant property, based on
d~scussions with plant personnel during the plant survey. To account for the
sheltering effect of buildings. the effective exposed area was taken to be
7.5% of the plant property.

As indicated in Table 4-1. the parameters which influence the amount of
dust generation by wind erosion are surface erodibility. silt content of the
surface material, P-E Index, and fraction of the tUne wind speed exceeds 12
mph. The soil erodibility factor (47) and the surface silt content (15%)
were derived from previous sieving of similar surface soil materials at an
other steel plant. Thornthwaites P-E Index for Plant D was determined to be
93.£21 Finally. the value for the fraction of time the wind speed was greater
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TABLE 4-19. PLANT C: STORAGE PILE CORRECTION PARAMETERS~I

Effectlvl"
Mean I'ercent:nge llllralion looder

Material SUt Moisture wind wind speed Dry daye of capacity
in content content !!./ epeed£' )12 mph.':./ per year storage (cu. yd) Activity fact:or~/

storage ex,) Ll. L 0 (mph) (7.) (days):;,! (days)~1 L.t. 1 0 I l. T WE L 0

Low vola- 5.S!! 7.0 6.0 9 3 25 255 1110 10 6 1.0 0 25 I 0 1.0

ttl1l:;y
coal

lIlgh vole- Z!!.! 7.0 5.6 9 3 25 255 360 10 6 1 0 0 25 1.0 1.0

HHty
coal

Iron ot'e l'J'!/ 1.0 0.8 9.3 25 255 10 11 6 1.0025 o 2 I 0

pellets

Screened 19!! 5.0 4.0 9.3 25 255 60 10 10 1.0 0 1.0 1.0
.p-

Iron oreI
W
W

1!.lCoke bree",e 1.0 0.8 9.3 25 255 90 6 6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Screened 9!;.1 1.0 0.8 9.3 25 255 13 6 6 1.0 1.0 1 0 1.0

1imelltone I
dolomite

Dolomite I.S!! 1.0 0.8 I} 3 25 2SS 45 10 10 \.0 0.25 I 0 I 0

atone

!.' L•• .. load-In, T .. traffic, W.E. ,. wind erosion. L O. - load-out •

!!l All IlIOluture values are assumed by MIU based on limit ..d field measurc....... te

£/ Obtained from Climotic Allas.lil

!!I Ubtained from plant personnel.

!!!.I Asqumed valuli' by HRI.

f/ Stllcl<Lr (1.1.) or mech"nlcal rl'clafmer (1.0 ) Itlll bed.



than 12 mph (25%) was obtained from weather records.1l1 The results from
wind eros~on of Plant D's exposed areas are presented in Table 4·20.

4.4.4 Summary of Dust Emissions

A breakdown of calculated emissions from open dust sources at Plant D
is presented in Table 4-21. The largest contributing sources were unpaved
roads (68%). Emissions from plant storage piles were next in magnitude (30%).
Wind erosion of exposed areas was relatively insignificant.
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TABLE 4-21. PLANT D: SUMMARY OF OPEN DUST SOURCE EMISSIONS

Major dust contributors
Suspended particulate Percentage

__________________em_issions (tons/yr) of total

1. Unpaved Roads

2. Wind erosion - exposed areas

3. Storage piles
Low-high volatility coal
Iron ore pellets
Screened iron ore
Coke breeze
Stone piles

Total all open sources

4-36

1.280

38

35
310
150

20
---1Z. .

1.890

68

2

2
16
8
1

--l

100%



TABLE 4-20.

Source extent

PLANT D: OPEN AREA EMISSIONS

Total Effective
exposed expnacd

Correction parameters

Wind erosion

Toul
plant
BreS

(acrcs)
area

(acres)
arca

(acre.. )

Soil
erodibility

(ton"/acre/yr)

Surface "aU
alIt content

('t)

Wind
spce,l

P-E
Index

E...is~10n8*
Emission Yearly

fsctor e~ls"tons

(lb/acre/yr) (tons/yr)

Plant D open areaa I.IO~I ll().!1 53!!.' 47!iJ 15£1 2'i~.' 9)£1 920 35

~I Data obtained from plant personnel

~I That area whIch la unaheltered by nearby buildings.

£.1 AosUllled value by KR [ bued on slag ground cover.

~I Percentage of the tillle the wind speed is greater than 12 mph

~ el Thornthwaite,,' P-E Index.
l..oJ -
U1

* Baaed on particulates leaa than 30 ~. 1n dla.erer

.'
.~



SECTION 5.0

CONTROL TECHNOLOGY FOR PROCESS SOURCES

This section presents an assessment of best available control tech
nology for process sources of fugitive emissions assoc~ated with ~ntegrated

lron and steel plants. Information for this assessment was obtained from:
(a) published and unpublished literature; (b) knowledgeable personnel wlthin
the lron and steel industry and within EPA; (c) surveys of representatlve
lron and steel plants and (d) control equipment manufacturers.

In the sections below, control system options are presented for the fol
lowing prOcess sources of fugitive emissions:

Steel Making Furnaces

• Electric Arc Furnaces (charging, tapping, slagglng and leakage)

• Basic Oxygen Furnaces (charging, tapplng, slagging and leakage)

Hoc Metal Transfer

Teeming

Other Sources

• Gas Cutting Operations

• Sinter plants

• Desulfurization Stations

Open hearth furnaces have been excluded from this discussion since these fur
naces are gradually being phased out of the industry.

Control options (presented for each source include both emlssions cap
ture and particulate removal aspects. Expected performance and cOSt data are
g1ven for each alternative. Some options are based on actual insta11at10ns
wh~le others are promising in concept but have not been demonstrated fully.
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Information on existing installations was obtained from the literature
and from limited contacts with knowledgeable industry personnel. This informa
tion is not meant to represent an industry wide profile of control practices.

To the extent that source operations vary from plant to plant, it is
less likely that a single control option would be most suitable for uniform
application throughout the industry. Added to this is the need for determining
the degree to which ~ndiv1dual fugitive sources at a given plant are to be

-------control1ed in order to meet plant-specific control strategy objectives. The
most cost-effective control strategy for a particular plant entails the appl~

catl-on of the most efficient controls to the largest cantr "uting sources.

5.1 ELECTRIC ARC FURNACES

Fug1tive emissions associated with an electric arc furnace (EAF) are
those unducted emissions which are emitted typically from charging, tapping
and slagging. Electrode leakage constitutes a less typical source. When di

. rect shell evacuation (DSE) cannot be used, melt down and refining are also
significant sources of fugitive emissions.

Only part of these fugitive emissions actually affect amblent air qual
ity. Excluded is the portion of the fugitive emissions which are too large to
escape ln buoyant currents through the building roof monitors and which set
tle back to the shop floor creating a nuisance problem. Most of the em1SS1ons
classified as fine particulate (particles smaller than 5.~m in diameter) W111
escape the building monitor and impact the ambient air quality off the plant
premises.

Several control options are listed in Table 5-1 and are d1scussed below.
These control options apply solely to the EAF. Other EAF shop sources and
their controls are discussed elsewhere in this report.

5.~~1 Option A: Building Evacuation

As shown in Figure 5-1, building evacuation systems use the sealed roof
of the melt shop as a collection hood. Buoyant exhaust gases r1se from the
furnace to the sealed roof. From the roof, ducts draw the dust-laden gases
to a removal device. If the removal device cannot handle the volume of gas
generated at certain peak periods in the process, the enclosed roof s1mply
acts as a balding chamber until the fumes can be evacuated.

Extent of Application--
Currently, the use of bUilding evacuation systems for EAF emissions 15

documented for four alloy steel producing faci1ities. 33 ,34/
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TABLE 5-1. SUMM\RY OF FAF CONTROLS

Roof Furnace Type of emissLon
Control monitor type control1e~1

DSE Open carbon PrLmary

DSE + Canopy Hood Open Carbon Primary,
Fugitive

DSE + Canopy Hood + Closed Carbon Pr1.mary.
scavenger duct Fugit1.ve
at roof

DSE + Building Evacuation Closed Carbon Primary,
Fugitive

Canopy Hood Open Alloy Primary,
Fugitive

Canopy Hood + scavenger Closed Alloy Primary,
duct at roof Fuglcive

Building Evacuation Closed Alloy Primary,
Fugitive

Total Enclosure Open Carbon Primary,
Fugitive

TappLng and slagging Open, Alloy, Fug1.tive
ladle hoods Closed Carbon

Hooded scrap bucket Open, Alloy, Fugitive
(conceptual idea) Closed carbon

~I Primary emission - emissions during meltdown.
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==::> Clean Air

~ Exhaust Gos

Fabric Fi Iter

Furnace

Figure 5-1. Bu~ld~ng evacuation system. 3S !
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Problems Associated with Application--
One very obvious problem with building evacuation is the enormouS flow

rates involved. This problem is due in part to the need for the building
evacuation system to handle not only the fugitive fumes and gases from the
EAF but also the natural ventilation required to maintain the workroom envi
ronment. Important variables in the workroom environment affected by the flow
rate of a building evacuation system are temperature and pollutant concentra
tions. Pollutant concentrations in the workroom environment are now regulated
by the 1970 Threshold Limit Values (TLV's) proposed by the AccrH and adopted
by OSHA.

The first disadvantage of building evacuat~on is the high flow rate nec
essary for adequate control. Canopy hoods with an open roof monitor can re
duce the flow rate by half for the same furnace size, and canopy hoods w~th

DSE and an open roof monitor can be expected to require 40% of the flow rate
that building evacuation wou1d.~1 Canopies use less flow rate than bUklding
evacuation because the roof monitor handles the actual bUilding vent~latkon

wh~le the canopy handles only the EAF fumes and gas. Also, because the canopy
is closer to the source than the roof monitor, the volume of fumes and gas
from the EAF wi 11 be minimized since the buoyant gases have less time to dif
fuse and entrain room air into the plume.

A second disadvantage of building evacuation related directly to the
high flow rate is the energy expended to move the air volume. EPA has calcu
lated that a building evacuation system handling 4,000 dscfm/ton of furnace
capacity coupled with DSE handling 350 dscfm/ton of furnace capacity will re
quire 37.8 kw-hr of electriC energy per ton of furnace capacity. On the other
hand, an 80% efficient canopy hood handling 2,000 dscfm/ton of furnace capac
kty coupled with DSE handling 350 dscfm/ton of furnace capacity only requires
18.9 kw/hr per ton of furnace capacity.361 This is 50% reduction in energy
utilization when compared with building evacuation, and yet the canopy-DSE
combination yields the same total emissions (EAF and power plant) as the
building evacuation-DSE combination.361

The third disadvantage of building evacuation ~s that environmental prob
lems can arise inside the tightly enclosed bUilding i£ (a) the control equ~p

ment malfunctions or (b) the ventilation patterns are such that stagnant spots
occur ",._ere pollutants can build up. The first problem can be handled wi th
motor-operated louvers in the building monitor. The second problem is a matter
of proper design of forced or natural al.r inlets ~nto the building.- ------

A final disadvantage of bUilding evacuation is that ~n retrof~tt~ng, the
design may produce a ventilation rate lower than the shop originally had under
natural ventilation conditions. This will reduce the in-shop air quality while
l.mproving the ambient air quality.
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Control Device Performance--
Source tests were performed by the U.S. EPA on four buildlng evacuation

systems utilized to control alloy steel furnaces. Flow rates were found to
range from 3,300 dscfm/ton of furnace capacity to 4,200 dscfm/ton of furnace
capaclty.33/ It was suggested that 5,000 dscfm/ton of furnace capacity would
be more representative of the industry as a whole. 37 /

Building evacuation systems are nearly 100,. efficlent. The baghouse to
which one of these systems was vented has been quantified as 94% effic1ent,38/
but MR.! expects that ggolo+ efficiency is possible.

The maintenance of the capture portion of the building evacuation system
is minimal since the capture portion consists simply of an enclosed roof
vented through ductlng. It is posslble that settled dust ln the ducting would
need to be removed occasionally. The removal portion of the buildlng evacua
tion system, consistlng of baghouse, fans, motors and dust handling equipment,
wlll requlre routlne maintenance such as bag replacement, lubrication, bear
lng replacement, fan motor replacement and fan housing lining replacement.

Control Device Cost--
Data have been published~/ estimating the cost of a building evaucatlon

system for a shop with three 100-ton furnaces. At 5,000 dscfm/ton of furnace
capaclty, the fabric filter removal system was estimated to handle 1.5 mil
lion scnn. The total installed costs are shown in Table 5-2. Slnce these
data are 1974 cost data, the values were adjusted to reflect escalation using
the Chemical Engineering plant cost index. This index has been recommended
to handle the 1nflating costs of alr pollution control eqUipment. 40 /

There are some general conclusions that can be gleaned from an analys1.s
of the cost data presented 1.n Table 5-2, but one should not immediately ap
ply these conclusions to the detenninat~on of costs for other systems without
glvlng proper cons~deration to the differences inherent 1n each system. Add
ing the gas gleaning equ1pment cost and the auxiliary equipment cOSt, the
total installed cost for the baghouse and its accessories, as listed 1n Table
5-2, is approx~ately $2.50/scfin. The total 1nstalled cost of the ductwork
as of December 1976 is $0.70/scfm, but this amount is ObVlously also sensi
tive to the length, dlameter and wall thickness of ductwork required to reach
the removal dev1.ce. There are several other capital investments in add1.tlon
to the gas gleaning equipment, ductwork, fans and motors which are difficult
to generalize about, except to mention that any estimate of total project
cost must conslder the following: eng1neering, build~ng modificatlon, duct
work support, slte preparatlon, foundatlons. piping, electrlcal and lnstru
mentation.
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~ TABLE 5-2. ESTIMATED TOTAL INSTALLED COSTS--BUILDING EVACUATION
(for three laO-ton furnaces and an evacuat~on rate
of 1.5 x 106 sefm)

Infla-
June 1973 tion Dece:uber 1976

Invueunc.!/ COSt ($) multiplier cost (Sl

Gas cleaning device 208.3
BM ",/bass 1,969,900 143.0 .1..369,400

Subtotal 1.969,900 2,869,400

Auxiliary equipment
SCrev conveyor ",/drive 42,.500 61,900
Bucket elevator w/drive 7,200 10,500
Oust stor~8e s~10 19,800 .1.8 ,BOO
Rotating drum rotary

valve w/driva 68,100 208.4 99,200
Canopy 90,600 L43.0 l32.000
Blower w!drive 419.000 610,300
Electric v~brators

"!drive 3,000 4,400

Subtotd 650,200 947,100

Ductwork, utilities
Duct:WOrk 738,200 lQb1 1,075,300

L43.0
Piping 1,800 2::7.4 2,800

l.51.7
Instrumentation l76,500 .!.2!al 238,700

146.9
Eleccrical 786,000 153.4 L,146.100

105.2
tJ.sht1ng 262,000 ~ 382,000

105• .1.

Subtotal 1.964,500 2,844,~00

Eng1neering, overheads, ete.
Engineerins 366,800 ~ "-33,800

129.8
Indirects 412,600 :012,600

Start-up 91,700 91,700
Span parcs 45,800 ':'5,300
Contraccors Ee. 59,600 177.0 ei ,dOO

155.6

Subtotal 976,500 l,051,iOO

focal 5,561,100 7.713.l00

!! There are other important capital investments such as building
support, ducewark support and site preparation which are not
included here.
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5.1.2 Option B: Canopy Hoods

Canopy hood capture devices in conjunction with fabric filter removal
devices constltute effective systems for (a) primary and fugltlve emisSlons
from alloy furnaces, (b) fugitive emissions from carbon steel furnaces using
DSE and (c) primary and fugitive emissions in carbon steel shops without DSE.
Canopy hoods can be employed with either open or closed roof openings. When
roof openings are closed, a scavenger system is used to remove emisslons that
collect in the roof area. Figure 5-2 depicts a canopy hood control system
coupled with a novel appllcation of an enclosure. not typically found in con
Junctlon with a canopy hood.

The major advantage of the canopy system is that lt can be operated with
less air volume than is required for building evacuation because it is nearer
to the source. ThlS reduced volume requires a less costly initial investment
and results in reduced operating costs. However, if not operated at a sufflCi
ent flow rate to handle peak emission of gases and fumes, canopy hoods with
open roof monitors are less efficient in capturing emissions than are build
lng evacuatlon systems.

Extent of Application--
There are nine separate operating installations documented as haVing

canopy hood systems. 33 •4l / These 12 systems represent 25 to 30% of the exist
ing canopy hood systems applied to EAFs. Three other systems were located
during the course of this research project. The operating characteristics
of these example systems are shown in Table 5-3.

Problems Associated with Application--
When canopy systems are not sized to handle peak generation of fumes and

gases, part of the plume escapes the canopy and gathers in the roof. If the
monitors are open, the emission escapes; if the monitors are closed, the emis
sion is collected by a scavenger system. Crosscurrents may also cause the
plume to move from under the canopy, causing something less than 100% capture
efficiency.

Finally, retrofitting a canopy hood may present problems simply from a
space point of view. Generally, for a top charged furnace, a distance of at
least 30 to 40 ft is necessary between the top of the furnace and the bottom
of the canopy to allow for charging or tapping crane clearance. There could
be situatl0ns in which the space between the top of the crane and the nearest
overhead obstruction would not be adequate for canopy installation.

Control Device Performance--
Actual flow rates for canopy hoods have been measured in a range from

1,500 to 8,000 dsc£m!ton of furnace capacity. The capture efficiency of the
canopy system is not known quantltatlvely, but vlsual estimates have placed
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TABLE 5-3. IDENTIFICATION OF EXAMPLE CANOPY HOODS
SySTEMS ON ELECTRIC ARC FURNACES

Number and size Total Gas temp.
(lons) of systelll at baghouse
(urnaces capacity Inlet

Plant Identification in operation Roof (adlll) (OF) Reference

Plant C!!I 2/100, IllS Open 598.000 110 32

Plant P !fA!!I Open !fA !fA )2

Plant K 21100 Open 244,500 118 32

Plant G ZlllO CloSied !fA !fA )2

Plant i (under construc-
t Ion in 1974) 11150 Closed NA !fA 32

Plant L NA Closed !fA NA 32

Plant" ItA Cl0geiJ !fA NA 32

Plant 11 5/15 Cloaed itA itA 32

J & L at Wdrren, Mich. 5/65,11 JO NA 700,000 175 39

UttdenUfl.ed 2/220 NA 630,000 NA NA
(ScClll)

Unidentified 4/170 itA 2,100,000 250 NA

Unldentlfit!d 2/116.2/170 NA 900.000 NA NA

!ol Hal the s~ne plant G of Section 4 surveyed for open dust sources.

t:.! itA = Not available.



Lt between 50 and 90%.42/ The canopy hoods on the alloy furnaces at J&L's
Warren facility were guaranteed to collect at least 65% of the combined
primary and fugitive emiss2ons. this value was verified by both v1sual obser
vation and comparison of the dust captured by a DSE on a si~lar-sized fur
nace (assuming 100% capture) and the duSt captured by the canopy.

Control De~ce Cost--
The total capital investment for a canopy system is sensitLve to several

variables. including the total flow rate handled by the system. In th1s sec
tion, cost data for system flow rates ranging from 440,000 scfin to 2,100,000
acEm are presented. The first new system to be considered here handles a flow
rate of 440.000 scfin.43 / Th1s was a proposed system and 1t may not have been
built and actually used. The cost estimate made in 1974 was $1.5 million for
baghouse, ducting, installatLon of hoods and enclosing of monitors. In addi
tion, the cost for building modification to support ductwork and hoods was
estimated at $0.75 million. The cost was not a f1Dn bLd as evidenced by the
fact that other major items such as engineering and contractor's fees were
not included.

The second system to be cons~dered handles a flow rate of 750,000 sefm
for a three lOO-ton furnaee.~/ This was a theoretical system developed
solely for cost analysis purposes. The costs for this system are listed in
Table 5-4. Certain general conclusions can be drawn concerning the cost of
thiS specific system. In December 1976, the installed cost-for the oaghouse
and aUX111ary eqUipment was $3.25 scfm, while the total installed cost for
the ductwork and utilit1es was $2.70 scfm.

The last system to be considered 1S capable of flow rates of 2,100,000
aeim. This is a retrofit system and it is now in operation. The system was
designed to handle emissions from one shop with four l70-ton EAFls. The costs
of separate components of this system are shown in Table 5-5.

Some general conclUSions that can be gleaned by studying the cost break
down in Table 5-5 are: the baghouse cost in December 1976 was $1.70/acfm; the
aUXil~ary equipment cost $O.80/acfm and the hoods and ductwork cost $1.50/acfm
to purchase and install. The overall project cost was $7.20/acfm.

5.1.3 Option C: Total Enclosure

Total enclosure, which consists of completely enclos1ng the furnace down
to the operating floor, is a very recently applied technology for control11ng
fugitive emission from EAFts. The technology of total enclosure had its orig~n

~n BOP (Basic Oxygen Process) and QBOP furnace em1ssion control applications,
but it has been successfully applied to EAFls by Obenchain Corporation. The
enclosure captures all charging, meltdown and refining emissions. The tapping
ladle ~s moved to the furnace by railcar, and em1ssions from th1s source are



TABLE 5-4. ESTrnATED TOTAL INSTALLED COSTS --CANOPY HOODS
AND REMOVAL SYSTEMSAI (for three 100-ton
alloy furnaces and a flow rate of 750,000
scfm)'

June 1973 Inflation December 1976
Investment.!?! cost ($) multiplier cost ($)

Baghouse 1,246,200 208.3 1,815,300
143.0

Aux~liary equipment 440,300 208.4 641,400
143.0

Ductwork, utilities 1,321,400 .ill:..Q 2,022,200
141.8

Engineering, overhead 700,900 .illJ..i 828,900
129.8

Total 3,708,800 5,307,800

!!I No DSE.

~I Does not include structural support for the ductwork or building
or site preparation.
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TABLE 5-5. ACTUAL TOTAL INSTALLED COSTS--CANOP'l HOODS AND

REMOVAL SYSTEM (for four l70-ton carbon
steel furnaces and a flow capacLty of
2 ,100 .000 ac fm)

April 1975 Inflation DeClUllber 1976
Investmarlt cost {$} "'ultiplier cost (S)

~st collactor
Baghouae

feeders 1
Concrete W'Orlt 3,198,000 .ill..lj 3,521,000
Auxiliary duets, 193.0

Auxiliary equipment
5 Fans and accessories
1 Motor!,1 967.000 ~ 1,719,000
Concrete 'lIOrk 193.0
Dust conveying system 259,000
Pelletizing unit 335,000

Koods and ductwork
~ctvork-ori8inal $1,900.000
Ductwork-modified
Hoods
Painting 1,016,000 1QW 3,170,000
Dmapers 191.6
!:lcpan.!lion joines

Engin,;ering
Engineering d.s1gn 1,385,000 .J...U...i 1,511,000

140.7

8uilding structure and support
Modify existing bu11ding
Additions to existing

structure
Ouct'~rk support structure

Contractor's fae

Construction overhead

!lactrical

Subtotal

Other

150,000

1,075,000
1,880,000

313,700

257.000

437,000

13,172,700

762,.300

13,935,000

.!l1.r..Q
166.6

3,413,000

333,000

257,000

474.000

14,.398.000

762,300

15,160,300

AI Bought only one motor since four ~r8 on hand.
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controlled by a stationary tapping ladle hood. The stationary tapping ladle
is discussed in this report as a separate control option. DSE is not re
quired with total enclosure.

Charging with a total enclosure surrounding the furnace presents a for
midable but not 1nsurmountable design problem. Doors are installed through
which a clamshell scrap bucket can enter. There is a slot in the top of the
enclosure to allow crane cable clearance. After the crane and the bucket en
ter the enclosure. the doors are closed and an air curtain is engaged acroSs
the crane cable clearance slot. The primary evacuation ducts in the top of
the enclosure can then capture nearly lO~k of the charging emissions.

Extent of Application--
Based on the 11mited survey conducted. only one operation 15 known to

be using total enclosures on EAF's. The operation consists of two 65-ton fur
naces. ThlS entire shop was a new design, not a retrofit. The shop has been
operating Slnce June 1976.

Problems Associated with Application--
The retrofitting of a control dev1ce such as a total enclosure may not

be possible in a majority of cases. but the application merits in~estigation.

The advantages could override the disadvantages such as operational changes.
For new deSigns, however, this device should be invest~gated since it yields
high efficiency at low flow rates and consequently offers low costs.

Control Device Performance--
The specific enclosure surveyed is made of unlined, 1/16-in. steel sheet

ing. Installation time was approximately 2 weeks per furnace enclosure. The
removal system has a capacity of 150,000 seOn, and the temperature inside the
enclosure averages 150°F. This is a very low flow when one considers that
nearly 100% of the meltdown, refining, charging, tapping, slagging and elec
trode leakage emissions are captured. Not all of the flow capacity is used
continuously; for example, during meltdown only 70,000 Befm is utilized.

Control Device Cost--
The purchase cost was $200,000 each for the particular total enclosure

considered in this report.

5.1.4 Option D: Tappins Ladle Hoods

A relatively recent innovation in tapping emissions control is the tap
p1ng ladle hood. When tapping from an EAF with a tapping hood, the ladle must
be moved to the furnace on a railcar. The tapping hood is stationary and the
railcar moves the ladle underneath the hood. The hood extends a little below
the top of the ladle on every side except the side on which the ladle enters
the hood, and there is one slot in the top through which the metal is poured.
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The increased t1lting of the furnace during tapping requires that the car ad
vance the tapping ladle forward. In one ease, the advance is 3-1/2 ft from
the beginning to the end of the tap.

Extent of Appllcacion--
There are two known applications of ch1s method to tapping emissions,

but the same method has also been applied successfully to at least two known
hot metal transfer stations. These latter two applications are dlscussed ln
detail in another section.

Problems Associated with Applicatlon--
As with all controls mounted close to the source, there are potential

operating problems. Care must be taken not to run the ladle into the back of
the hood. Also, the slot in the top must be designed with suff1cient clear
ance between it and the molten steel stream to allow for fluctuat10ns. These
problems are very elementary, but they have indeed occurred.

Device Performance--
The flow rates necessary to control capping emissions alone are unknown

for the particular installations now operating, but for hot metal transfer
stat1ons, a hood closed on all sides and wlch a hole only in the top has re
quired approximately 50,000 seEm to vent emissions properly. Of course, the
flow rate depends on the volume of metal tapped. This W1ll be discussed fur
ther in the hot metal transfer section below.

Control Device Cost--
The costs of tapping ladle hoods are unknown at this time.

5.1.5 Opt1on E: The Hooded Scrap Bucket

For emissions from the top charging of scrap from a clamshell bucket
into an EAF, a hooded scrap bucket has been proposed. This idea is still ~n

the conceptual stages and has not yet been applied. In operac2on, the covered
scrap bucket res~s on the furnace to prOVide a seal. Since the top of the buc
ket 15 covered, the emlssions are vented from a duct in the slde of the buc
ket. While the bucket is resting on the furnace, the duct from the bucket can
be connected with a mated stationary duct. ThlS statlonary duct can be vented
to the main gas cleaning system. plants are considering the technlque, but
as yet no one has installed this option.

5.1.6 Option F: Process Modifications

A process change which could allevlate cbarglng emiSSlons would be to
charge cleaned scrap. This could be accompllshed by passlng the scrap th~ough

an induction furnace where any Oily coat1ngs would be volatal1zed. The lnduc
tlon furnace provides an atmosphere more easlly controlled than an EAF wlth
the roof removed.
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Another process change which has potential to alleviate charging emis
sions is the charging of direct reduced iron ore. Like cleaned scrap, ~lS

presents ~e advantage of introducing a cold metal into ,Fhe EAF free of dirt
and oily deposits. This direct reduced ore could be charged with the conven
tional clamshell bucket or through a chute leading to a hole in the EAF roof.

Flnally, another process change which could reduce emissions is to shred
the scrap and charge it through a chute into the EAF. With the chute charging
system, the DSE could remain on during charging to capture any emissions.
This method of charging also opens up the poss1bllity of continuous instead
of batch steel making.

5.2 BASIC OXYGEN FURNACES

Sources of fugitive emlssions in basic oxygen furnace (BOF) operatl0ns
are the charging, tapping and slagging processes. Other mlnor sources include
pufflng from the furnace and the handling of fluxes at the conveyors and bins.
Primary emlssions during blowing are captured by a hood directly over the
mouth of the furnace. ThlS hood can be tight fitting, in which case combus
tlon of CO 1s suppressed, or the hood can be positioned so that air space 1s
available. The advantages of suppressed combustion hoods over open hoods in
clude a higher capture efflciency, a smaller volume of gas at a lower tem
perature, and consequently, a lower removal device cost. The secondary emis
sion control techniques to be discussed in this section are (a) monitor
enclosing, (b) canopy hoods. (c) total enclosures. and (d) novel uses of the
primary hood for fugitive emissions control.

5.2.1 Option A: Monitor Enclosing

This method utilizes the closed roof monitor as a holding chamber for
fugitive emissions convected upward. This monitor is then evacuated at the
convenience of the operator. AS wi db building evacuation in EAr control. the
removal system must be sized to handle ventilation air necessary for shop
safety.

Extent of Application--
Only one plant is known to have considered this method to supplement a

canopy hood and open monitor system_ But the enclosing of the monitor was sup
planted by the deciSion to totally enc.lose the- furnace, an option which 15

considered separately below.

Problems Associated with Application--
One of the major problems with monitor enClosure is that the evacuation

system must necessarily handle a large volume of air since the natural ventl
lation air passes through the removal system.
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Cmltrol Device Performance--
Since there are no known applications of the control optlon, detal1s of

performance are not available. But one posltive performance tralt would be
a nearly 10~1o capture efficiency durlng normal operations, because of the en
closed building.

Control Device Cost--
As stated, exact cost flgures are not available, but general categories

of cost can be delineated as follows: (a) building support, (b) steel sheet
lng for monitor enclosure, (c) ductwork, (d) ductwork support, (e) fans, (f)
motors, (g) removal device, (h) engineering, and (i) contractorts fee.

5.2.2 Option B: Canopy Hoods

While the use of canopy hoods to control fugitive emissions from EAF's
lS a well-known technique, their application to BOF's is relatively new. Ret
rof1tting of this control option would certainly be difficult, but speclflc
sltuations do exist where retrofitting would be feasible.

Extent of Application--
This control option is known to exist at at least two plants. One system

is documented, but the other is not. The undocumented canopy hood system was
not successful, as the emissions not captured by the canopy were leaving the
monitor in sufficient quantities to exceed the opacitr standards. The Inland
Steel installation is documented in the literature44 , 5/ and is shown 1n Flg
ure 5-3. Inland has not reported any deficiencies in their charging aisle
canopy operation. Actually, Inland's canopy hood is a backup hood that cap
tures the charging emissions that escape local charging hoods mounted near
both 210-ton BOFs. This dual system may be the reason for the apparent suc
cess of the roof canopy.

Problems Associated with Application--
As with all elevated hoods, the diversion of the plume from the hood by

crosscurrents within the bUl1ding can be detrlmental. The diversion can be
alleviated by adding baffles and constructing walls to beneficially direct
bUilding currents where thlS action does not severely disrupt operations.

Control Device Cost--
The Inland shop reportedly draws 275,000 scfm through the charging aLsle

canopy hood. AS wlth the canopy hoods in EAF shops, 50 to 90% capture efficl
ency is expected. The emiSSlons collected by the canopy hood are comblned
with emissions from two hot metal transfer stations and are vented to a
400,OOO-scfm baghouse.

Control Device Cost--
No Lnformatlon is available on the costs of the two known systens.
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5.2.3 Option C: Partial and Total Enclosures

Enclosure is a new technology that was first app14ed at the Krupp
Rheinhausen plant in West Germany. This technology was first brought to the
United States by Pennsylvan1a Eng1neering Corporation ln cooperatlon with
Baum company to cope with the unlque problems of charging of QBOPs. The QBOP
process requires that nitrogen be blown through the tuyeres in the bottom of
the vessel to keep them from plugging during hot metal charglng. The n1tro
gen bubbling through the hot metal causes tremendous charg1ng emissions. There
15 not a known QBOP 1n the United States that does not have a partlal or total
enclosure. The partial enclosure extends only to the charging floor while the
total enclosure extends all the way to the tapping floor, WhlCh is at ground
level for these newly designed installations. Figure 5-4 depicts a total en
closure.

Extent of Application--
There are at present seven known and operating QBOPs in the Unlted States

that have either partial or total enclosures. In addition, total enclosures
are presently being constructed around five BOFs at three different steel
plants. One of these plants is retrofitting the enclosures. The advantages of
this control option are achievement of 90% efficiency,£ll providing that
proper operating procedures are followed t and a definite t substantlal decrease
in operating flow rate.

Problems Associated with Application.-
One of the obvious problems with total enclosure is operations interfer

ence. Charging requires more care than that needed before enclosing the in
stallation to avoid coll1Sioos between the ladle and the enclosure. Tapping
requires a d1fferent procedure than used in many plants since a railcar and
not the teeming crane carries the teeming ladle to the BOF.

A problem with these enclosures in the past has been the placement out
side the enclosure of the secondary hood to capture charglng emissions. ThlS
proved to be ineffective as emissions still escaped around the hood. The
later generation of enclosures have the secondary ventilation charg1ng hood
inside the enclosure.

A problem with partial enclosures exists that the total enclosure has
solved. With partial enclosures (extending only to the charging floor)t there
are no walls between the charging and the tapping floors to enclose slagglng
and tapping emissions. Consequently, a portion of these emissions escape
around the enclosure. The total enclosure with automatic doors to pe~it car
ingress and egress prOVides a solution.

Control Device Perfo~ance·-

For one specific 120-ton vessel with a total enclosure under construc
tion around it, the design flow rate necessary for evacuation 1S 382,000
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ac6m. With 140,000 acfm needed as dilutlon air to achieve temperatures com
patible with the baghouse, the total flow is 522,000 aeEm. As was prevlously
stated, efficiencies of 90% can be expected provlding proper operating pro
cedures are utilized. The proper procedures lnclude pouring the hot metal
into the furnace at an optlmum rate and the utilizatlon of comparatively
clean scrap.22/

Control DeVlce Cost--
For the purchase of a total enclosure for a 200-ton BOF, one could ex

pect to pay from $600,000 to $700,000 in December 1976. The total installed
cost could be between $1,000,000 and $1,100,000. An itemlzed cost breakdown
is not available, but there are items involved that could be easlly over
looked, such as heat resistance lining for the enclosure and automatlc doors.

5.2.4 Option D: Novel Uses of the Primary Hood

The primary emiSsion control hood on the BOF has recently been utillzed
in the capture of both charging and tapping emissions. In some appllcations,
changes in either the hood design or operating procedure were requlred, while
in other applications, addltions such as baffles were necessary.

One new design which has a patent pending is the Gaw Damper. Briefly,
this is a wheeled damper which enables the hood's suction to be focused on
either the charging or the tapping side of the furnace. The damper 15 slmply
~olled beneath that portion of the primary hood's face whlch the operator
~ishes to block. Another designer has added baffles on the tapping side to
gU1de the emissions in the direction of the primary hood. A th1rd method m1n
tmizes the tilt of the furnace dur1ng charging and utilizes a ladle w1th a
uniquely long spout. ThiS operating change places the mouth of the furnace
closer to the primary hood.

£xtent of Application••
At least four plants are known to be using the Gaw Damper, but little

ts known of the success of thiS system_ The minlmizing of the furnace t11t
during charging has been applied at only one known plant, and the use of baf
fles during tapping has been applied at two known plants. As with all methods
~entioned in this report, several other instances of appl1cat1on may eX1st
which were not surveyed during the course of the study.

Problems Associated with Applicat1on--
TwO plants have had problems with the Caw Damper when the tracks warped

because they were designed too close to the furnace mouth. Little is actually
known about the day-to-day success of the other techniques. However, there
are problems that can be anticlpated in their applicat1on. The reductlon of
the furnace t1lt during charging, while it does move the mouth closer to the
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primary hood, cannot possibly put the BOF mouth directly under the hood. Con
sequently, it is likely that a portion of the charging fumes ~ll still es
cape capture and rise into the building monitor. With baffles or an enclosure
on the tapping side, interference with the tapping operation may be created.
This particular problem may be alleviated by moving the tapping ladle in un
derneath the baffle by railcar or by installing biparting baffles Which al
low crane cables through.

Control Devlce Performance.... ---- - - -
In one operation, the application of the Gaw Damper increases the face

velocity of the pr1mary hood flow from 200 to 900 fpm. The damper actually
blocks more than three-fourths of the primary hood face area and thus serves
dual purposes. Flrstt the veloclty is increased, effecting greater capture
efflclency; and second, the flow is concentrated at the area of mOSt need t
e1ther the charging or tapping side of the furnace.

Control DeVlce Cost--
Little 15 known of the cost of these devices.

5.3 HOT METAL TRANSFER

Hot metal transfer is the movement of molten iron from a torpedo car di
rectly to a charglng ladle or from a torpedo car to a hot metal mixer and
then to a charging ladle. This is not to be confused with reladling which 1S
herein defined as the mixing of molten steel from one tadle to another for
the purpose of evenly distributing same ladle addition.

Forty-two percent of the emissions from hot metal transfer are in a
flake-shaped particulate form called kish. Kish is nea~ly 100% graphite and
results from the rejection of carbon as the iron cools. Kish is generally
larger than 75 lJom in diameter. The remaining 58"1. of th£t emissions from hot
metal transfer are iron oxide with a particle size less than 3 lJ.m.22,46J

In thlS section, the options to be considered for the control of fugi
tlve emissions from hot metal transfer operations are: (a) close fitting
ladle hoods, both movable and stationary; (b) canopy hoods, also movable or
Statlonary; and (c) partial building evacuation.

5.3.1 Option A: Close Fittins Ladle Hoods

There are several variations of close fitting ladle hoods. Some are sta
tionary; others are movable. Some have hot metal ln1ets in the top while
others are open on one side. Aside from minor design differences, however t
the close fitting hoods are similar in that they all requlre lower flow rates
for the same degree of control than do the canopy hood options; they all can
be designed to draw enough of a vacuum to keep fumes from leaking from the
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inlet hole or around the bottom of the hood and they all require careful op
eratlng procedures.

Extent of Application--
A movable ladle hood with one side open as a hot metal inlet has been

reported recently.~/ The hood is said to be movable Slnce one hood serves
8 two-ladle hot metal transfer station. Four statl0nary ladle hoods with hot
metal inlets in the top are known to be in operatlon at four different plants.
The ladles are carried under the close fitting hoods on railcars.

Problems ASSoclated with Application--
As with all local hoods, the problems of operation lnterference and the

posslbility of damage due to thoughtless operation do eXlst. Retrof1ttlng a
statlonary, close fitting ladle hood may be incompatlble wlth the moving of
the ladle away from the station by the charging crane. ThlS can be solved by
installing a movable ladle hood or a system such as a ra1lcar for movlng the
ladle from beneath the statlonary hood.

Control DeVlce Performance--
The volume flow rate required to control hot metal transfer emlSSlons

is directly proportional to the volume of hot metal transferred.ll/ At two
transfer stations, the evacuation rate was 40,000 to 50,000 acfm to handle
approximately 100 tons of hot metal in one case and 200 tons in another. The
construction time for the hood and lts ductwork required approximately 10
worklng days. At a third station, the flow rate was 125,000 scfin to handle
approxlmately 150 tons of hot metal. The movable, close f1tting ladle hood
utllLzes 125,000 acOn to handle approxLmately 270 tons of hot metal. These
values show that actual, normalized evacuatLon fl~N rates range from 200 to
500 acfm/ton of hot metal handled for close fitting ladle hoods. The figure
200 acfin/ton of hot metal is probably too low since this particular plant LS
lack1ng air pollution equlpment of adequate capacity.

Control Device Cost--
The hood utilized to evacuate a lOORton hot metal transfer process was

estlmated by the purchaser to cost $50,000 to fabrlcate and install. Th1s
price was estimated for the hood alone and did not lnclude the ductwork and
its support or bUllding modifications. No other costs were available.

5.].2 Option B: Canopy Hoods

With canopy hoods as with close f1tting hoods, there are several var18R
tions avallable, such as local or roof mounted canopies and statlonary or
movable canopies. Canopies can be used above any of the three hot metal trans
fer possibilities; that lS, torpedo car to charging ladle, torpedo car to
m~xer, or mixer to charging ladle.
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Extent of Applicat1on--
There 1S one known appli~ation of a movable canopy hood utilized to cap

ture fugitive emission generated during the transfer of hot metal from a
torpedo car to one of two mixers. The hood can be moved over whichever mixer
is accepting the hot metal. Whe~er the hood is local or roof mounted is not
known.

Problems ASSOC1ated with Application--
No unusual problems are assoclated with the app11catl0n of canopy hoods.

There are the typical considerations of retrofitting such as availab11ity of
space for .the capture device, strength of building supports, routing of
ductwork and availability of space for the removal device. Also, the action
of crosscurrents 1n mlntmizing capture efficiency must be reduced. In some
new designs, secondary emission control systems such as hot metal transfer
stat10n hoods, furnace charging, tapping and slagg1ng are vented to a single
removal device. This concept of a centralized removal device to handle sev
eral sources is becoming common in new plant design.

Control Device Performance--
Little information is available about the one kno'Wl'l. canopy hood. One can

conclude, however, that 1£ close fitting ladle hoods require 200 to 500 scbn/
ton of hot metal transferred, local canopy hoods will require more venti la
t~on and roof canopy hoods the most ventilation. Values can be calculated us
ing the Hemeon equations which show that the ventilation volume is dependent
on the size of the source, the temperature difference between the plume and
the amb1ent atmosphere and the distanee the faee of the hood is from the
source. 47!

Control Device Cost--
Little information is available about the one known canopy hood.

5.3.3 Option C: Partial Building Evacuation

While total building evacuation solely to capture hot metal transfer
em~ssions is extreme, building configuration could sometimes lend itself to
part1al evacuation. There are cases where the roof itself may be used as a
holding chamber for hot metal transfer emissions, with only the 1nstallat1on
of a few add1t~onal baffles required. The principle of this option is to let
the hot emiss10ns rise to the roof and collect there until the operator de
S~res to evacuate them through a scavenger duct.

Extent of Application--
There is only one known application of this option. The hot metal trans

fer stat10n serves three l20-ton BOFs. The roof plenum chamber is vented to
a baghouse.
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Problens Associated with Application--
There is one forseeable problem assoc~ated w1th th1s option. The car

bonaceoust flakelike part1cles called klSh are large and are not 11kely to
transport with the upward convective flow, but rather to settle out ln the
shop. Particles that did make it to the roof would not remain there long be
fore settllng out. From the perspective of in-shop health, the mass mean di
ameter of the kish particles is larger than 10 ~m; consequently, klSh would
have little ~pact on human resplratlon. It is, howevert a nUlsance problem.

Control Device Performance--
The flow rate used to evacuate the plenum roof chamber during hot metal

transfer was 300,000 acfin for the transfer of approX1mately 80 tOns of hot
metal or approximately 3,600 acfm/ton of hot metal transferred. Of course 1£
the roof plenum chamber is large enough to hold all the emissions, they can
be collected and evacuated at any desired flow rate able to capture larger
partlcles before they settled back to the shop floor.

Control Device COSt--
The incremental cost for the hot metal transfer station control is based

on Sene lmknown portion of the total l.nstalled cost for secondary emission
control of three l20-ton BOFts which was $5,000,000 1n 1976. This value in
cludes, but is not limited to, enclosure of the roof above the hot metal
transfer stations and above the BOF charging position, the purchase and in
stallation of a 400,000 acfm fabrlc filter pressur1zed baghouse and the pur
chase and installation of ductwork t fans and motors.

5.4 TEEMING

After the steel 1s tapped from the furnace. whether EAF, BOF or OHF,
there exists two possible methods to produce a semifinished product. The
steel can be teemed into ingots and eventually rolled into semifinished stock
after various cooling and reheating processes, or the molten steel can be
transported to a nearby continuous caster and cooled and rolled with no in
termediate steps or time delay. Teeming the molten steel 1nto the ingots or
pouring it into the tundish that feeds the caster is a source of fugitLve
emissions. Many observers have reported ingot teem1ng to be a minor source
of emissions. 301 Unfortunately, quantification of e~ ~sions from teeming
has not yet been accomplished because other sources have been given priority.

Controls have been applied in selective teeming situations where poten
tially tOX1C additions are made to the ingots. These additions include lead
and tellurium. to name a couple. 48 / The only option considered in this report
is the local hood. Slnce the main reason for installing controls ~s to pro
tect the personnel on the teem~ng platform, the hood must have a h1gh capture
efficiency, a requisite which local hoods are more likely to fulf111. Other
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Opt10ns such as roof canopies or partial building evacuation, wh11e possible,
have not been applled because many questions concerning cost versus benefit
eXlst.

5.4.1 Option A: Local Hoods

Several possible configurations of local hoods exist. The hoods can be
side draft or overhead, mobl1e or stationary. If the hoods are stationary,
they usually extend over only a few of the ingots, since hoods over the en
tire teemlng line would be of questionable cost-effectiveness.

Extent of Application--
There are three known teeming facilities which have fugitive emission

controls. All of these fac11ities add either lead or tellurium to the1r In
gots. The teeming emission control system at Inland Steel's new No.2 BOF
shop is documented in the literature although details of the system are
few. 481 Knowledge of the remainlng two systems was acquired either through
personal meetings or via telephone.

Problems Associated W1th Application--
There are no known problems with the application of local hoods to con

trol lngot addition emissions. AS with any control close to the operation,
the design must ensure eaSe of operation.

Control Device Perfo~ance--

The Inland Steel lead and fume collection system has a capacity of
60,000 scfm. A second plant vents its hood at 50,000 acfm to its own bag
house. This second plant has a movable side draft hood attached to a railcar.
The railcar is hooked to the teeming crane and is towed along W1th it.

Control Device Cost--
The total installed cost for the side draft, railcar-mounted hooding

system was $150,000. This amount represents total cost, with a few of the in
dividual cost items being the car, the hood, the baghouse, the fan, the motor
and the ductwork.

No costs were available for the other two known systems.

5.5 OTHER SOURCES

The sources to be considered in this section are gas cutt1ng operations,
s1nter plants and desulfuriZ8tlon stations. The sources in this section are
not necessar1ly of less lmportance or of smaller magnitude than those previ
ously ment1oned. The reason for the placing of these particular sources in
a miscellaneous Section 1S that there was little Or no information with Whlch
to 1dentlfy and evaluate operating fugitive emission control systems.
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5.5.1 Gas Cutting Operations

There are several gas cutting operations at a steel plant. Among these
are (a) cutting buttons, (b) cutting skull, (c) cutting scrap and (d) scarf
~ng. Buttons or buttes are the hardened remnants of molten steel left at the
bottom of a ladle. These are probably an accidental occurrence and conse
quently are not the result of typical practice. Skull ~s hardened steel on
the side or mouth of a ladle, eund1sh, or a steelmaking furnace. The skull
forms where steel at a reduced temperature comes in contact w~th the ladle,
tund1sh or furnace tining and cools there. A third source of fugitive emis
sions, SCrap cutting, occurs in the scrap yards. Since purchased scrap 1S

categorized by size (among other variables), it would not be typical to cut
purchased scrap. One might expect home scrap to be subject to more gas cut
ting than purchased scrap_ Finally, scarfing, both by hand and by machlne,
is a source of fugitive emissions. Scarfing is done only when necessary since
each fraction of steel scarfed from the surface represents a loss in dollars.

Control of only one gas cutting source has been observed and that was
the hand scarfing of semi£~nished products. A roofed shed with open sides was
constructed. The shed contained a crane above which was installed a large
canopy hood. The total flow rate of the hood was 200,000 acfm. This flow was
spread over several exit ducts installed along the hood.

Wh~le other controls have been observed, it is poss~ble that local or
canopy hoods could be utilized to capture fugit~ve emissions from the de·
skulling of ladles and cutting buttes. For the shops that have the~r own de
skul11ng stands, it would be feasible to install a hood over such a stand.

While operations such as deskulling and the cutt~ng of buttes and scarf
ing may be performed in a single small area capable of being hooded, scrap
cutting is not so amenable to convent~onal hooding. If a signlficant amount
of scrap cutting was performed, it might be poss~ble to Justify a shed such
as the one descr~bed above to control hand scarfing. Another possibllity
would be a mobile hood mounted on a wheeled or tracked vehicle. The removal
device could be centrally located in the scrap yard. Were th~s latter option
to be selected. the respirable mass of dust generated by the vehicle ltselE
would necessarily have to be less than that generated by the scrap cutting
operation.

5.5.2 Sinter1ns

There are several potential sources of fugitive emiss~ons ~thin sinter
plants: raw material handling; windbox leakage; strand dlscharge; hot screen
ing; cooler dlscharge and cold screening. The two most W1dely ment~oned

sources are strand and cooler discharge_
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An ~nterview w~th one steel industry representative revealed at least
~n a qualitat~ve sense, the sever~ty of each of the aforement~oned sources.
Raw mater~al ~nput, that is, lron ore fines, flux fines and coke breeze, are
for the most part moist and not a major source of emissions during transport.
This, of course, does not preclude isolated problem cases where the fine in
put materials are relatively dry and consequently are probable dust sources.

Fugitive windbox emissions were felt by the interviewee to be nonexis
tent since the windbox is under negative pressure. MRI feels that as long as
negative pressure is maintained, this is true. However, process upsets may
exist where the draft is reduced f~' one reason or another. The frequency of

, I

such upsets is unknown.

Strand discharge into the sinter breaker is a large source of emissions,
although few of these emisSlons are fugitive since a tight fitting hood is a
typical capture device. Hot and cold Screens can also be eas11y enclosed and
vented to a control device although two plant visits have shown no enclosure
on the cold screens.

Almost all coolers now in operation are annular; most are the induced
draft type. It is common to have a stack on an induced draft cooler so that
the emission ~Sf by definition, not fugitive but an uncontrolled stack emis
sion. Coolers W1thOut stacks, many of which are of the forced draft type,
produce fugitive em~ssions. With all cooler emdssions, it is Unportant to
remember that only an estimated 5% of the particles by weight are smaller
than 5 ~m.

One observed sinter plant control system for fugitlve emissions contains
43 different pickup points on the sinter operation, which are all vented to
a baghouse. The fact that there are 43 points of emissions 1s indicative of
the number of fugitive enission sources within this particular sinter plant.

5.5.3 Hot Metal Desulfurizatlon

Iron desulfurization is the process of removing sulfur from molten iron
for varled purposes such as: (a) to increase steel cleanliness; (b) to reduce
surface defects; (c) to increase hot workability; (d) to increaSe impact and
ductil~ty values; and (e) decrease porosity in we1ds.49 / Iron desulfurization
normally takes place between the tap at the blast furnace and the charge to
the steel furnace.

The only known fugitive emission control systems for iron desulfuriza
tlon are applied in foreign plants. Krupp.Rheinhausen has two sWlve1·type
hoods over two adjacent desulfurization stations.50/ Nlppon Steel's OLta
Works has a stationary overhead hood On their desulfur~zation station with
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a flOW rate of 50,000 actm.211 Kawasaki's Mizushima Works util1zes an over~
head stationary hood to control fugitive emissions from both desulfurizatlon
and deslagging of the iron wlth a hood flow rate of 150,000 acfm. Nlppon
Steel's Yawata Works utllizes a closed type, stat10nary hood to control de
sulfurizatlon emissions with 100,000 acfm. It 1S not known whether thlS en
closed hood is of the total enclosure or close fittlng ladle hood type.
Finally, Sumitomo's Kashima Works collects e~ssions from both hot metal
transfer and desu1furizatlon with closed-type stat10nary hoods utillzing
250,000 acEm.
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SECTION 6.0

CONTROL TECHNOLOGY FOR OPEN DUST SOURCES

This section presents an assessment of best available control technology
for open dust sources associated with integrated iron and steel plants. In
formation from this assessment was obtained from (a) published and unpublished
literature and (b) surveys of representative iron and steel plants.

In the sections below. control system options are presented for the fol
lowing open dust sources:

Materials handling ~unloading and conveyor transfer stations)

Storage pile activities

* Load-in.

* Vehicular traffic.

* Wind erosion. and

* Load-out.

Vehicular traffic

* Unpaved roads, and

* Paved roads.

Wind erosion of exposed areas

Expected performance and cost data are given for--each option along witn the
current extent of application.

The effectiveness and cost of various control options for the reduction
of fugitive dusts generated from open dust sources within an integrated iron
and steel facility are discussed in the following sections. A discussion of
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each control option is given concerning: (a) extent of application, (b) prob
lems associated with control; (c) control performance; and (d) control costs.

6.1 MATERIALS HANDLING

Mater1als handling refers to railcar unloading, conveyors and conveyor
transfer stations.

6.1.1 Option A: Enclosures

The total or partial enclosure of railcar unloading stations, conveyors,
and conveyor transfer stations is an effective means to minimize fugitLve dust
emissions. Control systems of this type include (a) total enclosure of rail
car unloading stations with the removal of captured particulate by high effL
ciency bag filters; (b) the total or partial enclosure of open conveyors; and
(c) the total or partial enclosure of conveyor transfer stations with the re
moval of dusts by bag filters.

Extent of Application--
The integrated iron and steel plants surveyed by MRI utilized these meth

ods of control at various points.

Problems Associated with Application--
Problems which may occur with the enclosure of railcar unloading stations,

conveyors and conveyor transfer stations are maintenance related. Leaks in
total enclosure systems equipped with bag filters will reduce the effective
ness of the dust collection systems. Maintenance of enclosed conveyors and
conveyor transfer stations requires the removal and replacement of sizable
sections of sheet metal.

Control Performance--
Estimated control efficiencies for the enclosure of railcar unloading

stations, conveyors and conveyor transfer stations. as determined by MRI, are
presented in Table 6-1. The total enclosure of railcar unloading stations
and dust collection with b~g filters has an estimated control efficiency of
99% in relation to open (uncontrolled) unloading stations. The control ef
ficiency estimated for top-covered conveyors is 70%. An airtight conveyor
enclosure exhausted to a bag filter has an estimated control efficiency of
99%. The enclosing of conveyor transfer points gives estimated control effi
ciencies of 70 to 99%. The lower value relates to a simple enclosure, and
the higher value related to a full enclosure exhausted to a bag filter.

Control Cost--
The initial and annual operating costs associated with these three en

closure control systems are presented in Table 6-1. The initial cost of a
total enclosure and bag filter system for a railcar unloading station has
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TABLE 6-1. MATERIALS HANDLING DUST CONTROLS

0
I

W

Control method

Option A: Enclosures

Railcar unloading station
Covering conveyor
Enclosing conveyor transfer

station

Option B: Spray systems

Railcar unloadinR statIon
Conveyor transfer station

NA = Not available.

Estimated
control

e f tidency
0'.)

99~1

70 to 99W
10 to 99f1

80
70 to 95

Initial cost
(1977 $)

100,000 bl
35 to 701ft of conveyor
3,000 to 18,000£1

30.000
15,000 to 200.00021

Annual
operating

cost
(1977 $)

NA
NA
NA

NA
0.02 to 0.041

ton mate-

rial el
treater

2.1

}},/

s./

,fl/

.!;/

Utilizes high efficiency bag filter.

Low value utilizes "weather tight tl system; high value utilizes dust collection system.

Low value simple enclosure; high value enclosure plus bag filter.

Low value reflects control at one transfer station; high value reflects total cost for a
multiple system handllng 2.2 x 106 tons of material per year •

Welting agent cost applies only to the $15.000 single transfer station control system.



52/been estimated by the Dravo Corporation to be $lOO,OOO~-- but no annual
operat1ng costs were obtained for this system. The initial costs of install
ing topcovers and airtight conveyor enclosures were estimated by a materials
handling contractor to be $35 to $70/£t, respectively, but the airtight con
veyor cost does not include the cost of a dust collection system. No annual
operating costs were obtained. The initial cost of enclosing conveyor trans
fer stations is $3,000 for simple enclosure to $18,000 for enclosure with bag
filtration. 53/ but no annual operating costs were obtained for this control
measure.

6.1.2 Option B: Spray Systems

Spray systems which utilize water and/or chemical wetting agents are
effective methods of dust control for railcar unloading stations and conveyor
transfer stations. The water spray systems create mists which capture dust
em1ssions. Wetting agents agglomerate fine particles which would otherwise
escape the_control of water sprays.

Extent of Application--
The integrated iron and steel plants surveyed by MRI utilized these

methods of control at various points.

Problems Associated with Application--
Problems associated with spray systems include the inability of the sys

tems to work below freezing temperatures and the possible buildup of impacted
material at the materials handling station.

Control Performance--
Estimated contTol efficiencies, as determined by MRI. for materials han

dling spray systems are presented in Table 6-1. For railcar unloading sta
tions utilizing spray systems, a control efficiency of 80% is estimated. __The
use of spray syst_ems_at.a_conveyor transfer station has an estimated control

-effiCien:cyOf1O- to 95%. ------..----- ---~------- ---,
Control Cost--

Table 6-1 presents cost data for spray systems. The initial costs of
,- implementing spray systems on quick bottom-dump and rotary-dump railcar un

loading stations have been estimated by the Dravo Corporation~/ to be
$30,000 and $40.000, respectively; but no annual operating cost data were
obtained for this system.

The initial cost for a foam-type spray system is $10,000 to $15.000 per
conveyor transfer point. For this system, it is stated that by injecting the
foam into the free fall~g aggregate at the first transfer point, adequate
dust control will be realized through subsequent conveyor and transfer opera
tions. The annual operating cost of this system is 2 to 4¢/ton of treated ma
terial throughput. 54/
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The initial cost of implementing multiple conveyor sprays for a plant
handling 2.2 x 106 tons of material per year was estimated by a materlals
handling contractor to be $200,000. No annual operating costs for this sys
tem were obtained.

6.2 STORAGE PILE LOAD-IN

6.2.1 Option A' Reduce Drop Distance

Reducing the distance that a material falls during the load-in process
min~izes the potential for fugitive dust emissions. Control may be brought
about (a) by increased operator awareness in the use of conventional front
end loaders, overhead conveyors, or clamshell buckets or (b) through the use
of specialized equipment, including height-adjustable stackers (both station
ary and mobile) and telescopic chutes.

A telescopic chute is placed at the discharge end of either a moblle or
stationary stacker. The telescopic chute consists of a series of thin-walled
cylinders which guide the material being dropped by the stacker. As the pile
grows in height, a sensor retracts the cylinders so they do not become em
bedded in the pile. The telescopic chute can reduce the effective material
drop distance to a few feet.

Extent of Application--
Of the four plants surveyed by MRI for open dust sources, three utilized

stackers to some extent in the load-in process. However, telescopic chutes
were not in use at these plants.

Problems Associated with Application--
Because stationary or mobile stackers require tie-in with (existing or

new) con~eyor systems, whene~er the conveyor system breaks down, the stacker
becomes inoperable. Telescopic chutes could become embedded in the pile with
the result that stacking systems would overload. No information was received
on the frequency of this occurrence.

Control Method Performance--
Estimated control efficiencies associated with reduction of drop dis

tances as determined by MRI s are presented in Table 6-2. The visible dust
generated from the use of stackers and telescopic chutes was compared to the
dust generated utilizing front-end loaders or clamshell buckets, ~n deriving
the control efficiencies. An estimated control efficiency of 25% is assigned
to stackers, which have the capability of limiting the drop height; and tele
scopic chutes are assigned an est~ated control efficiency of 75%.
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TABLE 6-2. STORAGE PILE. ACTIVITY DUST CONTROLS

Control method

Estimated
control

efficiency
(1)

Initial colt
(1977 $)

Annual
operating

cost
(1977 $)

Load-in
Opt~on A: ~duce drop distance

Stacker - height adjustable
Telescopic chutes

Option 51 Enclosures
Stone ladders
Wind guarl1s

Option C: Spray systems
Stacker • sprays

Vehicular traffic around storage
piles (sa. table 6-4)

25 100.000 to 5,300,000 NA
75 7,000 HI.

80 20,000 NA
50 10,000 to 50,000 NA

75 60,000+ NA

Wind erol1on
Opt1.on A.

Regular
Surface

fr~ storage piles
Surface stabilization

watering
ct'Ust~ng agents

Option B: Enclosures
Storage silos
Vegetative ~nd breaks
LoW' pile height

Load-out
Option Al Reduce mat.eri.al

disturhance
Gravity-feed-ptoW' reclaimer

Rake reclaimer
Bucket ~neel reclaimer

Option 51 Spray systema
Bucket w~eel reclaimer sprays

100
30
30

85

85
80

95

11,000
11,000+

60/ton ~terial storad
35 to 350/tre&£1
NA

35 to 60/ton material
stored

NA
2.2 to 5-.3 x 106 jl

60,OOoT

NA
0.004 to O.l/sq ft

HI.
NA
NA

HI.

NA
HI.

NA

~I Based on a W'ind-activated sprinkler system.

~I Based on measured data, see Appendix C.

~I ~v vatue 8-ft trees, high value 25-ft trees.

~I ~ased on a mobile stacker/reclatmer syacem.
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Control Cost--
Cost data for stackers and telescopic chutes are presented in Table 6-2.

The initial cost for a stacker is dependent on (a) whether it is stationary
or mobile. (b) the rated capability of the equipment. and (c) whether the
stacker is combined wlth a reclaiming operation. Depending on rated capaci
ties. stationary stackers have an initial cost of $100.000+. Moblle stackers
vary greatly in cost as shown by these examples:

1. Ore yard stacker. capacity 2,000 t/hr' $600.000.

2. Iron ore stacker, capacity data not available: $1,800,000.

3. Coal and coke yard stacker/reclatmer combination. stacker capacity
2.000 t/hr' $2,250,000.

4. Coal yard stacker/rec1aimer combination. stacker capacity 3.000 t/hr:
$4,000,000.

5. Ore yard stacker/reclaimer combination, stacker capacity 5.000 t/hr'
$5.300,000.

These approximate costs of equipment purchase and erection were obtained
from the Dravo Corporation. 52 / No annual operating cost data were obtained.

The initial cost of a telescopic chute. as quoted for a 3D-it maximum
pile height is $7.000. This cost was obtained from a materials handling con
tractor. No annual operating cost data were obtained.

6.2.2 Option B: Enclosures

The total or partial enclosure of free falling aggregate as it leaves
the discharge end of a stacker reduces fugitive dust emissions. Enclosure
methods applicable to stacker load-in include stone ladders and wind guards.

Stone ladders are permanent devices which guide the material from a
stacker to the pile. The ladder consists of a vertical tube (connected to a
stationary stacker) located in the center of the pile with openings in that
tube at various heights. Material fills up the tube until it reaches an
opening not covered by the pile at which point it flows out onto the pile.

Wind guards are fixed in length and are placed at the discharge end of
the stacker arm. They operate somewhat like the telescopic chute in reduc
ing the eroding action of the wind.
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Extent of Application--
None of the steel plants surveyed utilized stone ladders or wind guards.

These devices are used to a greater extent 1n the crushed stone industry •

•
Problems Associated with Application--

Stone ladders are stationary and must be attached to a stationary stacker.
This places restrictions on the type of pile formation possible. No f8jor
problems are associated with wind guards. ~

Control Performance--
Estimated control efficiencies associated with enclosures, as determined

by MRI, are presented in Table 6-2. Stone ladders and wind guards have esti
mated control efficiencies of 80 and 50%, respectively, relative to use of
front-end loader for storage pile load-in.

Control Cost--
The ~nitial and annual operating costs for enclosures are presented in

Table 6-2. The initial cost of a stone ladder, for a 30-ft maximum pile
height. as quoted by a materials handling contractor, is $20.000. Wind
guards have a? initial cost, as quoted by the Dravo Corporation, of $10.000
to $50,OOO.~ Annual operating eost data were not obtained for these con
trol methods.

6.2.3 Option C: Seray Systems

Utilizing a water or wetting agent spray system at the discharge end of
a stationary or mobile stacker effectively minimizes fugitive dust emissions.

Extent of Application--
None of the plants surveyed by MRl utilized this control method.

Problems Associated with Application--
Because the spray system requires water as the main control agent o~ as

a carrier medium for chemical wetting agents,' special care is required when
workLng under subfreezing condltions. Also. with mobile stackers, care must
be taken in maintaining the traveling tubing and piping.

Control Performance--
Estimated control efficiencies associated with stacker spray systems.

as determlned by MRI, are presented in Table 6-2. Relative to use of uncon
trolled front-end loaders. a stacker spray system has an estimated control ef
ficiency of 75%.

Control Cost--
Cost data for stacker spray systems are presented in Table 6-2. A spray

system wh1ch wets the material as it falls from the stacker arm has an initial
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cost of $60,000+. ThlS includes piping, sprays, reels for mid-travel pickup,
and wetting agent proportioners. The above cost information was obtained from
the Dravo corporation.l£1 No annual operating cost data were obtained.

6.3 VEHICULAR TRAFFIC AROUND STORAGE PILES

Fugitive dust is generated by the various types of vehicles WhlCh trans
port materials to and from storage and which maintain the storage pile con
figurations. These vehicles consist mainly of front-end loaders; however,

. large dump trucks may also be used, especially in the slag plant areas. Wa
tering and chemical dust suppressants may be used to control emissions from
vehicular traffic. Information On these control options are presented in
Section 6.6, Vehicular Traffic on Unpaved Roads.

6.4 WIND EROSION FROM STORAGE PILES

6.4.1 Option A: Surface Stabilization

The process of stabilizing the surface layer of a pile consists of bind
ing the surface particulates into a nonerodible crust. Occasional watering
of the pile surface or the addition of chemical crusting agents will accom
plish this task.

Extent of Application--
At one plant surveyed by MRI, a daily watering program for the coal

storage piles was implemented to reduce wind erosion.

Problems Associated with Application--
Typically, storage piles are subject to the addition or removal of ma

terlal many times during the course of a week. Every time this occurs, the
surface crust is disturbed. Thus, surface watering or the application of
crusting agents must be done on a frequent basis.

In order to wet the surface layer, a network of sprinklers, towers, wa
terlines, pumps or tank truck sprayers are required. The positioning of this
equipment may interfere with the normal pile load-in/load-out procedures.
Also, control systems which use water can become inoperable during freez~g

weather conditions. In addition, some materials such as processed slag are
normally marketed in the dry state, making the addition of water undesirable.

Control Performance--
Estimated control efficiencies associated with surface stabilization,

as determined by MRI, are presented in Table 6-2. The control efficiency as
sociated with periodlc watering of the pile surface ~s estimated to be 80%,
assuming that wetting of storage piles occurs on a regular basis. Water spray
systems may conssit of stationary ground level sprinkler systems, tower-mounted
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sprinklers, or mobile tank-truck sp~ayer systems. An operating example is a
stationary ground level system wetting two 900-ft long coal piles utilizing
sprinkler heads spaced every 180 ft. Under dust producing meteorological con
ditions, the system of 32 sprinklers surrounding the piles sprays about 13,000
gal. of water per day. ]his system adequately controls wind erosion genera
tion of fugitive dust. 55

A sprinkler system mounted on a 30-ft tower producing a dense, 40-ft wide
cloud of water mist has been used to minimize storage pile wind erosion at a
quarry site. This system, Which is both wind speed and direction activated,
has produced favorable results. 56 /

The control efficiencies associated with the spraying of surface crust
ing agents upon storage piles can extend to 99%, as derived from wind tunnel
tests (Appendix C). Surface crusting agents can be applied by either sta
tionary or mobile sp~inkler systems. Example chemicals and application rates
for different types of these crusting agents are presented in Table 6-3.

Control Cost--
The initial and annual operating costs for surface stabilization are pre

sented in Table 6-2. The initial cost of erecting a stationary elevated water
spray system, which controlled one relatively la~ge stockpile, was estimated
to be about $11,000, including sprays, piping, pumping, wind instruments and
Lnstallation costs. 56 / No annual operating costs were obtained for this sys
tem.

The cost of applying surface crusting agents to storage pi~es from sta
tionary equipment is assumed to be slightly more costly. Th~s assumption is
based on the need for additional mixing chambe~s and proportioners to dilute
the crusting agents with water. The cost of applying these various surface
crusting agents is presented in Table 6-3.

6.4.2 Option B: Enclosures

Sh~elding of storage piles from the direct action of the wind, through
the use of total or partial enclosures, reduces the potential for fugitive
dust. Methods which accomplish this include (a) storage s1los, (b) wind
breaks, and (c) low pile heights. Windbreaks are either natural (trees,
locating piles in low lying areas) or man-made (buildings, fences).

Extent of Application--
Storage silos are used more for the storage of special materials than as

measures against wind erosion. At one plant surveyed by Mal, however, the
majority of coal was stored in one large silo, partially as a measure against
wind erosion. Although the surveyed plants did not utilize natural windbreaks,
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TABLE 6-3. EXAMPLE SURFACE CRUSTING AGENTS FOR STORAGE PILES
AND EXPOSED AREAS~I

Surface crusting Application Application
agent (concentrate ) Dilution rate costbl

A. Organic polymers

• Johnson-March. Full 1 gal. concentrate
SP-30l strength per 100 ft2 1.2¢

• Houghton, 2% solution 1 gal. concentrate
Rexosol 5411-B per 300 ft 2 0.1<;.

B. Petroleum resin
water emulsion

• Witco Chemical. 20'70 1 gal. concentrate
Coherex solution per 50 ft 2 0.4<:

C. Latex type-synthetic
liquid adhesive

Dowell M145 4'70 water 4 gal. of 470 solution
chemical binder solution per 100 ft 2 0.4¢

!!I Reference 55.

'E./ Cost per square foot of surface area.
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the piles were usually located near buildings (sinter plant. coke ovens or
blast furnaces), and these structures probably reduced the eroding force of
the wind. Many piles were observed to have low heights, which was mainly at
tributed to the associated pile load-in methods. Because surface wind speed
increases with height~ lower pile heights result in lower surface wind speeds
and less wind erosion.

Problems Associated with Application--
Problems associated with storage silos include (a) maintenance of con

veyors used for the loading and recla~ing of the stored materials and (b)
possible explosion hazards caused by the high dust concentrations inside the
silos. No major problems are associated with natural windbreaks other than
the time required for trees to reach their mature height. The problem with
maintaining low storage pile height is the requirement for land area, and
the possible offsetting effect of increased pile surface area exposed to the
erod ing act ion 0 f the wind.

Control Performance--
Est~ated control efficiencies for enclosures, as determined by MRI, are

presented in Table 6-2. Silos, which totally enclose the storage pile mate
rials, have an estUnated control efficiency of 100%. Windbreaks placed up
wind of the storage pile area based on prevailing ~ind direction are assigned
an esti~ated control efficiency of 30%. Maintaining low pile height (not
greater than 15 ft) has an estUnated control efficiency of 30%.

Control Cost--
The initial and annual operating costs for enclosures are presented in

Table 6-2. The initial cost of a concrete silo system is approxUnBtely $60
per ton of material stored. 551 The cost of planring trees for use as wind
breaks ranges from $35 for 8-ft trees (30-ft height in 15 years) to $350 for
25-ft trees. Maintaining low pile heights has no directly associated costs.
No annual operating costs for these measures were obtained.

6.5 STORAGE PILE LOAD-OUT

6.5.1 Option A' Reduce Material Disturbance

Load-out of material from storage piles, accomplished with reclaiming
methods such as gravity feed onto underground conveyors and raking or bucket
reclaLning of material onto conveyors, produces minimal material disturbance,
resulting in less fugitive dust emissions than generated by the use of a
front-end loader to pick up, carry. and dump material onto a conveyor. Rake
reclaimers vibrate along the face of a pile and move material onto an under
ground Conveyor. The bucket wheel reclaiming method moves along the pile ro
tating the bucket wheel perpendicular to the pile face, depositing materLal
onto a conveyor.
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Extent of Application--
At the fOur steel plants MRI surveyed. the main method of reclaiming ma

terials 'from storage piles was via front-end loader. Three of the plants
used stacker/reclatmer equipment for a few of their major piles.

Problems Associated with Application--
Problems associated with the gravity feed of pile materials onto under

ground conveyors include potent1al mechanical problems with the conveyors and
the possible clogging of the underground transporting rails and plow, wh1ch
moves material onto the conveyors. Mobile rake and bucket wheel reclaimers
which are mounted on surface rails and can reclaim at various pile locations,
require special pile orientations and need to be connected to conveyor sys
tems, requiring periodic maintenance.

Control Performance--
Estimated control efficiencies for reduction of material disturbance, as

determined by MRI, are presented in Table 6-2. Control efficiencies are esti
mated relative to use of uncontrolled front-end loaders. Gravity feed plow
type reclaiming is estimated to have a control efficiency of 85%. based on the
fact that the material is being reclaimed from under the pile for the greater
portion of the reclaiming process. Toward the end of the reclaiming process,
front·end loaders may have to push the remaining pile material onto the con
veyor feed mechanism.

Rake recla~ers are assigned an estimated control efficiency of 85%. One
surveyed steel plant reclaimed iron ore and pellet piles with this method at
material rates of 800 and 900 tons/hr, respectively. The control efficiency
of the bucket wheel reclaiming method is estimated to be 80%.

Control Cost--
The initial and annual operating costs associated with reclaiming methods

which reduce material disturbance are presented in Table 6-2. The initial
cost of a gravity feed plow reclaiming system is estimated to be from $35 to
$60 per ton of material stored. 55 / but no annual operating costs were obtained
for this system. Cost data were not obtained for the rake recla~ing method.

The bucket wheel reclaimer is often found as part of a stacker/reclaLmer
combination. Examples of initial costs associated with this combination are
as follows:~/

1. Coal and coke stacker/reclaimer, reclaiming capac1ty: 815 tonnes/hr
coal, approximate cost erected: $2,250,000.

2. Stacker/recla~er, rated reclaiming capacity: 1,500 tonnes/hr ore.
approximate cost erected: $4,000,000.
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3. Stacker/reclaimer. rated reclaiming capacity: 4,000 tons/hr pellets,
approximate cost erected: $5.300,000.

No annual operating costs were obtained for this equipment.

6.5.2 Option B: Spray Systems

The application of water or chemical wetting agents prior to pile load
out reduces fugitive dust emissions. Methods include simple surface wetting
of pile material to the use of specialized spray systems attached to bucket
wheel reclaimers.

Extent of Application~.

None of the steel plants surveyed by MRl utilized these control methods.

Problems Associated with Application--
Since the spray systems utilize water as a control medium, special care

is required when working under freezing conditions. Care must also be taken
in maintaining piping and tubing equipment whieh are attached to mobile wheel
reclaimers.

Control Performance--
Est~ated control efficiencies associated with spray systems are pre

sented ~n Table 6-2. The control efficiency for the surface wetting of piles
prior to front-end loader or mechanical reclsimer load-out was not obtained.
It is believed this method has a low controL efi1.c1.ency in:!caul:Ic Ull::'j i:hc, ~ ...o::
from the pile surface material is controlled. The control efficiency for a

-bucket wheel reclaimer spray system, relative to load-out with a front-end
loader, was estimated by MRI to be 95%.

Control Costs--
The control costs associated with spray systems are presented in Table

6-2. The initial cost for a spray system which wets material as it is being
reclaimed by a mobile bucket wheel reclaimer is $60,000+. This is estimated
by Mal from data obtained for a stacker (load-in) spray system.~/ This in
clud~s piping. sprays, reels for mid-travel pickup and wetting agent propor
tion~rs. No annual operating cost data Were obtained.

6.6 VEHICULAR TRAFFIC ON UNPAVED ROADS

6.6.1 Opt~on A' Dust Suppressants

The means of fugitive dust control included under this option are un
paveq roadway watering, oiling, and the use of chemical dust suppressants.
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Extent of Appl~cation--

Roadway watering and oiling programs were implemented at three of the
plants surveyed by MRI.

Problems Associated with Application--
Problems encountered with the waterlng of plant unpaved roads include

(a) need for a continuous program, (b) rapid drying of road surfaces during
hot and dry weather, and (c) the pickup of wet road surface material onto
vehicles and the subsequent tracking of this material onto paved roads.

To be effective, an unpaved road watering program should be based on
regular and frequent watering. This requires a commltment with regard to
manpower and equipment. Usually two or more waterings per day are applied
to reduce dust emissions depending on the climate of the plant area. .Plants
located in regions experiencing hot, dry, windy periods will need to increase
the intensity and frequency of road watering.

The watering of unpaved roads increases the tracking of surface material
onto paved road surfaces. This additional particulate surface loading may be
reentrained by paved road traffic. A paved road sweeping program would re
duce the potential for dust reentrainment at the junction of paved and unpave
roads.

The oiling of unpaved roads may lead to a surface runoff water pollution
problem. Proper equipment must be allocated and the roadway may need to be
re-oiled once a month or more frequently, depending on road travel. The ad
dition of dust suppressant chemicals requires specialized mixing and applica
tion equipment and requires periodic reapplication.

Control Performance--
Estimated control efficiencies ~ssociated with dust suppressant control

methods, as determined by MRI, are presented in Table 6-4.

The control efficiency realized from an unpaved road watering program is
based on the regularity of the program and the type of equipment used. Durin
steel plant visits, MRI personnel noted the types of waterlng trucks and fre
quency of use. The equipment ranged from retrofitted home heating oil deliv
ery trucks to specialized trucks with mounted pressurized spray bars. The wa
tering programs ranged from sporadic biweekly watering to watering of problem
areas on an almost continuous basis. An estimated control efficlency of 50%
has been assigned unpaved road watering. This value is dependent on the fre
quency of watering, type of road surface material, characteristics of traffic
on the road, and meteorological conditions.

Monthly oiling of an unpaved road has an estimated control efficiency of
75%. This value 1s based on observation of heavy truck traffic on oiled and
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TABLE 6-4. ROAD DUST CONTROLS

!.tlluud AIlnuaL
eofttrol o~ratltll

.iUdency Initi.l ~o.t COlt

Control Illethad (1.) (1977 $) (1977 $\!'/

Ull.plved road.
Option A. Dust .uppr••••nt.

sakI 10,OOOlc:ruclc5.1 20,000'=.1W.t.ring - regul.r schedule
ROld 011 ,~.1 2.500/mUe!'/ (b-oU o?c. I

9511
month).i

ChUl1c&1. (a.,., Coh.ru or 90 ttl 5,000 to 1.2 ,OOO/llUl~.1 31,000 to "'S,OOO
Lignin)

Option B' 1IIlprovement of
ro.d .urtace
Use of low .ilt asaresate 3o!/ NA NA
011 and doubh chip IU1:'face 80~/ 9 I OOM.U&!I {Il••urf.ce .very

90AI 28,000 to 50,OOO/1ll11e.!.1
2 to 4 yr)!.1

Paving (allurEace ev.ry
.5 yr)S/

Peved road.
Opt.ion A. Sweeping

70£1 4,000 to 12,OOO/truc:khl 18,Ooo!I11:'oom
l1acuUIII ,,s/ 22,OOOltruck.i1 22,OOoS/

Option B Flu.hias
So2! ll,OOO/tructhl lS,OOot!Water flusbiag

NA .. Not .vall.ble.

il Ba.ed on • plant h.vinS 6.3 mil•• of uopaved roadway•• the aver.ge of open du.t
surveys of four pl,nta

~I R.e ference 51

~I Obtained from at.••l pl.nt personnal

il A.sUllled by MRl

~I Obtained from' road cont1:'actor.

£1 Refer.nee 58.

&1 Calculated reduct.ion baled on unpav.d and paved roadw.y emillion ratel.

~I Obtained from e~uipm.nt manufacturer.
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nonoiled unpaved road surfaces.
Coherex or Lignin to t?e surface
ciency of 90 to 95%.~

Applications of dust suppressants such as
aggregate has an estimated control effi-

Control Cost--
The initial and annual operating costs for application of dust suppres

sants to unpaved roads are presented ~n Table 6-4. The costs of an unpaved
road watering program are based on information obtained from personnel at
one of the surveyed plants. The initial cost of a nonpressurized spray water
truck with a 3,OOO-gal. capacity is $10,000. The annual operating cost of
watering roadways twice a day was estimated to be $20,000.

The initial cost of $2,500/mile for road oiling was obtained from a road
contractor. The frequency rate of monthly re-oiling was determined from dis
cussion with personnel at a surveyed plant. The initial cost of adding dust
suppressants to the unpaved road surface is estimated to be $5,000 to $12,000
per mile.21/ Resurfacing is required at least once a year; thus, annual op
erating costs are estimated to be $31,000 to $75,000 per year for, a plant hav
ing 6.3 miles of unpaved roadways.

6.6.2 Option B: Improvement of Road Surface

The methods of fugitive dust control included under this option are (a)
the use of low silt aggregate for unpaved surfacing, (b) oil and double chip
surfacing, and (c) the paving of unpaved surfaces.

Extent of Application--
The first and last of these control methods were implemented at two plants

surveyed by MRI.

Problems Associated with Application--
The use of low silt aggregate material may require increased road main

tenance to keep the surface from accumulating fractured aggregate, which will
create dust. An oil and double chip surface will need to be periodically
maintained and may degenerate under heavy truck traffic.

There are two._~roblem9 encountered when paving unpaved roads. An ade
quate roadbed must be pro~ided to handle the weight of vehicles ranging from
3 to 70 tons. Also, once the road is paved, it should be periodically cleaned_
to prevent excessive dust reentrainment by vehicles.

Control Performance--
Estimated control efficiencies realized from the improvement

paved surface, as determined by MRI, are presented in Table 6-4.
low silt surface aggregate has an estimated control efficiency of
facing with an oil and double chip layer has an estimated control
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of 80%. The control efficiency realized from a paving program is dependent
on the degree to which the roads are kept free of surface loadings. Based on
a weekly sweeping program, the control efficiency for paving unpaved surfaces
is estimated to be 90%.

Contro 1 Co st--
The initial and annual operating costs for unpaved road surface improve

ment are presented in Table 6-4. The costs of using a lower silt aggregate
for the unpaved rosa surface were not obtained. A road contractor estimated
an initial cost of $9,OOO/mile for an oil and double chip surface, with re
surfacing-required every 2 to 4 years. The initial eost of paving a road
surface has been estimated at $28,000 to $50.000 per mile, depending on the
type of roadbed required. The cost of resurfacing 8 paved road, which is
normally required every 5 years, was not determined.

6.7 VEHICULAR TRAFFIC ON PAVED ROADS

6.7.1 Option A: Sweeping

When excessive particulate loading builds up on paved road surfaces, the
degree of vehicle reentrainment of this dust increases. To minimize these
dust emissions, motorized broom sweepers and motorized vacuum sweepers are
used to remove the dusts from the paved roadway.

~xtent oi Appii~B~~U~--

At two plants surveyed byMRI, sporadic programs of broom sweeping were
implemented. One plant had a biweekly road vacuuming program.

Problems Associated with Application--
The use of broom sweepers may produce more fines than they pick up dur

ing operation. Also, if there is no means to catch the swept dust, the broom
is itself a source of fugitive dust.

Control Performance--
Estimated control efficiencies realized from these ~easures. as presented

in Table 6-4. are dependent on the frequency of the implemented control pro
grams. Broom sweeping is estimated to be 70% efficient when done biweekly.
Biweekly street vacuuming is estimated to be 75% efficient, based on discus
sions with personnel at a plant where this method was implemented. These es
timated control efficiencies were determined by MRI.

Control Costs--
The initLal and annual operating costs for paved road sweeping programs

are presented in Table 6-4. The initial cost of a broom sweeper designed for
~dustrial roadway applications ranges from $4,000 for a trailer-type sweeper
to $12,000 for a self-propelled unit with a 'water spray bar, as determined by
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the Roscoe Manufacturing Company.59/ Annual operating costs were assumed to
be $18,000. The initial cost for a vacuum street sweeper is $22,000; and the
annual operating cost is also $22,000. These values were obtained from plant
personnel where such a progran was implemented.

6.7.2 Option B: Flushing

The flushing of paved road surfaces with water to remove roadway dusts
is a viable method to reduce vehicle reentrained dusts.

Extent of Application--
This technique is used in many urban areas; however, its use was not ob

served at any of the steel plants surveyed by MRI.

Problems Associated with Application--
Roadway flushers may increase vehicle mud tracking from unpaved areas.

Also, the flushing of roadway surface dust may create a water pollution prob
lem, as these materials run off to low lying areas.

Control Performance--
As indicated in Table 6-4, an MRI-estimated control efficiency of 80%

was assigned to weekly roadway flushing.

Control Cost--
Table 6-4 presents the initial and annual operating costs for a road

flushing program. The initial cost of a 3,OOO-gal. capacity street flusher
is $11,000 excluding the truck chassis. An annual operating cost was esti
mated by MRl to be $18,000, as obtained from the Roscoe ManufacturingCompany.591

6.8 WIND EROSION FROM EXPOSED AREAS

6.8.1 Option A: Surface Stabilization

The surface layer of an exposed area may be stabilized by periodic water
ing or occasional application of stabilizing solutions. Oiling and paving,
more permanent methods, are quite effective in reducing exposed area fugitive
dusts generated by wind erosion.

Extent of Application--
Only one plant surveyed by MRI had implemented a program to reduce exposed

area fugitive dust emissions. This plant had paved the vast ~ajority of its
exposed ground area.

Problems Associated with Application--
Frequently steel plant exposed areas are used for product storage. thus,

preventing the use of sprinkler control systems, which would spray finished
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products. The use of stabilizing chemicals may hinder the growth of vegeta
tion which is beneficial in reducing wind erosion. The oiling of these ex
posed areas may create surface water runoff problems and also hinder vegeta
tive growth. Paving the open areas would require occasional pavement cleaning
to reduce resuspens10n of particulates.

Control Performance--
Est~ated control efficiencies for stabilizing the surface soil layer

against wind erosion, as determined by MRI, are presented in Table 6-5. The
application of water to the surface layer not only wets the surface, but forms
a hard crust upon drying. which acts to bind the erodible fine material. To
be effective, however. watering must be done periodically to rebuild the sur
face crust as it degrades. During dry weather. watering two or three times a
week may be necessary. The estimated control efficiency is 50%.

The addition of soil stabilizing chemicals will also form a hard surface
crust upon drying. This surface crust, if left undisturbed t w11l last from 7
to 12 months, making frequent application unnecessary. The surface stabiliz
ers as a group are assigned an estimated control efficiency of 70%.

The 01110g of exposed aress is assigned an estimated control efficiency
of 80%. The areas should be oiled every 2 months. Paving the open areas and
occasional cleaning is est~ated to have a control efficiency of 95%.

Contra! Cos~--

The initial and annual operating costs for surface stabilization are pre
sented in Table 6-5. The initial cost of a water sprinkler system was esti
mated by an irrigation contractor to be $600 per acre. This system is hand
moved and includes piping and sprinkler heads capable of applying 125 gal. of
water per minute with an effective spray radius of 110 ft. The ~nual operat
ing cost for a typical watering program is $4 to $10 per acre.21

The initial cost of oiling the exposed areas was estimated by a paving
contrac~or to be $85 per acre per application. The annual operating cost

. would be dependent on the frequency of surface oiling during the year.

The init1al cost of paving an acre of exposed area was estimated by a
paving contractor to be $3,000 for an oil and double chip surface layer and
$10.000 for paving with asphalt. No annual operating costs were obtained for
these two methods.

6.8.2 Option B: Windbreaks

Methods which are applicable in reducing the eroding force of the wind
include planting trees to act as windbreaks and the planting of vegetative
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TABLE 6-5. E:xPOSED AREA DUST CONTROLS

Control method
Estimated

control efficiency (%)
Initial cost

($1 acre)

alAnIWal operating cost;-
($1 acre)

Control option A; surface stabilization

Watering 50 600 4-10
Chemical stabilizers 70 600+ 25-50
Oiling 80 85 NA
Paving with cleaning 95-t 3,000-10,00021 NA

Control option B: windbreaks
0\
I

35-350.£1IV Windbreaks 30..... NA
Vegetative ground cover 70.s.! NA NA

NA = Not available•

.!!/ Reference 57.

~I Low value, oil, and double chip surface; high value, asphalt surface.

£1 Low value, 6-ft high trees; high value, 25-ft high trees.



ground cover, which impedes the wind's eroding ability and holds the surface
soil layer in place.

Extent of Application--
At one plant surveyed by MRI, extensive ground cover was observed. How

ever, no windbreaks were observed at any plant.

Problems Associated with Application--
No major problems are associated with the planting of windbreaks other

than the time it requires for the trees to grow to maturity. The time lag
can be alleviated by buying 25 to 30 ft trees when starting the windbreak.
The planting of vegetation may be a problem where the surface layer is com
posed of crushed slag. Earth and s01l nutrients could be required to stimu
late vegetative ground cover. Ground cover could pose a fire hazard during
dry seasons.

Control Performance--
Estimated control efficiencies of windbreaks, as determined by MRI, are

presented in Table 6-5. Based on a tree shelter belt 40 ft in height placed
upwind of the open area's prevailing wind direction, an estimated control ef
ficiency of 30% is assigned to windbreaks. If the shelter belt surrounds the
exposed area, it may also act as a trap for suspended dusts. The growth of
ground cover has an associated control efficiency of 70%,11/ based on cover
age during the entire year.

Control Cost--
The initial and annual operating costs for these control measures are

presented in Table 6-5. The planting of 8 and 25 ft shelter belt trees cost
$35 and $350 per tree, respectively. The cost of planting vegetative ground
cover was not obtained, but it would be dependent on the cl~ate and soil
type of the steel plant's exposed areas. No annual operating costs for these
methods were obtained.
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SECTION 7.0

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

This section identifies the specific research areas within the iron and
steel industry which must be 1nvestigated before an adequate control program
can be proposed for fugitive emission sources. Figure 7-1 is a flow diagram
portraying the logic necessary to determine whether a need for research ex
ists. Although the ultimate objectives of the research and development pro
gram would be to provide control technology for the most critical sources,
preliminary research may be required to properly characterize and quantify
the sources being considered.

The first step in formulating the recommended R&D program is to deter
mine the most critical control needs. The criticality of an emissions control
need is based on the preliminary ranking of sources according to nationwide
air quality impact. The subsequent steps address the applicability of current
control technology to each source being considered. As each apparent research
need is identified, ongoing research is examined to avoid overlap in the recom
mended R&D program.

The following sections present information on each of the above elements
used in arriving at R&D recommendations. Critical emission control needs
are defined; ongoing research is examined; deficiencies in currently ava11able
control technology are identified; and cost-effectiveness analysis is performed.
Finally, specific research and development programs are recommended.

7.1 DETERMINATION OF CONTROL NEEDS

7.1.1 Ranking Criteria

The environmental impact of a source on a nationwide scale is dependent
on: _(aLthe_emission factor, (b) the nationwide production rate; and (c) the
percent of fine particulate (particle diameter smaller than 5 pm). Each of
these factors will be discussed and quantified below.

The Emission Factor--
The emission factor is a measure of the strength of the source when active.

It is Unportant to realize that the real time source strength is dependent not
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Figure 7-1. Flow diagram to determine the need for R&D.
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only on the emission factor, but on source extent. Thus, sources cannot be
compared on the basis of emission factor alone. The best available emission
factors for process sources of fugitive emissions and for open dust sources
were selected and presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

The Nationwide Production Rate--
The production or throughput rate is a measure of the extent of a proces

source. A source with a small nationwide production rate may have a compara
tively large emission factor while possessing a comparatively small emission
rate and consequently. a small air quality impact. Both the emission factor
and the production rate-are important in estimating air quality impact.

The nationwide production of steel and hot metal and the utilization of
raw materials is published on a yearly basis by the Americal Iron and Steel
Institute (AlSI). These data, along with the best suspended and fine particu
late emission factors from Tables 3-4, 3-7, and 3-8 were used to calculate
the particulate emission rates for each source as shown in Table 7-1.

The Percent of Fine Particulate--
In this analysis, sources were ranked by the emissions of particles smal

than 5 ~ in Stokes diameter. This was done for two reasons: (a) only the
particles smaller then 5 ~m in diameter have any significant potential for
transport over distances of regional scale and (b) most adverse health and
welfare effects of particulate air pollution are attributable to particles
smaller than 5 ~m in Stokes diameter.

The percent of particulate smaller than 5 ~m in size was determined from
the literature and from previous open source tests which MRI has performed to
quantify emissions. The values were presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Be
cause of the dearth of particle size information for the sources in question,
the "bestl! value was sometimes the only value. Sometimes it was necessary to
estUnate the percent of fine particulate.

The Representative Population Density--
If the ranking were to be performed on a localized scale rather than on

a nationwide scale, special plant-specific impacts would have to be cons~dere,

For example, because iron and steel plants are for the most part located in 0:

very near large population centers. the localized impact of a particular fac
ility on an area of high population density may increase the need for control
of otherwise low priority sources at that facility.

Figure 7-2 shows representative population density as a function of fur
nace type. Population density around a steel plant was taken to be the densil
of the county in which the steel plant was located. As indicated in the figul
the mean population density around BOF shops is greater than around EAF or OR]
shops.
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TABLE 7-1- NATIONWIDE EMISSION RATES FOR
FUGITIVE EMISSION SOURCES

UftCont"rol1eo. Unconetollad
1916 auapanded fine

P!:oclucdon Puticulate pactlclliat.
Soutea raee 1I: 10-6 aml..lon rata _luion rau

A. troca.. sourc"

1. Sincadl\fl

Scrand di.ch&rg. 33 e/yr 2.300 e/yr 570 e/yr
(36 t/yr) (2.500 t/yr) {630 T/yr}

Cooler 33 t/'ft 9,800 e/yr 2,500 e/yr
(36 TIyr) (11,000 T/yr) (2.700 TIy!:)

Cold acreen 33 t.lY'l'. 1 .3~() e/yr 570 tlyr
(36 T/y!:) (2,500 t/yr) (630 fly!:)

2. Hoc maeal eranafar 75 e/yr 1,500 e/yr 750 e/yr
(83 T/yT) (1,700 f/yr) C830 f/yr)

3. EAF

All fUileive lourc•• 5.4 t/yr h~O t./'tT 2. 'Jt)C t/y!:
(alloy aual C5,9 fly!:) (3,800 f/yl') (3,000 f/yl')

furnace)

All fusielve loureel 15 t/y!: 25.000 ely!: 20,000 elyr
("I!:bon seoel (l7 t/yT) (28,000 f/yr) (22,000 fly!:)

furnace)

4. ~'F

All f\lateiv. aCUTea. 73 e/yr 14.000 t/y!: 9,100 ely!:
(LD proc... ) (80 t/yr) 05,000 f/yr) (lO,OOO T/yr)

5. OKF 21 ely!: 1.700 tlYT 1,200 ely!:
(23 'f/yr) (1,800 T/yr) 0,300 T/yr)

b. ~c ..rf1ng

Machine l2 t./yr 30 t./yr 27 e/yr
03 f/yr) (33 T!yr) (29 T/yr)

Kand 12 c/yr 650 t/yr 580 e/yr
(L3 f/yr) (710 f/yr) (640 T/yr)

II. Open. dust. .""..ees

1. Unlo.dina raw ~aterial'

Iron are

1.1IIlIf' 15 e/yr 7.0 e/yr 2.1 e/yr
(17 T/yl') (7,7 f/yr) (2.3 T/yr)

PeUu 7<:1 t/yr 390 tlyr 120 tlyr
(87 'f/yr) (430 t/yr) (130 f/yr)

Coal 72 ely!: l,bOO e/yr 570 t/vr
(79 f/yr) (1,800 f/yr) (630 fly!:)

L1.mueo".1 20 elyr 460 t/yr 160 t/yr
do 1a:" tit (22 t/yr) (S10 T/yr) (180 f/yr)

{continued)
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TABLE 7-1. (continued)

Unr:onerolled Uncontrolltd
1976 auapeneled fiu

Produ.ct1o~6 particulate p.u:dculate
Sourca raee It 10 ...1n1on rate emi•• ion rtee

2. Conveyor eranater at.eiona

Iron Ore

LuIIIIp 1.5 t/yr 7.0 t/YT 2.1 t/yr
(17 T/yr) (1.7 T/'/T) (2.3 t/yr)

Pellu 79 t/yr 390 t/yr 120 t/'/T
(87 t/yr) (10.30 T/yr) (UO f/yr)

Coal 72 tlyr 1.600 t/YT: 510 t/YT:
(19 T/'/T) (1.800 t/yr) (630 t/YT)

Lf.maaeonal 20 e/yr 460 e/yr 160 elyT:
do10llliee (22 t/yr) (510 t/'/T) (180 T/yr) "

Colee 55 t/'/T 1.300 tlyr 440 t/yr
(61 T/yr) (1,400 T/yr) (490 T/yr)

Sinter 33 e/yr 760 elyr 260 t/yr
(36 TIre) (840 T/yr) (290 T/yr)

3. Seoraae p11e acdvidu

Iron or-

LulIlp 1.5 t/yr 1.700 t/yr 510 e/YT
(11 t/ye) n.900 t/yr) (300 T/yr)

Pellet 79 t/yr: 8,700 eIre 2.600 e/yr:
(81 t/yr) (90,600 t/yr:) (2.900 t/y>:)

Coal 72 t/yr 5,000 elyr 1,500 e/yr:
(79 T/yr) Cl,sOO f/yr) 0.700 T/y'f:)

UJustonel 20 e/yr 1.200 t/yr 3..0 e/yr
4010.111 ea (22 T/yr) (1.300 T/yr) (400 1.lyr)

Cok. 55 t/yr 2,300 t/yr 690 tlyr
(61 Tire) (2,.500 1.lyr) (160 T/yr)

Sinur input 43 t/yr 8,100 e/yr 2,400 elyr
_terid. (48 t/yT) (~,900 tIYT) (2.000 t/yr)

Sla, 23 e/yr 2.000 e/yr 610 e/yr
(2.5 fly.,) a,200 t/YT) (610 T/yr)

4. VehicuLar erat.uc

Unpaved roada

Lighe duty tr.ffic 8,400,000 ltmIyr 6,100 elyr 1,800 e/yr
(5,200.000 VHT/yr) (6.800 r/yd (2.000 t/y!:)

Hediu= duty traffic .5,600,000 ltmIyr 12,300 tlyr 4,300 t/yr
(3,5000,000 VHT/yr) (14,000 1.lyr.) (4,100 tIn)

Haavy due} traffic 8.800,000 'ra1lIyr 2.5.000 t/yr 9,700 e/yr
(S,500.ooo YMtIJr) (28,000 t/ye) (11,000 T/yr)

(contin.....d)
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TABLE 7-1. (continued)

..

SOIl"&

'aved roads

S, Wind erodoD of bere
ana•

U~antrolle4 Unc:antrolhd
1976 au.pended Une

Production part1cu1ate perUclllat&
rate .II. 10.6 Clliu10n rate ,.nU10D rata

52.000,000 mlyr 14,000 rJyr 17,000 t/yr
(32.000,000 V1:ft/yr) (15,000 t/yr) (17.500 T/yr)

18.6 '.,2' 2,700 t/yr 800 t/yr
4,600 ACl:'U (3,000 t/yr) (900 'f/yr)
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Figure 7-2. Steel production as a function of population density.
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7.1.2 Ranking of Control Needs

The sources were ranked based on typically controlled emission rate of
fine particulate or suspended particulate calculated as follows:

Typically Controlled Emission Rate a Uncontrolled Emission Factor x
(1 - typical control fraction) x nationwide production rate.

This can be reduced to the following form:

Typically Controlled Emission Rate a Uncontrolled Nationwide Particulate
Emission Rate x (1 - typical control fraction)

The percentage of fine particulate in the emissions was used to convert sus
pended particulate emission rates to fine particulate emission rates.

The input values for the latter equation are shown in Table 7-2 and the
source rank is presented in Table 7-2 on an individual source basis and source
category basis for suspended and fine particulate emission. From Table 7-2.
the five fugitive emission source categories with the largest nationwide im
pact are:

Suspended Particulate Emissions

(2) EAF furnaces

(3) Storage pile activities

(4) Sintering

(5) BOF furnaces

Fine Particulate Emissions

f1 , EA! f",..,.,At!.f'!A,-,

(2) Vehicular traffic

(3) BOF furnaces

(4) Storage pile activities

(5) Sintering

.7.2 ONGOING RESEARCH

7.2.1 Process Sources

.
There are presently several research projects in progress that are con-

cerned with fugitive emissions from process sources in the iron and steel
industry. Table 7-3 is a summary table listing these ongoing or recently
completed projects. As stated in the introduction to this report. coke oven
and blast furnace cast-house fugitive emissions were not studied in this in
vestigation because those sources are the focus of other EPA-sponsored stud
ies listed in Table 7-3.
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TABLE 7-2. FUGITIVE EMISSION SOURCE RANK ON A NATIONWIDE SCALE
BASED ON 1976 PRODUCTION RATES

ltlleiJue.d C01l.tl'O11eel ControlL.d Individllel Caeallory·w1da
I:ypical sllapancleel Cine SOlJ1'ca S01,l~e

cOl1erol pareiculata particulate rank rank
Source fraction _1a.1on rata lIlIliu10n rlt. Suspended FLne Suspended Fine:

A. Proce.s ao.ace.

1. Slnterina 4 S

Strand d.isc.lul~. 0.0 2,:f00 t/yr 630 t/yr 12 14
(2 ,sao f/yr) (700 T/yr)

Cooler 0.0 9,800 t/yr 2,700 t/yr 4 S
(11,000 t/yr) 0,000 T/'IIt)

Cold acr..n 0.0 t.Joo t/yr 630 e/yr 13 15
(2,SOO t/yr) (700 t/yr)

2. Hoe mata1 eranlfer 0.0 1,500 t/yr 750 e/yr 16 U 9 a
(1,700 T/yr) (830 1./yr)

3. eAF 2

"U £II,id... ,oureo& 0.0 3.500 t/yr 2,700 e/yr 9 6
(alloy st•• l furnacas) 0,800 t/yr) 0,000 t/yr)

All fUllitive source. 0.0 25,000 t/yr 20,000 t/yr:
(carbon neal (28,000 t/yr) (22,000 T/yr)

furnacu)

4. BOt

All fuaitiva SOUrce. 0.0 14.000 e/yr 9,100 e/yr 2 2
(LD proc..s) (\5.000 t/yr) (10,000 t/,/r)

5. OHF 6

All fusit1Ye Sou'fc.es 0.0 1.700 e/yr 1.:1.00 e/yr 14 10
(1,800 t/YT) (1,300 1./yr)

6. Sc:arfinll 11 9

Hal:hlno 0.0 30 t/yr 27 e/yr 30 30
(33 t/yr) (29 f/yr)

"and 0.0 650 t/y'll: sao e/yr: 24 16
(710 T/yr) (640 T/yr)

II. Open dust loure'UI

L. UnLoldins raw maeeri.ls 10 LL

Iron ore
Lunlp 0.5 J.' ~/yr 1.0 tJyr H n

(J.9 1./y'r) (1.1 T/yT)

Pdt"c 0.3 190 e/yr 59 c/yr 29 29
(210 t/yr) (65 1/11.')

(concinued)
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TABLE 7-2. (continued)

Eitillllltid CotInollecl CDtltroUld InlUvidual cnlaory-vide
typ1cal IUlpeDded Une lource lourCI
elSntro1 pardculat. pare1clllau rank rank

Sourci !nedon ......1011. !:Ita ......1on race SullHllld.ed Fine su,lIHIllded Fine

Coal 0.' 820 e/,-,: 290 t/yr 20 21
C900 T/T'l) (310 T/y'&')

lo1menonll 0.' 230 t/yr 82 t/yr 26 26
c1010lll1te (~O T/yr) (90 T/yr)

2.. Conveyor tranlter
atatiOnl

Iron ore 6

I.J.m;> 0.' 3.S t/yr 1.0 c/yr 32 32
(3.9 't/yr) (1.1 T/yr)

hUn 0.' 190 t/yr .59 t/yr 18 28
(210 1:/yr) (6.5 T/yr)

Coal O.S 820 t/yr 290 t/yr 21 22
(900 T/yr) (310 T/yr)

l.ime.eon.1 0.5 2.30 t/yr 82 c/yr 27 27
do10lIl1tl (2.50 T/,r) (90 T/yr)

Coke 0.' 6.50 t/yr 220 c/yr 2.3 24
(700 T/yr) (240 T/yr)

Sinter 0.' 380 t/yr 260 t/yr 2S 2.5
!1a1~ !J~\ uon T/_\

3. Stonge pU. 3 4
Ictivid ••

Iron ore
LLllllp 0.4 1.000 t/yr 300 c/yr 19 20

0,100 t/'lr) (340 T/yr)

Pellet 0.4 .5,200 c/yr 1,600 tf.yr 7 8
(S,aoo 1:1'11') 0,700 T/yr)

Coal 0.4 3,000 t/yr 900 t/yr 11 12
0,300 t/yr) 0,000 t/yr)

l.imeseonel 0.4 720 t/yr 220 c/yr 22 23
dolOt1lite (780 T/yr) (240 T/yr)

Coke 0.4 1,400 t/yr 410 c/yr 17 18
0,.500 t/yr) (460 T/yr)

Sinter input 0.4 4,900 e/yl' 1,400 t/yr 8 9
lIlaterials (.5,300 t/yr) (1,600 T/yr)

Slag 0.4 1,200 t/yr 310 ely!: 18 19
n,3oo t/yr) (400 T./yr)

(eontinuedl
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TABLE 7-2- (cont inued)

Est1luud Coneroll"d Control lad Indlv1.du&l Catagory-wide
typlcal suapend"d (lna tourca SOllrea
.:.onu·ol parcl""lata parelel.llaea ran/( ..ank

Sour". (rection eml.sslo11 rae. CIl1".l.on r"t.. Susp.nded Fi". Sl.Isp.nd"d rine

4. Vahiel.ll.r eraffic 2

tfnpaVOld roads

Lisht <Iuty traffie 0.' ),100 tlyr 900 e/yr 10 11
(3,400 t/yr) (1,000 T/yr)

Medium duty traffic 0.' 6,200 elyr 2,200 e/yr 6 7

0,000 t/yd (2.400 r/yd

Heavy dllCy trafft" 0.5 1;1,000 tlyr 4,900 c/yt J 3
(14,000 t/yr) ".500 t/.,r)

'aVOld roed. 0.5 7,000 tire 3,SOO e/yr , 4

(7, SOO t/yr) 0,800 t/yrl

,. W1nd Iroslon of allp"aed 0.4 1,600 eIre 480 uyr IS 17 a 10
ar••' (1.800 tIre) ('40 TIre)
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TABLE 7-3. SUMMARY OF ONGOING OR RECENTLY COMPLETED RESEARCH PROJECTS
CONCERNING PROCESS SOURCES OF FUGITIVE EMISSIONS

Source Pro1ect title EPA contractor

1. Coke
manufacture

• Development and demonstration Battelle-Columbus
of concepts for improving
coke oven door seals

2. Iron
manufacture

3. Sinter
manu facture

4. BOF

5. General

Guidelines for application
of coke oven pollution
control systems

• Enclosed coke pushing and
quenching system demon
stration, Phase II

• Sampling of coke oven door
leakage

• Air pollution impact of
coke quenching

• Smokeless coke oven
charging demon8tra~lon

• Blast furnace cast house
emission control

· Sinter plant wind box gas
recycle system demonstra
tion, Phase II

• Development of technology
for control of BOP
charging emissions

• Environmental assessment of
ferrous metallurgical pro
cesses and environmental
control techniques

Study of discharge causing
abnormal operating condi
tions in the iron and steel
industry

7-12

Mitre Corporation

Natiol1sl Steel

Battelle-Columbus

York Research
Corpora tion

Jones & Laughlin
Steel

Betz

National Steel

National Steel

Research Triangle
Institute

Research Triangle
Institute

(continued)



Source

5. General
(continued)

TABLE 7-3 (continued)

Project title

• Control program guidelines
for lndustrial process
fugitive particulate
emissions

EPA contractor

PEDCo

. Development of procedures TRC
for the measurement of
fugitive emissions
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Table 7-3 shows that extensive research dollars and effort are presently
being invested in studying the natur~ and control of coke oven emissions.
Oven door leaks, pushing, quenching and charging emissions are being thoroughly
studied.

In actuality, none of the other process sources of fugitive emissions are
being studied with the concerted effort that is being applied to coke manufac
ture. There is one major research project each for iron manufacture, sinter
manufacture, and BOF steel manufacture, with no studies specifically concern
ing EAF and OHF fugitive emissions and control.

Finally, there is a series of general studies with broad scopes. These
studies will help to identify other specific areas of research that require
attention.

7.2.2 Open Dust Sources

The main method utilized to identify current research programs dealing
with open dust sources was a computerized search of the Smithsonian Scientific
Information Exchange. Key words utilized in this search were: (a) air pollu
tion and dust particulates; (b) air pollution dust or particulates--industrial
sources; and (c) air pollution--dust air pollution control. Also, contact was
made with EPA and AlSI officials to obtain information conc~rning ongoing re
search programs.

Table 7-4 lists the research programs that were identified. Contact was
made with the various project officers and/or principal investigators and
information concerning the particular scope of work and current results was
requested. It should be noted that a majority of these current research proj
ects are not related directly to the iron and steel industry. The results of
the various projects. however, can be applied to a certain extent to open dust
sources in the iron and steel industry.

Materials Handling and Storage Pile Activities--
The University of Minnesota is performing a program to assess the control

efficiencies of various soil stabilizing compounds used to control the wind
erosion of taconite tailings. The project is funded by the Bureau of Mines,
Mining Research Center. Dr. D. H. Yardley is the principal investigator. He
is performing wind tunnel tests using various soil stabilizing compounds applied
to both coarse and fine tailings materials. The program was scheduled for
completion during the fall of 1977.

rne M1nnesota Regional Copper-Nickel Study is assessing the enVironmental
effects of future mining in the state. Dr. Darrel Thingvolv is the principal
~nvestigator. Fugitive dust emissions from various storage pile and transfer
operations will be studied. Minimal field work is planned for the actual test
ing of fugitive dust emissions. Limited particulate air sampling was scheduled
for completion by the fall of 1977. 7-14



TABLE 7-4. SUMMARY OF ONGOING RESEARCH PROJECTS CONCERNING OPEN DUST SOURCES

...,,
t'"'"
\Jl

Source

Materials handling and
storage pile activities

Vehicular traffic

Wind erosion of exposed
areas

Project title

Assessment of control efficiencies of
various dust suppressants used to
control taconite tailings piles

Assessment of environmental effects
of future mining (Minnesota copper
nickel study)

Asbestos emissions from waste tailings
piles

Measurement and control of air pollu
tion produced by highway construction
operations and related industries

Testing of fugitive dust emissions
from heavy-truck traffic at
western coal strip mines

Wind erosion study of exposed areas
and tailings piles found in western
open mining developments (proposed
project)

Performing agency

UniverBity of Minnesota

Minnesota interagency task force

Illin01s Institute of Technology
Research Institute (EPA study)

California State Transportation
Laboratory

University of Idaho

National Center of Atmospheric
Research



The Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute has
fugitive dust problems associated with asbestos waste tailings.
ings pile surface stabilizing chemicals were tested to determine
ficiencies for both active and inactive storage piles. Ms. Mary
the EPA project officer for the majority of the research effort.

analyzed the
Various tail
control ef
Stinson was

Vehicular Traffie--
The California State Transportation Laboratory is performing a Federal

Highway Administration program entitled ltMeasurement and Control of Air Pollu
tion Produced by Highway Construction Operations and Related Industries."
Mr. C. R. Sinquist is the principal investigator. Areas of this program which
are potentially applicable to the iron and steel industry include: (a) testing
to determine the air qual~ty impact of heavy-duty vehicles traveling on unpaved
and paved roadways, and (b) the transfer and movement of aggregate materials
by trucks and front-end loaders. The approach taken in the testing effort is
basic upwind/downwind sampling with high-volume filtration samplers. Particle
sizing and particle drift distances are also being studied. The project was
scheduled for completion by September 1977.

The University of Idaho is conducting a project to assess the fugitive
dust emissions generated from heavy-duty vehicles used in western coal strip
mines. The project is funded by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest
Service, as a part of the Agency's Surface Environment and Mining (SEAM)
Studies assessing the impact of mining related air and water emissions.
UL. G~U~5~ ~cl~ i= th~ ~~!~~i~Al 1nvestl~ator. Dr. Belt is proposing to test
the emissions generated from heavy-duty vehicles by attaching a trailer'behind
a large truck. A vertical and horizontal array of high-volume filtration sam
plers will be placed upon the trailer. The testing project 1s to cover: (a)
fugitive dust emissions generated by vehicles upon dry unpaved roadways and
(b) control efficiency of road watering. Actual testing was to be carried out
in the fall of 1977.

Wind Erosion of Open Areas--
Wind erosion emissions studies of both exposed areas and mining-related

tailings piles will be performed in the future by Dr. Gillette of the National
Center of Atmospheric Research. This is another SEAM project funded by the
USDA Forest Service. Wind erosion of topsoil and spoils piles will be tested
by utiliZing a portable wind tunnel. Testing will be performed at various
western coal strip mine sites.

Summary--
It is evident from the previously mentioned research projects that few

research programs specific to open dust sources in the iron and steel industry
are being conducted. While many industry-funded projects may be under way.
they are usually not publicized.
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7.3 ADDITIONAL RESEARCH NEEDS

7.3.1 Process Sources

At the inception of this project. the work statement implied that control
of process fugitive emissions would require development of substantially new
control technology. The question thought to be important at that time was:
given the highest ranked process sources of Section 1.1, and given the current
research efforts. what are the most important univestigated sources requiring
research to develop adequate control technology? In the course of this study,
however. it became clear there already exists control technology for the major
process fugitive emission sources. Consequently. the important question is:
what is the efficiency and cost of available fugitive emission controls when
applied to the sources being considered? The question of cost and efficiency
of a control device as a function of the influencing variables are portrayed
as steps 6 and 7 in Figure 7·1.

The variables affecting the efficiency of a process fugitive emissions
control option are:

Face area of capture device

Face velocity through capture device

Size of source (e.g •• tons of furnace capacity or ladle capacity)

Degree of obstruction between capture device and furnace

Strength of crosscurrents

Distance between furnace and capture device

Thermal buoyance of plume

The variables affecting a given control device retrofit cost and. to a lesser
extent, a new design cost, are:

Flow rate through control device

Amount of building support necessary to sustain extra load

Amount of ductwork necessary to reach,r~moval device

The process sources ranked highest on the basis of control need are:

EAr (charging, tapping, slagging and electrode port leakage).
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Sintering (strand discharge, cooler discharge, screening t and
transfer stations).

BOF (charging, tapping, slagging t puffing and lance port leakage).

Hot metal transfer stations (torpedo car to ladle, torpedo car to
mixer, and mixer to ladle).

Table 7-5 shows the control options aV8ilabl~-~or these process sources. It
is these controls for which additional research into cost-effectiveness is
recommended. For each source the control options have been subjectively ranked
according to the potential for favorable cost-effective control.

7.3.2 Open Dust Sources

Various control methods for open dust sources are currently being applied
to a limited extent within the iron and steel industry; however. data needed
to assess the effectiveness these control methods have not been adequately com
piled. Although a number of these currently implemented control methods appear
to be viable, these methods cannot be adequately assessed until accurate con
trol efficiencies, operating parameters and operating costs have been carefully
analyzed. Deficiencies of the control technologies currently available for
open dust sources are discussed in the following subsections.

Methods utilized to reduce the dust emissions from unloading of materials
from barges and railcars and from conveyor networks include (a) total or partial
enclosures and (b) spray systems. To adequately assess the control options
presented in Section 6.1, actual operating control system efficiencies and
specific initial and annual operating costs are needed.

Storage Pile Activities--
Various control methods, presented in Section 6.2 to 6.5, are available

to reduce fugitive dusts associated with the open storage of raw, inter.mediate,
and waste materials. Control technology deficiencies are presented below for
the storage pile activity functions of load-in, vehicular traffic, wind erosion,
and load-out.

Load-in--Control options which mitigate dust emissions from material
load-in include (a) reduce drop distance, (b) enclosures; and (c) spray sys
tems. Adequate control efficiencies Bnd initial and operating costs are
needed before specific recommendations can be made pertaining to these meth
ods.

Vehicular traffic around storage piles--Applicable control methods for
reducing fugitive dust emissions generated by front-end loaders and trucks
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TABLE 7-5. FUGITIVE EMISSIONS CONTROL OPTIONS RECOMMENDED
FOR ADDITIONAL RESEARCH

Source Control option

EAF Total enclosure
Canopy hoods
Tapping ladle hoods
Building evacuation

BOF Total enclosure
Gaw damper, furnace tilt minimization
and baffles
Canopy and local hoods
Building evacuation

Sintering Local hoods

Hot metal transfer Close fitting ladle hood
Canopy hood
Partial building evacuation
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"

within the storage pile areas are essentially the same as for unpaved roadway
traffic. These control methods include (a) area watering or oi1ing , (b) area
addition of surface stabilizing compounds, and (c) proper I~ousekeeping" pro
cedures. The deficiencies of these control methods are discussed below in the
section on vehicular traffic on plant roadways.

Wind erosion from storage piles--Control methods for wind erosion from
open storage piles, as presented in Section 6.4, include (a) stabilizing the
pile surface layer and (b) enclosures. The control efficiencies for these va
rious methods must be determined as a function of (a) surface application rate,
(b) reapplication needs, (c) climate 1 and (d) the configuration of windbreaks.
Operating cost data are needed for s complete assessment of the various con
trol methods.

Load-out-~ethodsof fugitive dust control for the load-out process are:
(a) reduction of material disturbance and (b) spray systems. Specific meth
ods presented in Section 6.5 lack adequate control efficiency data. Efficiency
data are needed for further assessment of these control systems. along with (a)
equipment specifications, (b) additional required materials (conveyors, chemi
cal dust suppressants) 1 and (c) operating costs.

Vehicular traffic on plant roadways-~itlgativemeasures which reduce un
paved roadway fugitive emissions include (a) dust suppressants and (b) improve
ment of the road surface (Section 6.6). Visual observations indicate that wa
:~~~~o. ~~li~~. ~~ ~h~ Addition of chemical suppressants greatly reduce
vehicular fugitive dust emissiOns. However, adequate quantification of the '
efficiencies of these control methods 1s needed to asseSB the relative effec
tiveness of these mitigative measures as a function of the cost of control.
Field tests are needed to determine control efficiency as a function of: (a)
application rate and frequency, (b) vehicle usage 1 (c) road surface material,
and (d) climatic factors.

Fugitive dust emanating from paved road surfaces is a relatively minor
emission source. However 1 as the paved roadway collects surface particulates,
the potential for large quantities of vehicle-generated dust increases. Road
surface cleaning devices are effective in removing visible surface particu
lates. However 1 the control efficiencies and costs associated with the vari
ous roadway cleaning devices are not adequately developed to permit assess
ment of the relative merits of broom sweeping, road vacuuming or water
flushing techniques (Section 6.7).

Wind erosion from exposed areas-~itigative techniques that are available
to reduce the impact of emissions generated by wind erosion of exposed areas
as presented in Section 6.8 include surface stabilization and utilization of
windbreaks to reduce the eroding force of the wind. To adequately assess the
effectiveness of the various control systems, control efficiency data are
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needed as a function of application rates for the surface stabilizers and
windbreak configuration.

7.4 COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS

In defining the optimal program for research and development of control
technology directed to the critical control needs, analysis of control cost
effectiveness is essential. This section presents example derivations of cost
effectiveness functions (expressed as dollars per pound of reduced fine partiel
emissions) for a process source. (canopy hood system for an electric arc furnace
and an open dust source (several control measures applied to an unpaved road).
Cost evaluated include (a) annualized costs of equipment purchase and installa
tion and (b) annual operating costs.

7.4.1 Canopy Hood System for Electric Arc Furnaces

This section presents a derivation of the cost per pound of controlling
emission from an electric arc furnace shop producing 510,000 T/yr of raw car
bon steel. Actual December 1976 installed costs. as presented in Table 5-5.
are used to estimate costs, after being adjusted to reflect the difference in
the size of the two shops. Maintenance and operation costs were not available.

The calculation of the yearly cost per pound of fine particulate captured
requires the following assumptions and calculations:

Type of operation: EAF shop.

Size of furnaces: two 290-ton.

Type of steel made: plain carbon.

Mode of operation: one operating, one down.

Heat time: 5 hr tap to tap.

Shop operation period: 52 weeks/year, 7 days/week, 24 hr/day.

Annual shop production: 510,000 T/year.

Fugitive emission control system: canopy-hooas over charge and
tap sides vented to baghouse.

Primary control device: DSE.

Total installed cost for fugitive system. $6,690,000.
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Equipment life estimate: 10 years.

Annual investment rate: lO%/year.

Interest and tax rate: lO%/year.

Annualized cost of fugitive emission control system: 20% of to
tal installed cost = $1,338.000.

Uncontrolled, fine particulate emission factor: 2.6 lb/T.

Capture device efficiency: 70%.

Pounds of fine particulate captured annually: 928.000 lb/year.

Based on the above assumptions and calculations, the annualized cost per pound
of fine particulate captured is $l.44/lb/year. It must be pointed out. however,
that were the cost of DSE system and the fine particulate it removes included
with the canopy hood system, the cost effectiveness would be much improved.

7.4.2 Unpaved Road Vehicular Traffic

The rationale used to determine cost effectiveness of various fugitive
dust control methods for plant vehicles traveling upon unpaved roadways is
presen~eQ 1n Lili~ bC~~~UU. ~'G ~~gi~ f~= t~i~ C~~~!~ ~~~t ~;T~~r1vAnPRR

analysis follows:

1. Source extent data (6.3 miles of unpaved road and plant vehicle
mix) are the averages from four open dust surveys (Section 4.0)

2. Based on the above information, the annual emissions of fine
particulate from unpaved roads are calculated to be 706,000 lb/year.

3. The unpaved roadway dust control methods, efficiencies and costs
are those found in Section 6.6 of this report.

4. The investment or initial costs for the control methods are
annualized over a la-year period. The annualized investment costs were cal
culated by multiplying the initial costs found in Section 6.6 of this report
by a factor of 0.2 to account for a lO-year lifetime, interest and taxes.

Table 7-6 presents the results of the control cost-effectiveness analysis
for unpaved roads. An example calculation of control cost effectiveness for
watering of unpaved roads follows.
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TABLE 7-6. UNPAVED ROADWAY CONTROL COST EFFECTIVENESS

Annualhed AnDual
~at ....... te4 Annual1z:ed Annual Inveatment operating
control Flne parttculate lnvell."nt operating c()at cost

Control efUc1e'lcy emiaalona reductiona coat coal: effee tlven." effecUvene.a
metbod (7.) (lb/yeBr) ($) m ($/lb) ($/lb)

Watering 50 ]51,19] 2,000 20,000 0.006 0.06

OntnS 7S 529,789 3,200 189,000 0.006 0.4

Duat auppre.aant
(Cohern) 90 635,147 10.100 5],600 o 02 0.08

Of I and doubl ..
chip ...rhea 80 565.108 11,300 111,900 0,02 0,03

Paving 90 635.147 49,100 49,100 0.08 0.011

~I Based on a plant havIng 6.3 miles of unpaved roadways and the average vehicle miK ()f thls study's four open 4ust
survey••
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1. The uncontrolled fine particulate emission rate is 706,000 Ib/
t :

1

2. The e8t~ated control efficiency for watering is 50% •.
, '

I

3. The reduction of fine particulate emissions per year by road ~,
watering is 706,000 lb/year x 50%" 353.000 lb. 'I"~ i.

4. The initial investment cost for a watering truck is $~O.OOO.

Multiplying this value by 0.2 to account for a 10-year interest and t~es

gives $2,000 per year annualized ·'"lvestment. I,

Annualized investment and annual operating cost effectiveness
by dividing the annualized investment and annual operating costs

fine particulate emissions reductions realized by u~paved road-

5. The annual operating cost 1s $20.000.

6.
are obtained
by the annual
way watering.

"
\.

.'
\

"

Annualized investment
cost effectiveness

Annual operating "
cost effectiveness . '.

$2,000 = $0.006/lb reduction
353.000 lb

7.4.3 Comparison of Cost Effectiveness

$20,000 = $0.06/lb reduction
353,000 lb

i
,I

Table 7-7 presents a comparison of cost-effectiveness for the example
process source (an EAF canopy hood control system) and three major open dust

I

sources. Example cost effectiveness calculations presented in Sections 7.4.1
and 7.4.2 were provided to aid in the understanding of this analysis.

Two rankings relating the annualized investment costs and annual operating
costs of various control methods are given in Table 7-6. It is evident from
this analysis, that the majority of the open dust source contro~ methods have
a more favorable cost-effectiveness than the example process so~rfe control
method. y' i" ,

. I
I

7.5 SUGGESTED RESEARCH PROGRAMS

7.5.1 Process Sources

I

I,) t 1

I

f.

'"I

Based on this investigation. several specific research needslhave become,
evident. The research needs are:

.', .'
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TABLE 7-7. COST EFFECTIVENESS OF FUGITIVE EMISSIONS CONTROL METHODS

Sourc..

P.. oc.•••
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Storage pt 1.
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hen o,.......d
are.. ,

~ • Not av.. ll..bl...
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Utill •• lllObil.
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combInation rath...
than hont-.nd
lo.d....ctlvity
tor pd l.t piles

lIuot1n'!l
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Chellltc.l ...blll.....
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Broom .vupln\!
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1;'.. 1:.... tnl bl
Che1ll!Cal •••hill......
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control
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('- )

70

80

80
~1

50
75
80
90

90

70
75
ao

4nnu.Uud
innse._a.t,

,-oa,
Wlb#

8.611

0.02
0.02

0.006
0.006
0.02
0.02

0.08

0.005
0.01
0.006

0.21
0.16
0.02
0.01

[8 ]

Annual
operating

COlt

{$Ilb#

NA
0.008

0.06
0.4
0.03
0.08

0.1:8

O.OS
0.06
O.OS

o 01
0.05
!fA
~A

llanldng
order
[ J

(IJ ...

!! DoU..r ..... pound r.ductlon of fin. pa.."lcul..ta pe .. y••r.

al ~o specifIC. c.~amlc... l leablll.a.. IIYln; Jot cantrol .ftlcl.ncy Is ••• u=ad to b. tha avarag. of all
avallabl. eh.llltcal "ablllu". for tbh control purpo....
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I ~ i ,, . ,

1. Acquisition of detailed reports of methodology from those who have
measured emission factors and failed to adequately report the measurement '
techniques. From Table 3-2. the measured sources lacking adequate published
measurement technique descriptions are sinter cooler. BOF charging. BOF tap·
ping. BOF total emissions, OHF total emission, EAF total emissions, and hot
metal transfer emissions. :

2. Development and promulgation of reference techniques fo~ measurement
of fugitive emissions from major sources. I

3. Quantification of emission factors for important sources which have
never been experimentally quantified. These sources can be identified from
Table 3-1 as those with estimated but not measured values, such as sinter
strand discharge, sinter cold screening, and machine and hand scarfing. Also
sources with no measured or estimated values (e.g., teeming) might be quanti-

\

fied.

4. Cost-effectiveness analysis of control methods as a function of the
independent variables listed in Section 7.3.1. The controls recommended for
study are listed in Table 7-5.

.
An example of a proposed research program under research area (4) is pre-

sented below for the two most important process sources, BOFs. and EArs. Figure
7-3 is a task diagram for this example program. 'I '.

I ••

The objective of the project would be to select and define the typical
and best controls for all fugitive emissions from BOF and EAr furnaces. The
best control does not necessarily have to be demonstrated, but if it 1s not
demonstrated, economic feasibility must be well substantiated. The typical
and best controls for each furnace must be defined in detail. I ••

The initial task would consist of a survey of the current literature to
ascertain what controls have been applied. EAF and BOF processes and their
variations would be thoroughly analyzed as part of this task. . •.

4 1 j i
" ,

The second task would consist of a phone survey of at least 50% of the
BOF and EAF shops in the United States. Preference would be given to the
highest capacity shops. The capture devices utilized by each shop for charg
ing. tapping, and slagging emissions would be tabulated. All tho~e shops with
no controls would also be listed. For those shops with control,. general data
such as capture efficiency estimates, removal device and efficiency, actual
flow rates and temperature, capital and total installed costs, and system
aux1l1ary equipment identification would be acquired. Visits to selected
plants would be performed to provide proper perspective and understanding of
the systems. Selection of plants for visits would be based on a preliminary
estimate of typical snd best controls.
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Task 1

Literature Survey

Task 2

Phone Survey and Plant Visits

Task 3

Select and Define Typical
and Best Controls

Task 4-

Determine Capture Efficiencies

Task 5

Develop a Detai led Presentation
of the Systems

Figure 7-3. BOF and EAF research program structure.
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Based on the literature search, personal and telephone contacts, and
plant visits, the typical and best control techniques for each furnace type
would be selected, in the third task. Specific shops would be identified
which most nearly represent the typical and best control processes.

Capture efficiencies noted from the specific and best controlled shops
identified in the third task would be determined in the fourth task. If
possible, emp~rical and theoretical expressions would be utilized to calculate
the capture efficienceis under all expected conditions. Field sampling to
acquire necessary input data would be performed.

In the final task, elevation, plan and detail drawings for the typical
and best control techniques would be developed for each furnace type. A
detailed engineering analysis of each system would also be presented.

7.5.2 Open Dust Sources

Suggested research programs for open dust sources should strive to establish
control efficiencies and costs of available control methods as a function of
specific operating parameters. The criteria utilized for selecting specific
open dust sources for suggested research programs are based on: (a) ranking
of the critical control needs (Section 7.1); (b) deficiencies of current open
dust emission control methods, specified in Sections 6.0 and 7.3.2; and (c)
the extent of current research on open dust sources.

Basis for Source Selection--
Section 7.1 utilized a nationwide ranking scheme to determine the most

critical areas or processes requiring the development and demonstration of
effective control techniques. From this ranking (Table 7-2) the 10 major
fugitive emission categories of fine particulate on a nationwide scale were
indicated as being:

.
Electric arc furnaces

Vehicular traffic*

Basic oxygen furnaces

Storage pile activites*

Sintering

Open hearth furnaces

Conveyor transfer stations*

* Open dust sources.
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Hot metal transfer

Scarfing

Wind erosion of exposed areas*

As indicated four open dust source categories (vehicular traff~c. storage
pile activities, materials handling, and wind erosion of exposed areas) rank
among the top 10 sources in importance.

As indicated in Section 7.3.2 inadequate data exist for the proper assess
ment of available control methods for vehicular traffic, storage pile activities,
and material handling. Once current control methods are properly assessed,
their applicability to the iron and steel industry can be more throughly stated.

Current research of open dust sources in the iron and steel industry is
practically nonexistent. There are research programs being performed in the
surface mining industry which may prove beneficial to the iron and steel in
dustry. Current research on vehicular traffic includes emission factor develop
ment for heavy duty vehicles on unpaved mine roadways and the testing of unpaved
roadway watering programs. Research projects dealing with storage pile activity
source area consist mainly of the testing of stabilizing compounds for tailings.

While these research programs are indirectly related to the iron and steel
industry, the applicability of results may be limited. Vehicles and roadways
in the surface mining industry are quite different from those found in the iron
and steel industry. Storage and tailings piles in the mining industry are rela
tively inactive, while storage piles in the iron and steel industry have nearly
continuous turnover rates. Thus, solutions to fugitive dust problems in the
surface mining industry may not be applicable to similar problems in the iron
and steel industry. What is needed is a concentrated effort to analyze the
fugitive dust problems and potential control techniques for vehicular traffic,
storage pile activities, and materials handling associated with integrated
iron and steel plants.

Researeh and Development Programs--
The following research and development programs are recommended to evalu

ate the effectiveness of control techniques applicable to major open dust
sources wh1ch exist within integrated iron and steel plants. These programs
focus on field testing various control methods to determine: (a) control ef
ficiencies, and (b) operating parameters and cost effectiveness.

* Open dust sources.
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Vehicular Traffic on Unpaved Roadways--
An R&D program is recommended to assess the effectiveness of various con

trol methods to mitigate dust emissions from vehicles traveling on unpaved
roads. Initial evaluations would focus on two control techniques--watering
and chemical dust suppressants.

Industry-wide source characteristics would be analyzed to determine
representative conditions of roadway surface (silt. moisture and density) and
traffic (vehicle count by weight and speed ranges). so that representative
test roadway parameters may be defined.

Uncontrolled emission factors for vehicular traffic on two different sur
faces (slag and dirt) would be measured utilizing the MRI Exposure Profiling
technique. Tests would also be performed on adjoining sections of the test
roadway to which water or chemical dust suppressants (Coherex and another to
be determined) have been applied. Control efficiency would be determined as
a function of application intensity (gal./yard2) and time since last applica
tion. In addition. TSP and particle size concentrations would be measured
downwind of each test roadway segment to determine air quality impact reduction
due to controls. Finally. control cost-effectiveness functions would be de
termined based on measured control efficiency and costs for various levels of
control.

Storage Pile Activities--
An R&D program ~s recommenaea ~o K~~~b~ ~u~ ~rrcC~~yCUC~O ~! ~ti;~:i~~

measures in reducing dust emissions from material load-in. vehicular traffic
around storage piles. wind erosion of storage piles and load-out. This pro
gram would study fugitive emissions associated with storage piles as a sys
tem and with separate activities.

First. the air quality impact of combined storage pile activities as a
system would be determined. Upwind and downwind TSP and particle size measure
ments would be performed on an active storage area to note the air quality ef
fect of various activity levels and meteorological conditions.

Second, source specific testing would be performed on uncontrolled and con
trolled sources within the storage pile area to note emission factors and con
trol efficiencies. The costs associated with the tested control measures would
be obtained for use in cost-effectiveness functions. An example source specific
testing program to determine cost effectiveness for wind erosion of storage piles
follows.

Wind Erosion of Storage Piles--
An R&D program recommended to assess the effectiveness of mitigative mea

sures in reducing fugitive dust emissions resulting from wind erosion of stor
age piles would focus on two control techniques--watering and chemical dust
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suppressants. Industry-w1de source character1st1cs would be analyzed to deter
m~ne representative storage pile parameters such as physical material silt,
moisture, density, and p1le configuration.

Uncontrolled emission factors for storage p1le wind erosion would be meas
ured for a range of wind speeds, utilizing the MRI Exposure Profiling technique.
Control efficiency testing would be performed to assess the merits of watering
and chemical dust suppressants.

In addition, TSP and particle size concentrations would be measured down
wind of each test pile to determine air quality impact reduction due to controls
Finally, control cost-effectiveness functions would be derived from measured
control efficiencies and costs for various levels of control.

Materials Handling--
An R&D program is recommended to: (a) assess the effects of changes in

operating parameters on emission levels from materials handling operat10ns;
and (b) determine the cost effectiveness of control measures in reducing
emissions.

Areas of study would include: (a) identifying industry-w~de source char
acteristics; (b) assessing activity factors of each operation; (c) establish
ing uncontrolled emission rates; (d) assessing mater1als handling control tech
niques and costs; and (e) establishing the downwind TSP and particle size con
centration reductions from the 1mplementation of controls.

Industry-wide source characterist~cs would be analyzed to identify: (a)
representative types and operat~ng parameters of equipment util~zed for mate
rials handling; and (b) representative physical characteristics of the materials
transferred: silt content, moisture content, and density.

Relat~ve activity levels would be related to a standard such as, drop
he~ght, mass of material handled, or conveyor speed. Uncontrolled emission
factors would be measured for the following materials handling operations:
railcar unload1ng, barge unloading, conveyor transfer stations, and conveyor
screening stations. MRI's Exposure Profi11ng technique would constitute the
primary emissions test method.

Materials handling control techniques would be surveyed to determ1ne
potentially effective dust suppreSS10n systems and/or altered operating pro
cedures. Controlled operations would be f1eld tested to determ1ne control
eff~c~encies and downw1nd air quality impact. Finally, control effective
ness functions would be determined based on measured control efficiency and
cost for various levels of control.
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SECTION 9.0

GLOSSARY

Activity Factor - Measure of the intensity of aggregate material disturbance
by mechanical forces In relation to reference activity level def~ned as unity.

Cloddiness - The mass percentage of an aggregate sample smaller than 0.84 mm
in diameter as determined by dry sieving.

Cost, Annualized - The equipment cost divided by the number of years represent
1ng the 11fe of the equipment.

Cost, Installed - The total cost of the project including design, equipment
purchase, labor and materials for site preparation, construction, equipment
installation, and start-up_

Cost, Operating - The cost for labor and utilities necessary to operate the
equipment_

Cost-Effectiveness - The cost of control per pound of reduced fine particle
emissions_

Dry Day _ Day without measurable (0.01 1n. or more) prec1pitation.

Dry Siev1ng - The sieving of oven-dried aggregate by pass1ng it through a
series of screens of descending opening s~ze.

Duration of Storage - The average time that a unit of aggregate material
remains in open storage, or the average pile turnover time.

Dust Suppressant - Water or chemical solution which, when applied to an
aggregate material, binds suspendable particulate to larger particles.

Emission Control System, Primary - A control system installed to capture and
remove most of the total emissions prior to atmospheric discharge.
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Emission Control System, Secondary • A control system designed to capture
and remove the smaller portion of the total emissions that the primary sys
tem does not collect with the smaller portion usually being fugitive in
nature.

Enclosure - A structure which either partially or totally surrounds a fugi
tive emissions source thereby reducing the amount of emissions.

Enclosure of Steelmak1ng Furnace, Partial - An enclosure of minimal volume
that completely surrounds a steelmaking furnace but only extends to the
charging floor.

Enclosure of Steelmaking Furnace, Total - A complete enclosure of minimal
volume that extends to the tapping floor of a steelmaking furnace.

Exposed Area, Effective. The total exposed area reduced by an amount which
reflects the sheltering effect of buildings and other objects that retard
the 'wind.

Exposed Area, Total - Outdoor ground area subject to the act10n of wind and
protected by little or no vegetation.

Exposure - The point value of the flux (mass/area-time) of airborne particu
late passing through the atmosphere, integrated over the time of measurement.

'Exposure, Filter - Exposure determined from filter catch within primary expo
sure sampler.

Exposure, Integrated - The result of mathematical integration of partially
distr1buted measurements of airborne particulate exposure downwind of a
fugitive emiss10ns source.

Exposure, Total - Exposure calculated from both filter catch and settling
chamber catch within primary exposure sampler, or from total catch within
secondary exposure sampler.

Exposure Profiling - Direct me3surement of the total passage of airborne
particulate immediately downwind of the source by means of simultaneous
multipoint isokinetic sampling over the effective cross-section of the
fugitive emissions plume.

Exposure Sampler, Auxiliary - Directional particulate samples with goose
necked 1ntake and back-up filter, having stepwise flows control (0.5 to
1 cfm) to provide for isokinetic sampling at wind speeds of 5 to 10 mph.
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Exposure Sampler, Primary - Directional particulate sampler with settling
chamber and backup filter, having variable flow control (5 to 20 cf~) to
provide for isokinetic sampling at wind speeds of 4 to 15 mph.

Fugitive Emissions, Total - All particles from either open dust or process
fugitive sources as measured immediately adjacent to the source.

Fugitive Emissions - Emissions not originating from a stack, duct,
or flue.

Load-in - The addition of material to a storage pile.

Load-out - The removal of material from a storage pile.

Materials Handling - The receiving and transport of raw, intennediate and
waste materials, including barge/railcar unloading, conveyor transport and
associated conveyor transfer and screening stations.

MOisture Content - The mass portion of an aggregate sample consisting of
unbound moisture on the surface of the aggregate, as determined from weight
loss in oven drying with correction for the estimated difference from total
unbound moisture.

Partial Diameter, Aerodynamic - The diameter of a hypothetical sphere of
unit density (1 g/cm3) having the same terminal settling velocity as the
particle in question, regardless of its geometric size, shape and true
density.

Particle Diameter, Stokes - The diameter of a hypothetical sphere hav1ng the
same density and terminal settling velocity as the particle in question,
regardless of its geometric size and shape.

Particle Drift Distance - Horizontal distance from point of particle injec
tion into the atmosphere to point of removal by contact with the ground
surface.

Particulate, Fine - Airborne partlculate smaller than 5 pm in Stokes diameter.
I

Particulate, Suspended - Airbottne particulate smaller in Stokes diameter than
30 micrometers, the approximate cut-off diameter for the capture of particu
late matter by a standard high-volume sampler, based on a particle dens1ty
of 2 to 2.5 g/om3•

Precipitation-Evaporation Index - A climatic factor equal to ten timea the
sum of 12 consecutive monthly ratios of precipitation 1n inches over
evaporation in inches, which is used as a measure of the annual average
moisture of a flat surface area.
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Road, Paved - A roadway constructed of rigid surface materials, such as
asphal~ cement, concrete and brick.

Road, Unpaved - A roadway constructed of non-rigid surface materials such as
dirt, g:avel (crushed stone or slag), and oil and ~hip surfaces.

Road Surface Dust Loading - The mass of loose surface dust on a paved roadway,
per length of roadway, as determined by dry vacuuming.

Road Surface Materlal - Loose material present on the surface of an unpaved
road.

Source, Open Dust - Any source from which emissions are generated by the
forces of wind and machinery acting on exposed aggregate materials.

Source, Process Fugitive Emissions - An unducted source of emissions involving
a process step which alters the chemical or physical characteristics of a
material, frequently occurring within a bUilding.

Silt Content - The mass portion of an aggregate sample smaller than 75 micro
meters in dimneter as determined by dry sieVing.

Spray System - A device for applying a liquid dust suppressant in the form of
droplets to an aggregate material for the purposes of controlling the gene
ratlon ot ouse.

Storage Pile Activities - Processes assoeiated with aggregate storage piles,
specifically, load-in, vehicular traffic around storage piles, wind erosion
from storage piles, and load-out.

Surface Erodibility - Potential for wind erosion losses from an unsheltered area,
based on the percentage of erodible particles (smaller than 0.84 mm in diameter)
in the surface material.

Surface Stabilization - The formation of a resistive crust on an exposed aggre
gate surface through the action of a dust suppressant, which suppresses the
release of otherwise suspendable particles:

Vehicle, Heavy Duty - A motor vehicle whose gross vehicle traveling weight
exceeds 30 tons.

Vehicle, Light Duty - A motor vehicle whose gross vehicle traveling weight is
less than or equal to 3 tons.

Vehicle, Medium Duty - A motor vehicle whose gross vehicle traveling weight
is greater than 3 tons, but less than 30 tons.

W~ndbreak - A natural or man~made object which reduces the ambient wind
speed in the immediate locality.
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SECTION 10.0

ENGLISH TO METRIC UNIT CONVERSION TABLE

English unit Mul t ipl ied by Metric unit

Ib/T 0.500 kg/t
Ib/veh1cle mile 0.282 kg/vehicle km
Ib/acre yr 112 kg/km2 yr
Ib 0.454 kg
T 0.907 t

mph 0.447 MIs
m.ile 1.61 km
ft 0.305 m
acre 0.00405 km2
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APPENDIX A

FIELD TESTING METHODOLOGY

1.0 Introduction

Field testing of fugitive emissions from open sources at two integrated
iron and steel plants was conducted by MRl during separate 2-week periods
in April and June of 1977. This appendix describes the field testing
methodology that was used.

Testing at the first plant (designated as Plant A) took place from April 11
to 22, 1977. Sources tested at Plant A included:

Fugitive dust source

Load out of high silt processed slag into truck
Load out of low silt product slag into truck
Mobile stacking of pelletized iron ore
Mobile stacking of lump iron are
Light-duty vehicular traffic on unpaved road
Heavy-duty vehicular traffic on unpaved road

A total of 15 tests were performed.

Number of
tests

3
3
3
3
1
2

Testing at the second plant (designated as Plant E) took place from June 13
to 22, 1977. Sources tested at Plant E included:

Fugitive dust source

Heavy-duty vehicular traffic on unpaved road
Light-duty vehicular traffie on unpaved road
Plant vehicle mix on pavad road
Conveyor transfer station (sinter)

Number of
tests

3
3
3
3



A total of 12 tests were performed.

MRI's Exposure Profiling technique was used to quantify dust emissions by
multi-point sampling Lmmed1ately downwind of the emitting source, utilizing
the isokinetic profiling concept which 1s the basis for conventional source
testing. To the extent possible, measurements were restricted to periods
with moderate winds (5 to 15 mph) of constant mean direction. 3 or more
days after significant rainfall (accumulation exceeding 0.5 in.).

Table A-I specifies the kinds and frequencies of field measurements that
were conducted during each run. "Composite ll samples denote a set of single
samples taken from several locations in the area; lIintegrated'1 samples are
those taken at one location for the duration of the run.

2.0 Sampling Equipment

The primary tool for quantification of emission rate was the MRI ex
posure prof tIer, which was developed under EPA Contract No. 68-02-0619.
The prof! ler (modified for this study) cons is ts of a portab Ie tower
(4 to 6 m height) with an optional horizontal crossarm (extending to
about 5 m in length) supporting an array of sampling heads. Each
sampling head was operated as a directional exposure sampler (with
automatic separation of settleable dust). Sampling intakes were
pointed into the wind, and sampling velocity was adjusted to match

A vertical line grid of samplers (Figure A-I) was used for measure
ment of emissions from paved and unpaved roads, while a two-d~ensional

array of samplers was used for quantification of emissions from storage
pile transfer operations. The primary sampler design (Figure A-I)
entailed passage of the flow stream through a settling chamber,
trapping partieles larger than about 50 ~m in diameter. and then
upward through a standard 8 in. by 10 in. glass fiber filter positioned
horizontally. Smaller auxiliary samplers of lighter weight (Figure
A-2) were used at perimeter crossarm positions in sampling storage
pile emissions. Assuming that exposure from a point source is normally
distributed (as shown in Figure A-3) , the exposure values measured by
the samplers at the edge of the grid should be about 25% of the center
line exposure, so that about 90% of the total mass flux (exposure)
lies within the grid boundaries.

Sampling time was sufficient to provide sufficient particulate mass
and to average over several units of cyclic fluctuation in the
em~ssion rate (for example, vehicle passes on an unpaved road). The
first cond1tion was easily met because of the proximity of the sampling
grid to the source.
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TABLE A-i. FIELD MEASUREMENTS

1. Meteorology
a. Wind ,pI.d
b Wind dir.ction
c. ClotJd cov.r
d. Temper.ture
• a.l.tiv. b\lDlidlty

2. Stor.g. Pil.s
a. ~eeri.l type
b. Moistur. content
c. Du't texture
d. ~serla1 throughput

J. Road Surtac.s
•• t'ave,"nt type
b. Surface conditlon
c Du.t loading
d. Cult t.xture

4. V.hicul.r Tr.ffic
a. M1x

b. Count

,. Sutpanded Dust
a. Expoture (v.rlus height)

b. Hatl siz. di'trlbution
c. Downwind conc,ntratlon
d. Background conc.ntration
e. DuraHon of SUIPl111i

6. Deposition
a. Surfac. (vereus di,tance

h'om curb)
b. !l.vated

Qn1t'

mph
d'l
1.,
1.

1. lIlOiscur.
1. silt
tons

g!m2/v.h

s/ml/v.h

Sltllp Una I1pd.

Continuous
Contlnuous
Single
SinSI.
511111•

COGIpol1te
Si1111.
CompodC.

ColllpOdee
Cotllposf.tI
Multiple
Multipl.

Multiple

Integr.ted
Ifl tegr. ted
InteSrAte<l
CUlIIulaeive

InuST.ced

He"ur'msnc ~tnod

R.cord ins ln, trUlllent , t "bAckground"
,tation. 'enlors at refer.nce helgns

Vl,ual observation
Sllng psychrometlr
Slin8 phychrom.ter

Determined by plant personnel
Oven drying
Dry si.ving
Det.rmined by plant peTsonnel

Obeervat1on (photOgT.phs)
Observation
Dry v.cuWlIin8
Dry lieving

aba'TVerion (car, eruck. numbar of
aslas. etc )

Auc~tlc countars

I.oklner1c nigh-volume filtration
(Mlll lIIotthod)

High-volume cascade L~pactloQ

HLgh*yoluma flltrat10n (EPA method)
HLSh*volume filtTssion (EPA mathod)
TillllQll

Dustfail buckets (AS~ m.thod)

OustleII buckecs (ASTM method)

--......... _- ---- - -
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Figure A-1. MR.I exposure pro filer for line or moving point sources.
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Stcllnlesss Steel Intake
1/2" 10 It 4" long

StaJn/eu Steel Filter
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To Sampling Consele

Figure A-2. Auxiliary air sampler.
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In addition to airborne dust passage (exposure), fugitive dust param
eters that were measured included suspended dust concentration and
particle size distribution. Conventionsl high-volume filtration units
were operated upwind and downwind of the test source.

A Sierra Instruments high-volume parallel-slot cascade impactor with
a 20 cfm flow controller was used to measure particle size distribu
tion along side of the exposure profiler. The impactor unit was
equipped with a Sierra cyclone preseparator to remove coarse particles
which otherwise would tend to bounce off of the glass fiber impaction
substrates. causing fine particle measurement bias. The cyclone
sampling intake was directed into the wind. resulting in isokinetic
sampling for a wind speed of 10 mph.

As indicated in Table A-I. other types of parameters that were measured
during each test included (a) prevailing meteorology. (b) properties
of the emitting material. and (c) source extent and activity parameters.

Figures A-4 to A~9 show the locations of the sampling instruments
relative to the emitting fugitive dust sources.

3.0 Sample Handling and Analysis

At the end of each run, the collected samples of dust emissions were
carefully transferred to protective containe~s within the MRI instrument
van. to prevent dust losses. High-volume filters (from the MRI
exposure proftIer and from standard high-volume units) and impaction
substrates were folded and placed in individual envelopes. Dust
that collected on the interior surfaces of each exposure probe was
rinsed with distilled water into separate glass jars. Dust was trans
ferred from the cyclone precollector in a similar manner.

Dust samples from the field tests were returned to MRl and analyzed
gravimetrically in the laboratory. Glass fiber filters and impaction
substrates were conditioned at constant temperature and relative
humidity for 24 hr prior to weighing (the same conditioning procedure
used before taring). Water washes from the exposure prafiler intakes,
cyclone precollector and dustfall buckets were filtered, after which
the tared filters were dried, conditioned at constant humidity, and
reweighed.

Samples of road dust and storage pile materials were dried to deter
mine moisture content and screened to determine the weight fraction
passing a 200-mesh screen. which gives the silt content. A conven
tional shaker was used for this purpose. That portion of the material
passing through the 200-mesh screen was analyzed to determine density
of potentially suspendable particles.
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Figure A-4. Positioning of air sampling equipment (top view)-
processed slag load-out.
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PROCESSED SLAG LOAOOUT

Anemometer IlOklnetic
Air Samplers
( .. ISc:fm)

Mclximum Tower Height = 6m

IlOkinetic: Air Samplers
( ... 75c:fm)

" ...~~~_.......~_~ ~te-~...L"""_--....,.
Maximum Crou
Arm Dluonce • Sm

Figure A-5. ~sition1ng of air sampl~ng equipment (rear view)-
processed slag load-out.
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Figure A-6. Positioning of air sampling equipment--ore pile stacking.



ORE PILE STACKING

0 1 2
Anemometer I ! I
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Figure A-7. Modified Mal exposure profiler--ore pile stacking.
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4.0 Calculation Procedure

4.1 Emf:ssion Rate

The passage of airborne particulate, i.e., the quantity of emissions
per unit of source activity, is obtained by spatial integration (over
the effective cross-section of the plume) of distributed measurements
of exposure (mass/area). The exposure is the point value of the flux
(mass/area-time) of airborne particulate integrated over the time of
measurement.

Mathematically stated, the total mass emission rate (R) is given by:

where m = dust catch by exposure sampler after subtraction of
background

a • intake area of sampler

t • sampling time

h • vertical distance coordinate

w • lateral distance coordinate

A = effective cross-sectional area of plume

In the case of a line source with an emission height near ground
level, the mass emission rate per source length unit being sampled
is given by:

W
R=

t

H

j !!!.QU. dba

o

where W= width of the sampling intake

H =effective extent of the plume above ground

In order to obtain an accurate measurement of airborne particulate
exposure, sampling must be conducted isok1netically, 1.e., flow
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streamlines enter the sampler rectilinearly. This means that the
sampling intake must be aimed directly into the wind and. to the
extent possible. the sampling velocity must equal the local wind
speed. The first condition is by far the more critical.

4.2 Isokinettc Corrections

If it is necessary to sample at a nonisokinetic flow rate (for example,
to obtain sufficient sample under light wind conditions), the following mul
tiplicative factors should ~e ~sed to correct measu~ed exposures and concen·
trations to corresponding isokinetic values:

Exposure Multiplier

Concentration Multiplier

Fine Particles
(d < 5.u.m)

U/u

1

Coarse Particles
Cd > 50 urn) . '.

1

u/u

where u = sampling intake velocity at a given elevation
U =Wind velocity at same elevation as u
d = aerodynmnic (eqUivalent sphere) particle diameter

For a particle-size distribution containing a mixture of fine, intermediate,
and coarse particles, the isokinetic correction factor is an average of the
above factors, weighted by the relative proportion of coarse and fine par.
t1cles. For example, if the mass of fine particles in the distribution
equals twice the mass of the coarse particles, the weighted isokinetic cor
rect~on for exposure would be

1/3 [2(U/u) + 1]

4.3 Particle Size Distribution

As stated above. a cyclone preseparstor waS used in conjunction with
a high-volume eascade impactor to measure airborne particle size distri
bution. The purpose of the preseparator was to remove coarse particles
Which otherwise would tend to bounce through the impactor to the back-up
filter, thereby causing fine particle measurement bias.

Although the cyclone precollector was designed by the manufacturer
to have a 50% cutoff di&neter of 1.6 ~m (particle density of 2.5 g/cm3 ),
laboratory calibration of the cyclone, ~epo~ed in May 1976, indicated the
effective cutoff diameter to be 3.5 ~m. Because this value overlapped the
cutoff diameter of the first impaction stage (6.4 ~m), ie was decided to



add the first stage catch to the cyclone catch. in calculating the parti
cle size distribution.

As indicated by the simultaneous measurement of airborne particle-size
distribution, one impactor being used with a precollector snd 8 second
without a precollector. the cyclone precollector is very effective in re
ducing fine particle measurement bias. However. the following observations
indicate that additional correction for coarse particle bounce is needed:

1. There is a monotonic decrease in collected particulate weight on
each successive impaction state. followed by a several-fold increase in
weight collected by the back-up f1lter.

2. Because the assumed value (0.2 ~m) for the effective cutoff di
ameter of the glass fiber back-up filter fits the progression of cutoff
diameters for the impaction stages , the weight collected on the back-up
filter should follow the particulate weight progression on the impactor
stages.

The excess particulate on the back-up filter is postulated to consist
of coarse particles that penetrated the cyclone (with small probability)
and bounced through the impactor.

To correct the measured particle size distribution for the effects
;: ~:~!~~~! ~~~iele bounce. the folloWing procedure was used:

1. The calibrated cutoff diameter for the cyclone preseparator was
used to fix the upper end of the particle-size distribution.

2. At the lower end of the particle-size distribution. the particu
late weight on the back-up filter was reduced to fit the particulate weight
distribution of the ~pactor stages. thereby extending the monotonic de
crease in particulate weight observed on the ~pactor stages}.
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APPENDIX B

TESTING RESULTS AND EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS

1.0 Introduction

This appendix provides a detailed presentation of the test results and
corresponding calculation procedures for each of five categories of
fugitive emissions sources that were tested. The source categories
tested were:

* Load-out of processed slag into 35-ton capacity dump trucks with
a 10 cu yd front end loader.

* Formation of storage piles of pelletized and lump iron are with
a mobile conveyor stacker.

* Vehicular traffic on unpaved roads surfaced with slag and dirt.

* Vehicular traffic on paved roads.

* Conveyor transfer statlon--sinter material.

Test results are presented below for each of these source categories.

2.0 Slag Load-Out

Table B-I gives information on the time of each slag load-out run and
the prevailing meteorological conditions at the site. Also given for
each run is the quantity of material loaded with the 10 cu yd front
end loader into the 35-ton capacity truck.

Table B-2 lists the individual point values of exposure (net mass per
sampling intake area) within the fugitive dust plume as measured by
the exposure profiling equipment. Also given for each high-volume sam
pling head is the exposure measurement consisting of particulate col
lected by the filter following the settling chamber.
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TABLE B-1. EMISSIONS TEST P~TERS--MATERIAL LO~OUT

Exposure
sampling Ambient Wind Cloud Material

Start duration temlerature direction/ cover loaded
Slag type Run Date time (min) F) speed (mph) ('~) (tons)

4120 Al 4/13/77 1400 30 - S/8 30 140
A2 4/15/77 1015 40 - NwI5 40 140
A3 4/15/77 1300 30 58 NW/9 0 140

4133 A4 4/15/77 1520 30 62 NW/6 0 175
AS 4/16/77 0910 40 5S NW/J 0 140
A6 4/16/77 1130 40 61 w/7 0 175

0:1
I

N



TABLE B-2. PLtME SAMPLING DATA--MATERrAL LOAD-OUT

Distance
Salllpl1ng f ~0IIl Sampling Total Filte~

height cencerl1n. rece exposure exposure
!b.In (m) (m) (dm) (mal cm2) (mg/cm2 )

At 3 24 274 51.0
4.S 2.1 rijlht a 7 41.2
4.5 0.7 right 24 99.1 22.7

4.5 0.7 lefC 24 182 40.4
4.5 2.1 lefc 0 7 76.0
6 24 74.1 23.8

2.' 16 88.8 14.9
4.37 2.4 right o 7 16.4

.~ 4.37 0.7 right 19 17.8 L4.7

4.37 0.7 hft 14 80.9 25.5
4.J7 2.4 hft a 7 12.S
6.25 17 34.0 12.3

AJ 2.5 31 454 52.2
4.37 2.4 right o 1 51.6
4.37 0.7 right 33 169 29.5

4.J1 0.7 left J2 2a, 47.6
4.37 2.4 le.ft 0.7 104.7
6.25 33 134 27.1

2.5 14 63.4 8.0
4.37 2.4 r:1ght o 7 23.9
4.37 0.7 right 16 31.4 4.4

4.37 0.7 left 12 35.9 5.1
4.37 2.4 left a 7 24.2
6.25 14 10.8 3.1

2.S 16 20.5 3.1
4.37 2.4 right 16 9.1
4.37 0.7 right 16 13.0 1.9

4.37 0.7 left 12 12.0 2.9

4.37 2.4 lefc 7.3

2.5 18 61.2 9.0
4.37 2.4 right 14.9
4.37 0.1 right 20 21.7 5.S

4.31 0.7 1.ft 17 41.0 11.0
4.37 2.4 left 32.7
6.25 17 5.9 3.0
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Table B-3 gives for each run the integrated exposure value corrected
to isokinetic conditions and <compares particulat~ concentrations
measured by the upwind hi-vol and by three types of downwind samplers
(exposure profiling head, standard hi-vol, and high-volume cascade
impactor) located in close proximity, near the center of the plume.
Concentrations measured by the downwind hi-vol are significantly
lower than values measured by the other two units because of the low
capture efficiency of the hi-vol for particles larger than about
30 Jlm in diameter. ---------

Table B-4 summarizes the particle sizing data for the six slag load-out
tests. Particle size is expressed as Stokes (equivalent-sphere) diam
eter based on actual density of silt-size particles. In addition to
data from the cascade impactor measurements, Table B-4 also gives for
each run the average percent of the exposure measurement consisting of
filter catch weighted by the exposure value measured by each sampling
head.

Table B-5 presents the emission factors corrected to represent
particles smaller than 30 pm in diameter. Also, indicated in Table
B-5 are material properties and wind conditions which constitute
correction factors to the emission factors.

-The last column is the coefficient (k) 1n the proposed emission factor
expreSS10n:

where EF = emission factor (lb/ton)
s = silt content of aggregate (1.)
U = mean wind speed (mph)
M = moisture content of aggregate (%)

The value k represents a measure of the activity or energy expended
during the load-out process.

Table B~6 presents an example emission factor calculation. The cal
culation is based on data for Run Al.
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TABLE B-3. SUSPENDED PARTICULATE CONCENTRATION AND EXPOSURE MEASUREMENTS--
MATERIAL LOAD-OUT

Particulate concentration (mg/m3) at 4.5 m above ground~1 Isokinetic Integrated
Downwind, including background ratio for filter

Slag
Profiler£!

Standard cascade profHer exposure£!
type Run Background hi-vol impactor ufU'.!..! Oblton)

4120 Al O.s 219 63 205 1.2 0.15
A2 3.2 167 38 117 1.3 0.062
A3 3.2 318 143 294 1.5 0.16

4133 A4 3.2 75 45 71 0.96 0.032
A5 2.6 48 8 20 2.0 0.013

02 Ah 2.6 44 33 47 1.1 0.017I
V1

~I Background at 2 mj others at 4.4 to 4.5 m.

~I u = mampling velocity; U = wind speed.

s.l Isokinet ic.



TABLE B-4. PARTICLE SIZING DATA SUMMARY--MATEIUAL LOAD-OUT
(Density = 3 s/cm3)

cascade Impactor PrafHer
Mass Weighted 8V-

median erage % cap-
diameter Percent Percent tured on the

Slag type Run OJ,m} < 30 ~m < 5 ~m Rauoa/ filter

4120 A1 > 100 8 2.5 0• .31 22
A2 » 100 10 3 0.3() 22
A3 > 100 5.5 1.5 0.27 15

4133 A4 ~ 100 13 4 0.31 14
AS > 100 14 4 0.29 17
A6 > 100 13 3.5 0.27 20

~/ Percent < 5 ~m f percent < 30 ~m.
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TABLE B-5. CORRECTED EMISSION FACTOR SUMMARY--MATERIAL LOAD-OUT

Material Surface material Wind
Slag Emission factor (E)!! transferred Density Silt (5) Moisture (M) Speed (U) EM2

(l Jton) (tons) (g/cm3 ) (%) -type Run (%) (mph) sU

4120 Ai 0.056 140

1
3 L.3 1°·25

3.6 0.00013
A2 0.028 140 2.2 O.OOOll
A3 0.059 140 4.2 0.00012

4133 A4 0.030 175

1
3 13

•
0

1°
030

2.7 0.00033
A5 O.OLl 140 1.3 0.00025
A6 0.011 175 3.1 O.OOOll

l;I:l
I.....

fl.1 Represents particles smaller than 30 pm in diameter.
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TABLE B-6. EXAMPLE CALCULATION FOR RUN Al--SLAG LOAD-OUT

Result

A. Plot filter exposure versus sampler location.

B. Graphically integrate to determine the area under the
exposure surface.

C. Divide B by the quantity of material loaded to
arrive at the integrated filter exposure.

D. Multiply C by the ratio of the percent <30 ~m (81.>
~.~~ t~~ ~~;~h~~rl Average percent suspended (22%)
to obtain the emission factor for particles
smaller than 30 ~m.

E. Correct D to isokinetic conditions following the
procedure given in Appendix A. (All coarse
particles; therefore correction factor =1.)
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3.0 Ore Pile Stacking

Table B-7 gives information on the time of each ore pile stacking
run and the prevailing meteorological conditions at the site. Also
given for each run is the quantity of material loaded onto the 400-ft
long pile by means of the mobile conveyor stacker.

Table B-8 lists the individual point values of exposure (net mass per
sampling intake area) within the fugitive dust plume as measured by
the exposure profiling equipment. Also given for each high-volume
sampling head is the exposure measurement consisting of particulate
collected by the filter following the settling chamber.

Table B-9 gives for each run the integrated exposure value corrected
to isokinetic conditions and compares particulate concentrations
measured by the upwind hi-vol and by two types of downwind samplers
(exposure profiling head and high-volume cascade impactor) located
in close proximity. near the center of the plume.

Table B-lO summarizes the particle sizing data for the six ore pile
stacking tests. Particle size is expressed as Stokes (equivalent
sphere) diameter based on actual density of silt-size particles. In
addition to data from the cascade tmpactor measurements, Table B-lO
also gives for each run the average percent of the exposed measure
ment consisting of filter catch weighted by the exposure value mea
sured by each sampling head.

Table B-ll presents the emission, factors corrected to represent
particles smaller than 30 ~m in diameter. Also indicated in Table
8-11 are material properties and wind conditions which constitute
correction factors to the emission factors.

The last column is the coefficient (k) in the proposed emission
factor expression:

EF .,. k sU
M2

where E .,. emission factor (lb/ton)
s =silt content of aggregate (%)
U =mean wind speed (mph)
M = moisture content of aggregate (%)

The value k represents a measure of the activity or energy expended
during the load-out process.
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TABLE B-7. EMISSIONS TESTS PARAMETERS--{)RE PILE STACKING

£><l'o5Ure"
s.:wpHng AIllbl ent Wind Cloud Katedal

Start dttration Source temperature directionl cover piled
PH. mated..L Run Date ti'1Il! (1lIIn) orientation (D F) speed (mph) ('1) (tons)

PeLLets All 4/20/17 1125 )0 [-iii - NNw/s 0 500
A9 4120117 1.))0 15 £-11 - HNv/ll 0 250
AlO 4/20/71 LS05 1) £-v 60 NNV/l0 0 216

Open hearth ore All 4/21/71 11)7 22 £-11 69 SSK/4 0 293

Desert mount ore Al2 4/21/17 1)40 25 £-11 - S/4 30 J)J
AU 4/21/77 IS21 28 [-w - sis 0 373

•

..



TABLE B..8. PLUME SAMPLING DATA....ORE PILE STACKING

Distance
Sampling from Samp1.ing Total Filter
height centerline rate exposure exposure

Run (m) (m) (cfm) (mg/cm2) (mg/cm 2)

AS 1 12 113 25.5
2 1.4 right 0.7 18.1
2 13 21.7 5.8
2 1.4 left 0.7 12.6
3 12 11 2.4
4 16 3 0.8

A9 1 20 51 19.7
2 22 48 14.6
3 1.4 left 0.7 45.0
3 22 62 16.7
3 1.4 right 0.7 46.8
4 23 26 6.2

AlO 1 21 70 20.6
2 22 61 12.6
3 1.4 right 0.7 31.0
3 22 58 15.7
3 1.4 left 0.7 30.3
4 25 8 8.5

All 1 15 38.5 5.4
2 1.4 left 0.7 15.1
2 16 14.7 2.1
2 1.4 right 0.7 9.9
3 14 11.5 1.3
4 19 4.0 0.8

Al2 1 12 10.5 0.9
2 1.4 right 0.7 8.0
2 14 5.50 0.6
2 1.4 left 0.7 1.7
3 12 3.72 0.4
4 17 1.78 0.4

Al3 1 12 1.39 0.3
2 14 1.65 0.5
3 1.4 left 0.7 2.09
3 11 2.05 0.5
3 1.4 right 0.7 3.62
4 16 1.59 0.3

B-ll



TA~LE B-9. SUSPENDED PARTICULATE CCNCENTRATION AND EXroSURE MEASUREMENTS--
ORE PILE STACKING

Pile _t.erial

Pellets

Open hearth ore

Desert ~und ore,

Particulate concentratlon (m~/mJ) at 2 • above ground lsokinetlc Integrated
Downwlnd. lncludlag background ratio (or fll ter

Cascade profiler eJl'pol!lure~1
Run Background Pro f 11!c!.1 1Il!pacto.,.!' u/u (lblton)

NJ 2.6 58 44 1.1 0.0041
1.9 2.6 93 - 0.7 0.024
410 2.f) l80 227 0.9 0.038

All 1.6 65 )) 1.6 0.0038

1.12 1.6 23 16 1.4 o 00058
1.1) 1.6 5.9 1.4 1.1 0.00031

~

tJ.1•I-'....
~I At 2.75. 8 ..pling height •

!!/ IaQkinetlc.



TABLE B-IO. PARTICLE SIZING DATA SUofMARY--QRE PILE STACKING
(Density =4.5 to 4.9 g/cm3)

Cascade Impactor hoftler
Mass Weighted av-

median erage % cap-
Pile diameter Percent Percent tured on the
material Run (p.m) < 30 jJ.m < 5 jJ.m RatioS!/ filter

Pellets AS > 100 22 8 0.36 23
A99/ 30
AlO > 100 10 3 0.33 34

Open hearth All > 100 11 3 0.27 42
ore

Desert mound Al2 :> 100 11 3.5 0.32 10
ore Al3 > 100 25 7 0.28 17

.!,I Percent < 5 11m +percent < 30 jJ.m.

~I Sierra not used.

B-I3
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TABLE B-ll. CORRECTED EMISSIO~ FACTOR Sl.IMMAR.y--oRE PILE STACKING

Ha'terial Surface materidl 'Il1nd
Pile Emlsslon {actor (E)~I transferred Density Silt (s) K:list"re ( H) Speed (U) E)12
IIlllterial Run (lblton) (tons) (g/cm}) ('X,) (t) (mph) SU

Pellets loB 0.0040 Soo f4.9 f4.8 lO'64
2.3 0.0001.5

AIO 0.010 210 4.:s 0.00019

Open hearth All 0.00099 293 4• .5 2.8 0.5 1.8 0.000049
ore

Desert Al2 0.00066 ))J

14
•
S

1l.9
f4.3

,l.8 0.000.57
lIlOund ore AD 0.00046 )73 19.1 2.2 a.ooon

1/ Represents particles smaller than 30 microns ir diameter •



Table B-l2 presents an example emission factor calculation. The
calculation 1s based on data for Run AS.
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TABLE B-12. EXAMPLE CALCULATION FOR RUN A8--0RE PILE STACKING

Result

A. Plot filter exposure versuS sampler location.

B. Graphically integrate to determine the area under
the exposure surface.

c. Divide B by the quantity of material piled to arrive
at the integrated filter exposure.

D. Multiply C by the ratio of the percent <30 pm (22%)
over the weighted average percent suspended (23t)
to obtain the emission factor for particles smaller
than 30 pm.

E. Correct D to isokinetic conditions following the
procedure glven in Appendix A. (All coarse
particles; therefore correction factor ~ 1.)

B-16
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4.0 Traffic on Unpaved Roads

Table B-l3 gives information on the time of each unpaved road run and
the prevailing meteorological conditions at the site. Also given for
each run is the number of vehicle passes by vehicle type.

Table B-14 lists the individual point values of exposure (net mass per
sampling intake area) within the fugitive dust plume as measured by
the exposure profiling equipment. Also given for each high-volume
sampling head is the exposure measurement consisting of particulate
collected by the filter following the settling chamber.

Table B-15 gives for each run the integrated exposure value and
compares particulate concentrations measured by the upwind hi-vol
and by three types of downwind samplers (exposure profiling head.
standard hi-vol. and high-volume cascade impactor) located in
close proximity, near the center of the plume. Concentrations
measured by the profiler are significantly lower than values mea
sured by the other two units because the profiler sampled at 3 m
above ground rather than 2 m.

Table B-16 summarizes the particle sizing data for the six unpaved road
tests. Particle size is expressed as Stokes (equivalent-sphere) diam
eter based on actual density of silt-size particles. In addition to
data from the cascade ~pactor measurements, Table B-16 also gives for
each run the average percent of the exposure measurement consisting of
filter catch weighted by the exposure value measured by each sampling
head.

Table B-17 presents the emission factors corrected to represent
particles smaller than 30 pm in diameter. Also indicated in Table B-17
are material properties and wind conditions which constitute correction
factors to the emission factors.

Table B-18 presents an example emiSS10n factor calculation. The calcu
lation 1s based on data for Run A14.

8-17
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TABLE B -13. EMISSIONS nST PARAMETERS --UNPAVED ROADS

Exposure
slllllpUog Ambient lIind Cloud No. of

Start duration Source temperature direct lonl COVer vehicle
Surface material Run Date tillle (adn) orientation (·P) speed (mph) (t) passes

Fine Slag 1.7 4/19/77 1110 )0 IHI - 100I111 0 ~o Light Duty
Al4 4/22/77 110$ 11 N-S 66 11/8 )0 15 10-Ton Loaded
AIS 4/22/77 1420 17 N-S 82 W/8 60 15 70-Ton Loaded

Hard-Base Dirt EI 6/15/77 1035 )0 N-S 74 tlE/4 sri!' 16 "lxed~
5ellIDent 1 £2 6/15/17 1125 55 N-S 16!1 NEls 50 16 Hbed!!/

E3 6/1S/77 1500 18 N-S 79 ENE/9 So!-' 11 Hhed~l

Sepent 2 E4 6/17/17 0948 12 ""-S! 78 511/1 Rac, 30 Light Duty
E$ 6/17/11 10)5 tl MoI-SE 80 IISll/7 - )0 Light Duty
!6 6/11177 1120 16 M"-51!; 82!l WSv/9 - 30 Llgllt Duty

tid
I....

!!I AUlIRed value.00

!l.1 1 • LLght duty; 6 • llIedi.... duty; 9 • heavy duty.

'::..1 6 • Light duty, 5 • medium duty, 6 • heavy duty.



TABLE B-14. PLtME SAMPLING DATA--
UNPAVED ROADS

Samplillg Samplins Total FU tet

height. rata expo lure expo lure

Bun (Ill) (dill) (!!lIllcIll2 ) (ms/clI")

A7 1 31 5 34 5 46

2 33 2.90 3 15

3 29 1. 54 1.47

4 JS o 28 0.32

A14 1.5 13 17.9 4.38

3 16 6 33 1 89

4.S 14 5.lI 1 33

6 16 1.39 0.42

At5 1.5 14 12.5 3.24

3.0 17 6.78 2.16

4.5 15 5.91 1.65

6.0 16 2.97 0.89-

l!:1 1.5 11. 2 4..5.3 2.5

:1 0 12 7 3.67 1.9

4.5 14 2 2.33 1 4

6.0 14.9 1.24 o 7

£2 L .5 14.9 4.43 2 5

3.0 16.5 3.16 1 7

4.5 L8.6 2.92 l.8

6.0 19.6 1. 79 1.0

E3 1.5 14 a 5 76 3.0

3.0 11.2 .3.07 1.5
4.5 19 2 1 70 0.9
6.0 2Q 2 0.95 a :1

£4 1 10.7 4.24 2 2

2 12.7 2.94 1.8

3 14.2 1.80 1 1

4 14 9 0.86 0.5

t5 1 18.2 5.70 3.3

2 21.2 3.42 2 :1

:1 22.5 1.82 1.2

4 24 0 0.68 0.5

e6 1 14.9 8.LS 4.8

2 17.2 2.25 1.3

J 18.7 2.47 1.7

4 20.2 o 76 0.6
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TABLE B-15. SUSPENDED PARTICUlATE CONCENTRiITION AND EXPOSURE MEASUREMENTS--UNPAVED ROADS

Particulate concentration (pg/m3) at 2 mabove ground Isokinetic Integrated
Downwind, including background ratio for filter

Surface - Standard Cascade profHer exposure
material Run Background Profilerbf Hi-Vol Impactor ufu (lb/vehicle mile)

Fine
~ Slag A7 284 2610 2910 6440 0.8 5.6I
/'>,)

A14 134 566()!/ 15600 0.8 160 --
A15 134 6190!./ 1496') 16600 0.8 16

Dirt El 156 10500!l 8371) 9970 1.4 18
E2 156 4230!.l 37211 5710 1.4 19
E3 156 7890!I 1520(1 17600 0.8 16

Dirt E4 937 17500 -- 19700 0.8 7.7
E5 937 13200 1380(' 13600 1.3 11

E6 937 779fi 1430G 15600 0.8 14.2

~/ 3 m Sampling height.

~/ lsokinetic.
"



TABLE B-16. PARTICLE SIZING DATA SUMMARY--UNPAVED ROADS (Density = 3 g/cm3)

Cascade Impac tor ProfHer
Mass Weighted av-

median erage '%. cap-
Surface diameter Percent Percent tured on the

material Run (pm) <30 pm <5 pm RaUo~/ filter

Fine Slag A7 35 46 12 0.26 56
A14 18 60 26 0.43 42

tJ' A15 15 65 28 0.43 42r
N....

Dirt E1 18 61 24 0.39 56
E2 27 53 18 0.34 58
E3 25 54 20 0.37 50

Dirt E4 9 79 34 0.43 57
£5 9 75 3S 0.47 63
£6 10 72 34 0.47 62

!,I Percent <5 }lm + percent <30 \lm.
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TABLE B-17. CORRECTED EMISSlON FACTOR SUMMARY--UNPAVED ROADS

Emi88lon Factor (E)!!
Surface HatGelel Vehicle Vehicle

Surface Vehle Ie Density SUt (a) Speed (S) Weight
Material Run Ob/vehlcle lU te) PII18ea (glclll'l) (1) (mph) (tona)

Slag A1 4.9 50 Ufht g,ty!!../ fl!/ f4.8
)0 )!I

Al4 21 a 10.Ton~ 30 10'll
U5 29 is 70-Ton~1 30 10W

Dirt El 17 I~ V, t8 •
1

148.1 ')4.!!/
£2 16 16£' 16&1 3(,!:!/
I!:l 19 17!!/ 16&1 23!:!l

Dirt E4 13 30 Lig It Duty!!

'

1

•

1

'

4

•

1
20 3':..1

£5 II )0 Light Duty!.! 20 3!.l
£6 19 30 Light Duty!.1 20 )!/

iT Includes pickup and automobile p8B8e8.

k' 35-Ton vehicle with 35-ton Blag load.

~I Vehicle mix: I - light duty
6 ••ediWll duty
9 - heavy duty

~I Vehicle mix: 6 - light duty
5 • _diUlll duty
6 - heavy duty

!.' Automobile pa.eeB only.

!f Au_ed den.lty (Ref. eae ltandbook).

s! Average vehicle mix 8peed.

h/ Average weight of vehicles passing a_pler location.

11 Repreaenta particlea emaller than )0 mlcrora In diameler.



TABLE B-18. EXAMPLE CALCULATION FOR RUN Al4--UNPAVED AND PAVED ROADS

Result

A. Plot filter exposure versus sampler height.

B. Graphically integrate to determine the area under
the vertical exposure profile. 240 Ib/mile

c. Divide B by the number of vehicle passes to
arrive at the integrated filter exposure. 16 Ib/veh1cle mile

D. Multiply C by the ratio of the percent <30 ~m

(60%) over the weighted average percent
suspended (42%) to obtain the emission factor
for particles smaller than 30 ~m. 23 Ib/vehicle mile

E. Correct D to isokinetic conditions following the
procedure given in Appendix A. 27 lb/vehicle mile

B-23



5.0 Traffic on Paved Roads

Table B-l9 gives information on the time of each paved road run and
the prevailing meteorological conditions at the site. Also given for
each run is the number of vehicle passes.

Table B-20 lists the individual point values of exposure (net mass per
sampling intake area) within the fugitive dust plume as measured by
the exposure profiling equipment. Also given for each high-volume
sampling head 1s the exposure measurement consisting of particulate
collected by the filter following the settling chamber.

Table B-2l gives for each run the integrated exposure value and
compares particulate concentrations measured by the upwind hi-vol
and by three types of downwind samplers (exposure profiling head,
standard hi-vol, and high volume cascade impactor) located in
close proximity, near the center of the plume.

Table B-22 summarizes the particle sizing data for the six paved road
tests. Particle size is expressed as Stokes (equivalent-sphere) diam
eter based on actual density of silt-size particles. In addition to
data from the cascade impactor measurements, Table B-22 also gives for
each run the average percent of the exposure measurement consisting of
filter catch weighted by the exposure value measured by each sampling
nesa.

Table B-23 presents the emission factors corrected to represent particles
smaller than 30 pm in diameter. Also indicated 1n Table B-23 are
material properties and wind conditions which constitute correction
factors to the emission factors.

Table B-l8 in the previous section presents an example emission factor
calculation. The calculation is based on data for Run A14.
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TABLE 8-19. E.M!SSIONS TEST PARAHETERS-- PAVED ROAD

Exposure
sampling Ambient Wind Cloud

Start duration Source temperature direction/ cover Veh1cle
Run Date time (min) orientation (IF) speed (mph) (1) passes

£7 6/17/71 1510 60 N-S 87 Variable/4 50 126

E8 6/20/77 1010 60 I N-S - SW/3 25 104

E9 6120/77 1332 60 N-S - Variable/light 25

tl:I
I

IV
Vi



TABLE B-20. PLUME SAMPLING DATA-- PAVED ROADS

Sampling Sampling Total Filter
height rate exposure exposure

Run (m) (cfm) (mg/cm2) (mg/cm2)

E7 1 11.2 .33 .22
2 12.7 .28 .15
.3 14.2 .45 .24
4 14.9 .38 .20

E8 1 11.8 .67 .30
2, 12.7 .59 .28
3 14.9 .63 .41
4 15.2 .76 .37
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TABLE B-21. SUSPENDED PARTICULATE CONCENTRATION AND EXPOSURE MEASUREMRNTS--PAVED ROAD

Particulate concentration Q+g/m3) lsokinetic Integrated
Downwind. including background ratio for filter

Standard Cascade profiler exposure
Run Background Profiler hl.-vo1 Impactor ufu (lbJveh. mile)

£7 239 59l!! 670 660 1.4 0.42

£8 264 1230!! 923 850 1.8 1.1

E9 264 354 258 565 _~I

ta
~ !,f Isokinetic •
......

!!./ L 19ht wind.



TABLE B-22. PARTICLE SIZING DATA SUMMARY--PAVED ROAD
(Density a 3 g/em3)

Cascade Impactor ProUler
Mass Weighted av-

median erage %cap-
diameter Percent Percent

Ratio!/
tured on the

Run ~m) < 30 IJ.m < 5IJ.m filter

£7 5 91 .sO 0.55 36

E8 9 75 37 0.49 52

E9 7 85 41 0.48 43

~I Percent < 5 pm ,£, percent < 30 IoIom.
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TABLE B-23. CORRECTED EKISSION FACTOR SlHM.ARY--PAVED ROAD

Loaded
Surface material vehicle

Emission factor (E) Vehicle Density Silt (8) Speed (S) "'eight
Run {lb/vehicle mile)~1 passes (gtem3) (oz.) (mph) (tons)

E1 0.80 126 ,

15
•
1

12 7

E8 1.1 104 r-0 12 8

'"IN
£9 !!!\D

~I Light and variable winds.

~t Represents particles smaller than 30 microns in diameter.



6.0 Conveyor Transfer Station

Table B-24 gives information on the time of each conveyor transfer
run and the prevailing meteorologi.cal conditions at the site. Also
given for each run is the quantity of sinter material transfered.

Table B-25 lists the individual point values of exposure (net mass per
sampling intake area) within the fugitive dust plume as measured by
the exposure profiling equipment;-.·· --- .. -

Table ,:8-26 giVes for each run the integrated exposure value and compares'
particulate concentrations measured by the upwind hi-vol and by two
types of downwind samplers (exposure profiling head and high-volume cas
cade impactor) located in close proximity. near the center of the plume.

Table B-27 summarizes the particle sizing data for the six conveyor
transfer tests. Particle size is expressed as Stokes (equivalent
sphere) diameter based on actual density of silt-size particles. In
addition to data from the cascade impactor measurements. Table B-27
also gives for each run the average percent of the exposure measure
ment consisting of filter catch weighted by the exposure value mea
sured by each sampling head.

Table B-28 presents the emission factors corrected to represent
particles smaller than 30 um in diA~~@~. Al~~ !~~~~~!~~ !~ !:~~:

B-28 are material properties aud wind conditions which constitute
correction factors to the emission factors.

Table B-29 presents an example emission factor calculation. The
calculation is based on data for Run EIO.
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TABLE B-24. EMISSIONS TEST PARAMETER9--CONVEYOR TRANSFER

Exposure
sampling Wind Cloud Material

Start duration Source direction/ cover transferred
Run Date time (: (min) orientation speed (~) (tons)

EI0 6/21/71 0910 15

{ S-W to NoS

Variable/calm 25 52

Ell 6/21/77 1114 15 Variable/calm 25 52

E12 6/21/77 1220 15 Variable/calm 25 52



TABLE &-25. PLUME SAMPLING DATA--CONVEYOR TRANSFER

Sampling sampling Total
Probe height rate exposure

Run unit no. (m) (efm) (mg/cm2)

EI0 5 2.2 .65 16.8
4 1.6 .65 17.2
1 1.6 .65 39.5
2 1.6 .65 51.0
3 1.1 .65 32.2

Ell 2 2.2 .65 45.6
3 1.6 .65 26.8
5 1.6 .65 31.2
1 1.6 .65 57.1
4 1.1 .65 30.4

E12 4 2.2 .65 16.1
3 1.6 .65 31.2
5 1.6 .65 20.3
1 1.6 .65 14.6
2 1.1 .65 18.6
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TABLE 8-26. SUSPENDED PARTICULATE CONCENTRATION AND EXPOSURE MEASUREMENTS-
CONVEYOR TRANSFER

Run

Particulate concentration (ma/m3)
Downwind, including background

Cascade
Background Profiler impactor

Integrated
filter

exposure
(lb/ton)

l:lll
I

W
W

EI0

Ell

E12

3.30

1.23

1.23

102

81

52

481

39

25

0.043

0.084

0.038



TABLE B-27. PARTICLE SIZING DATA SUMMARY--CONVEYOR TRANSFER
(Density" 3.8 g/cm3)

Sierra Profller
Mass Weighted av-

median erage % cap-
diameter Percent Percent: tured on the

Run (/Jom) < 30 jJ.m < 5 14m Rat1o&/ £il ter

£10 19 61 20 0.33 72

Ell 31 49 19 0.39 65

E12 21 57 23 0.40 59

~I Percent < 5 jJ.m.~ percent <30 pm.
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TABLE B-28. CORRECTED EMISSION FACTOR SUMMARY--CONVEYOR TRANSFER

Material Material characteristics Wind
Emission factor (e) transferred Density Silt (s~ Speed (ll)

Run (lblton)
,.. (tons) (g/cm3 ) (%) (mph)

EI0 0.036 52

13
•

79

1°.
7

Calm

Ell 0.064 52 Calm

E12 0.037 S2 Calm



TABLE B-29. EXAMPLE CALCUIATION FOR RUN EIO--CONVEYOR TRANSFER

Result

A. Plot filter exposure versus sampler location.

B. Graphically integrate to determine the area under
the exposure surface.

~. u~vlcie ~ Dy tne quant1ty ot material transferred to
arrive at the integrated filter exposure.

D. Multiply C by the ratio of the percent <30 pm (61%)
over the weighted average percent suspended (72%)
to obtain the emission factor for particles
smaller than 30 pm.

B-36
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APPENDIX C

STABILIZATION CHEMICALS FOR OPEN OUST SOURCES

The following table lists various dust suppression ch~cals and their
resultant control efficiencies. These chemicals were placed on mock
coal storage piles placed in a wind tunnel simulating an average wind
velocity of 10 to 11 mph. The two dust suppression chemical applica
tion schemes deemed most economical and efficient were Nos. 21 and 22
in the following table.ll

C-l



Dust Suppression Chemical
(water plus as listed)

1. Dustrol "A" 1:5000

2. T-Det 1:4

3. CaO 1%

4. CaC12 2%

5. Cements 5'7.

6. Coherex 1:15

7. Coherex 1:8

8. Coherex 1:4

9. Dowell Chemical Binder 1%

10. Dowell Chemical Binder 2%

11. Dowell Chemical Binder 3%

12. 1% CaC12, in 1:5000 Dustrol "AU

13. 1% CaO in 1:8 Coherex

14. 1% CaO in 2% Dowell Chemical
:Qiucler

15. 1% CaO in 3% Dowell Chemical
Binder

16. Dried Whole Blood 5%

17 • Dried Pork Plasma 5%

18. Dried Pork Plasma 3%

19. 1% CaC12 in 3% Pork Plasma

20. Dri-Pro 5%

21. 1% CaO, 1:3000 T-Det 1n 2%
Dowell Chemical Binder

22. 1% CaD, 1% CaC12' 1:4000
Dustrol "A" + 2% Dowell
Chemical Binder

C-2

Control EfficienCY (%)

-7.8

76

2.8

33.8

26.8

22.5

15.5..
97.2

70.4

97.2

97.2

15.5

31

81.7

27.1

79

96

52

7

98.6
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